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Security takes many forms.
Sometimes it's mink

...

sometimes it's an

ultrasonic burglar detection system.

Burglary and vandalism are constant threats
to your home, office or shop. With DeltAlert on
the job, you have dependable and economical ra

k.

y

security.
A silent ultrasonic blanket guards 15' to 30' (150 to 300 square feet) of critical space in the
home or business. Lights go on automatically driving away prowlers.
When teamed with the separate DeltaHorn, DeltAlert provides an added shock of loud ear-

splitting noise... frightening off even the boldest intruder.
These sturdy units, finished in handsome walnut veneer, are maintenance free and require
no expensive installation. The DeltAlert plugs right into a wall socket. The DeltaHorn plugs
directly into the DeltAlert. Small, the DeltAlert is only 103/8"w x 31/4"h x 31/4"d, and the DeltaHorn
31/4"w x 31/4"h x 31/4"d, the units blend right into your decor (and are difficult to detect).

Keep well covered with reliable DeltAlert detection and alarm protection, and order your
security now.

DeltAlert Only $69.95 ppd
DeltaHorn Only $24.95 ppd

Security is also instant starts,
dependable engine performance and 1

fewer tune-ups. It's a CD System.
What did your last tune-up cost? More and more, tune-ups are reaching for $60 and up. Why
not keep the dollars in your pocket by eliminating 2 out of 3 tune-ups? Delta's all new Mark Ten
B is made especially for foreign cars and modern American engines suffering from smog control devices, rough idle and poor fuel mix. The system is completely sealed, with handy switch

for instant conversion. Quick installation-no rewiring. The sooner you order, the sooner the
Mark Ten B pays for itself. Mail the coupon today.

Mark Ten B Only $59.95 ppd (12V neg. only)
Standard Mark Ten $44.95
"Delta Products, One of America's Finest Names In Electronics

r
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Please send me literature immediately: El
El Ship ppd. Ship C.O.D.
Enclosed is $

Name

Please send:
DeltAlert(s) @ $69.95 ppd
DeltaHorn(s) @ $24.95 ppd

City/State _

Mark Ten B @ $59.95 ppd
Standard Mark Ten @ $44.95
LDP 70-20

Address
Zip

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147 EEH / Grand Junction, Colorado 81501
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You get more for your money from NRI
at_

THE ONLY

COLOR TV
TOTALLY
ENGINEERED
FOR TRAINING

All this is yours - from Achievement Kit, to solid state Radio, to training -engineered Color
TV set-when you enroll for NRI's TV -Radio Servicing course. Other courses equally complete. Unique training methods, "bite -size" texts, many personal services have made NRI the leader in its field for over 50 years.
BUILD TEST EXPLORE

NRI Programmed Equipment Gives You Priceless Confidence,
Makes Learning TV -Radio, Electronics Fast and Fascinating
NRI pioneered the idea of supplying home study students with custom designed training
kits to give practical on-the-job experience as
you learn. Today, NRI's "3 -Dimensional" training can't be equalled. You get more value from the exclusive Achievement Kit sent the
day you enroll, to "bite -size" texts and custom
training equipment. Learning TV -Radio, Elec-

tronics or Communications at home is easy,
exciting, the NRI simplified, dramatized way.
BE A SKILLED TECHNICIAN IN AMERICA'S

openings or have a business of your own. And if
you choose one of five NRI courses that include

FCC License preparation, you must earn your
FCC License or NRI refunds your tuition!
MAKE $5 TO $7 AN HOUR EXTRA
IN SPARE TIME STARTING SOON

Tens of thousands of NRI graduates are proof it
is practical to train at home in your spare time.

Keep your present job while preparing for a
better one, and earn $5 to $7 an hour extra in

spare time while you train, fixing sets for friends
and neighbors. NRI shows you how. Equipment
you build and keep becomes useful in your work.

FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRY

Regardless of your educational background, you
can learn the Electronics field of your choice the
practical NRI way. The NRI color catalog, sent
to you free and without obligation, tells you how
you can qualify quickly to be a part of the fast
growing Electronic Age; about engineering jobs
in business, industry, broadcasting, government,
now offered to men without college degrees. It
will open your eyes to the great number of suc-

STEP UP TO BETTER PAY, A BRIGHTER FUTURE

NRI can help you, but the decision to act must
come from you. Decide now to move ahead . . .
mail the postage -free card today for your FREE
NRI color catalog. No obligation. No salesman
will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,

Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

cess opportunities available right now in the

APPROVED UNDER GI BILL

Electronics. With NRI technical training, you
can take your choice of a wide variety of career

If you served since January 31, 1955, or
are in service, check GI line on postage free card or in coupon.

high -pay world of TV -Radio Servicing, Broadcasting -Communications and Industrial -Military

CASH IN ON THE BOOM
IN COLOR TELEVISION

Mail insert card for

white or color TV training equipment.
Color TV needs thousands of trained
men to keep pace with millions of sets

your FREE NRI
color CATALOG

you quickly. Cash in on the boom.

No salesman will call

The NRI TV -Radio Servicing course

includes your choice of black and
being sold every year. NRI prepares

JOB AND BUS/NESS
OPPORTUNITIES
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phases-probably like all other hobby in-

terests. Six years ago the "big" interest
was transistorized ignition; two years ago
it became digital readouts and as you
glance through this HANDBOOK you will
see that audio construction projects are
"in." Those readers of this HANDBOOK
with long memories will recall that hi-fi and
audio projects were notable favorites in the
early 1960's and one must assume that
hobby electronics has made a full orbit.
What will the next HANDBOOK bring into
focus? Maybe test equipment or communi-

cations gear-hobby favorites in the late
1950's. See the next HANDBOOK and find
out for sure.
OLIVER P. FERRELL

Editor
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If you cant come to the world's
newest, largest and most exciting
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New Allied Radio Shack Catalog!
Thousands of electronic values!

Mail Coupon To

Allied Radio and Radio Shack have
joined forces to form the largest elec- Address Below
. or bring to
tronics distributing company in the Allied
Radio
world! This new 1971 460 -page cata-

log offers you the best of both companies:famous-name brands, exclusive
new products you'll find nowhere else
(including some items you didn't even

think were invented yet), and special

money -saving prices that only the

combined buying power of these two
great companies could offer!
World's Largest Electronic Department

Shack store for

r

Alzurn RANO MAU
OiVISION OF QTANDY CORP.

new catalog!

ALLIED RADIO SHACK 100 N. Western Avenue
652
Chicago, Illinois 60680
Yes!
want your big new 1971 catalog. I enclose $1 for
mailing and handling (refundable with my first purchase
of $1 or more).
I

NAME

First

Middle
Street or Route and Box No.

Stores. Over 800 stores in 48 states. See

CITY

your phone book for store nearest you.

I enclose D check money order
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MXX-1 Transistor
$3.50
RF Mixer

A single tuned circuit

intended for signal
conversion in the 3 to
170 MHz range. Har-

monics of the OX

oscillator are used for

injection in the 60 to
170 MHz range.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz

SAX -1 Transistor
RF Amplifier
$3.50
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1
mixer.

Single

tuned

input and link output.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering)

PAX -1 Transistor RF
Power Amplifier $3.75

A single tuned output
amplifier designed to
follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200
mw, depending on the
frequency

and

volt-

age. Amplifier can be
amplitude modulated.

Frequency 3,000 to

BAX-1 Broadband
$3.75
Amplifier
General purpose unit
which may be used as

a tuned or untuned

amplifier in RF and
audio applications 20

Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain.
Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur.

30,000 KHz.

(Specify when ordering)

For The Experimenter!
International EX Crystal & EX Kits
OSCILLATOR / RF MIXER / RF AMPLIFIER / POWER AMPLIFIER

OX Oscillator

Type EX Crystal
Available from 3.000 to 60.000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is

-1.02% when operated in

International OX circuit or its
equivalent. (Specify frequency)

$395

Crystal controlled transistor
3.000 to 19,999 KHz

Hi Kit 20,000 to 60.000 KHz
(Specify mien ordering)

type.

Lo

Kit

$295

Write for complete catalog. AMIN

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFO. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102
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stereomiew STERE

THE

STEREO TEST
RECORD

EMONSTRATIO

2 MOST

FOR HOME AND LABORATORY USE

RECORD LT.S.1,1:7-=-1*--

IMPORTANT
RECORDS IN
YOUR ENTIRE
COLLECTION!
The Most Spectacular Sound Exhibition

New Standard in Stereo Testing! The All -New
Model SR12 STEREO TEST RECORD
The most complete . . most sophisticated . .

of STEREO FIDELITY

Ever Available on one Disc.

.

most versatile Test Disc available today!

This record is the result of two years of Intensive research in the

Whether you're an avid audiophile who'll settle for nothing but peak
performance from his stereo components ... a casual listener who'd
like more insight into the challenging world of stereo reproduction
.. or a professional technician who needs precise standards for lab,
testing
the new MODEL SR12 will be the most important disc
in your entire collection. SR12 has been produced by Stereo Review
Magazine for music lovers who want immediate answers to questions about the performance of their stereo systems and how to get
the best possible sound reproduction. SR12 is the most complete
test record of its kind-containing the widest range of checks ever
included on one test disc.

sound libraries of Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft, Connoisseur
Society, Westminster Recording Company and Cambridge Records
Incorporated. The Editors of Stereo Review have selected and edited
those excerpts that best demonstrate each of the many aspects of

MAKE THESE IMPORTANT STEREO CHECKS BY EAR .
(NO INSTRUMENTS OF ANY KIND REQUIRED)

isolated and pointed up to give you a basis for future critical listening.

.

.

.

.

.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE - a direct warble -tone check of nineteen
sections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to 20,840 Hz SEPARATION - indicates whether you have adequate separation for good

stereo CARTRIDGE TRACKING - devised for checking the performance of your cartridge, stylus and tone arm CHANNEL BALANCE - two broad -band, random -noise signals which permit you to
eliminate any imbalances originating in cartridge, amplifier, speak-

ers or room acoustics HUM AND RUMBLE - foolproof tests that
help you evaluate the actual audible levels of rumble and hum in

your system FLUTTER - a sensitive "musical" test to check

whether your turntable's flutter is low, moderate, or high PLUS:
Cartridge and Speaker Phasing Anti -Skating Adjustment "Gun

Shot Test" for Stereo Spread Multi -purpose Musician's "A"

Equal -tempered Chromatic Octave Guitar -tuning Tones.
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN STEREO TESTING,
7 CRITICAL TEST EQUIPMENT-CNECKS . .
Attention professionals: Model SR12 Is also designed to be used as
a highly efficient design and measurement tool. In the following
tests, recorded levels, frequencies, etc. have been controlled to laboratory tolerances-affording accurate numerical evaluation when
used with oscilloscope, chart recorder, output meter, intermodulationdistortion meter and flutter meter.
1,000 -Hz square waves to test transient and high -frequency response of phono pickups. 500 to 20,000 Hz frequency -response
sweep. Sine -wave tone -bursts to test transient response of pickup. intermodulation test using simultaneous 400 -Hz and 4,000 -Hz
signals. Intermodulation sweep to show distortion caused by excessive resonances in tone arm and cartridge. 1,000 -Hz reference
tones to determine groove velocity. 3,000 -Hz tone for flutter and
speed tests. Sample waveforms - Illustrating both accurate and
faulty responses are provided In the Instruction Manual for comparison with the patterns appearing on your own oscilloscope screen.

8 Page Instruction Manual

FREE

includes detailed instructions,
charts, tables and diagrams.

the stereo reproduction of music. The record offers you a greater

variety of sound than has ever before been included on a single disc.
It is a series of independent demonstrations, each designed to show

off one or more aspects of musical sound and its reproduction.

Entirely music, the Record has been edited to provide self-sufficient
capsule presentations of an enormous variety of music arranged in
a contrasting and pleasing order. It includes all the basic musical

and acoustical sounds that you hear when you listen to records,

WIDE RANGE OF DEMONSTRATIONS
Techniques of Separation & Multiple Sound Sources Acoustic
Depth Ambiance of Concert Hall Sharp Contrasts of Dynamics
Crescendo & Diminuendo Very High & Very Low Pitched Musical
Sounds Polyphony (2 or more melodies at once) With Both Similar
& Contrasting Instruments Tonal Qualities of Wind, String & Percussion instruments Sounds of Ancient Instruments Sounds of
Oriental Instruments Sound of Singing Voice, Both Classically
Trained and Untrained Plus a Large Sampling of Finger Snapping, Hand Clapping, Foot Stamping & Other Musical & Percussive Sounds.

13 SUPERB SELECTIONS
STRAUSS: Festive Prelude, Op. 61 (excerpt) DGG.
DEBUSSY: Feux d'artifice (excerpt). Connoisseur Society.

BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Symphony) (excerpt from
the first movement) Westminster Records.
MASSAINO: Canzona XXXV a 16 (complete) DGG Archive.
CORRETTE: Concerto Comique Op. 8, No. 6, "Le Plaisir des Dames"
(third movement) Connoisseur Society.
KHAN: Raga Chandranandan (excerpt) Connoisseur Society.
RODRIGO: Concert-Serenade for Harp and Orchestra (excerpt from
the first movement) DGG.
MANITAS DE PLATA: Gypsy Rhumba (complete) Conn. Soc.
MARCELLO: (arr. King): Psalm XVII "The Heavens are Telling"
(complete) Connoisseur Society.
PRAETORIUS: Terpsichore: La Bourree XXXII (complete) DGG
Archive.
BERG:Wozzeck (excerpt from Act III) DGG.
BARTOK: Sonata for two pianos and Percussion (excerpt from the
first movement) Cambridge Records.
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Victory) (excerpt from the
last movement) Westminster.

$498' each

Only

Descriptive Booklet Enclosed includes aiscussion of the selections on the record, plus a

complete description of each selection and the
purpose behind its demonstration.

FREE

NOTE - THE STEREO DEMONSTRATION RECORD ONLY IS AVAILABLE IN YOUR CHOICE OF 33W RPM_OR 45 RPM
Both the Model 51312 Stereo Test Record and Stereo Demonstration Record are processed and pressed on a newly developed, Improved vinyl.

It is permanently

anti -static, repels dust and dirt and promotes longer stylus wear. The use of .his material Is conductive to low surface noise and contributes to the production of full dynamics and frequency range. The record continually looks new, pounds new and wears longer.

r
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RECORDS Ziff -Davis Service Division
595 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10012
My check (or money order) for
Plesse send:

Print Name
is enclosed

Stereo Review Stereo Demonstration Records at $4.98 each, postpaid.
Check one: 0 331/2 RPM
0 45 RPM

Model SR12 Stereo Test Records et $4.98 each, postpaid.
(Outside U.S.A.-Blass send $7.00 per record ordered.) New Torii State residents

Blass add leml seise tar
IM ME MO ZM MO ME MO ME
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It Steaks!
it 7ascittates!
It 13oggies!
COVER STORY

BY B. FISHER AND R. SHAW
11971 Winter Edition

HERE'S A PROJECT that's difficult to
describe but we guarantee that, once
you've built it, you and your friends will
go ape over it. Quite simply, The Orb is

a 12" diameter plastic ball that just sits
there quietly doing absolutely nothing.
However, if it is picked up and rotated,
even slightly, it emits a variety of sounds

that will liven the clullest party. The
sounds range from animal -like grunts to
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150K

2N2I60

02

2N107

47K

2N2I60

I2K

or similar
R1 -22,000 -ohm
R2 -150,000 -ohm
R3,R7--150-ohm
R4 -470 -ohm
R5 -47,000 -ohm
R6 -12,000 -ohm
R8 -R10 -1000 -ohm
10% tolerance

1/2 -watt

All resistors

Q2 -2N107 or HEP253 transistor or similar
Q3,Q4,Q6,Q7,Q8-2N2222 or HEP55 transistor

PARTS LIST

2N2222

470.11

B1 -9 -volt battery
CI -10 -AF, 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.047 -AF, 10 -volt capacitor
C3 -0.22 -AF, 10 -volt capacitor
C4 -100 -AF, 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor
Q1, Q5 -2N2160 transistor or similar

2N2222

150/1

150(1

2N2222

alone is $6.25.

and Marking, 336 Canal St., New York, NY
10013. Specify "Electric Ball Kit." The ball

Specify kit "Sw." A 12" plastic ball, a rod, and
a disc are available for $7.50 from Engraving

10013 for $7.50 plus 50% postage and handling.

tronics Corp., 265 Canal St., New York, NY

A kit of semiconductors is available from Semi-

able from Super Whoopee Ltd., 523 E. 12th
St., New York, NY 10009 for $18.75. A complete kit, including ball, rod, disc, and stand,
is available from the same source for $30.50.

Misc.-12" plastic ball, 12' plastic rod, 10"
plastic disc, battery clip, battery connector,
epoxy cement, mounting screws, etc.
Note-Electronic parts and PC board are avail-

07
2N2222

Spkr.-8-1O-ohnt speaker
Sl-S6-S.p.s.t. mercury switch

06
2N2222

Fig. 2. After making the PC board, shown
size above, install components
as illustrated on the right. It is pos-

SPKR +9V

S6

actual

sible to alter the values of the UJT time
constants (in the emitter circuits) so as

+
0

1

040

to create a completely different set of

unusual sound effects. Just be sure that
there is at least one position of finished sphere where the power switches
(S1,S2,S3) are turned off, removing power.

1
RI

r

wild whistles, to outer -space screecheswith variations in between. Each sound
is dependent on the attitude of The Orb
and how it is rotated. The sound contin-

ues until the ball is placed in its "off"

position-and trying to find this can be a
lot of fun too, especially for the uninitiated.
This electronic toy is ideal for parties,

as a conversation piece, and as a safe
means of entertaining children. Once you

start to play with it, it gets to be like
potato chips-you just can't put it down.

About the Circuit. The noises emitted by

The Orb are generated by two unijunction oscillators feeding a common audio
amplifier (see Fig. 1). The frequencies
of the oscillators are changed by switch-

ing components in and out of the circuits. The switching is performed by

1

R2 83

lit
+1
CI
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S4

1

C4

02

t

R9

08
R8

SI

,1

1

01

mercury switches which go on and off as

the ball rotates.
The frequency of the first oscillator
(Q1) is determined by R2 and Cl. This
frequency is changed when mercury
switch S introduces R1 in parallel with
R2. The second oscillator (Q5) uses
either C2 or C2 and C3 in parallel and

the emitter -collector resistance of Q2 as
the frequency -determining factors. The
resistance of Q2 is determined by the
sawtooth signal generated at Q1 and amplified by the Darlington -connected pair,
Q3 and Q4 and is also changed by the
action S6.

The audio amplifier consists of Q6,
and Q8 arranged to drive the low -

Q7,

impedance speaker.
Construction.

The electronic circuit,

shown in Fig. 1, is constructed on the
11

printed circuit board whose foil pattern
is shown in Fig. 2, which also gives com-

SCREW(2)
WASHER(2)

ponent layout. When mounting the 6
mercury switches, position S4 and S5
close to the board at right angles to each
tIALF'SPHERE

other and S6 vertical to the board.

Switches Si, S2, and S3 are arranged so

that the tips touch to form a pyramid.

Put a spot of cement at the tip junctions
to keep them in place. This arrangement
Ft ATT3R Y

of the switches insures that there will
be at least one position in which the
power is off. The other three switches
change the sound as the ball is rotated.
Once the board has been assembled,

ill
PLASTIC TUBE

PC BOARD
MOUNT

114111P

SPEAKER
HOLE
PL DISC
DISC

Al

HALF SPHERE

connect the speaker and the battery connector to it through 6- to 8 -inch twisted
pairs. Be sure to get the proper polarity
on the battery connector. Hold the board
upside down, so that the three switches
Si, S2, and S3 are off when connecting
the battery to the connector. There

should be no sound from the speaker
with the board in this position.
The 12" plastic ball (see Parts List)

comes in two pieces which are to be held
together by a 12" piece of %" or 1" plasFig. 3. The sphere is assembled on the

plastic rod which has been tapped at
both ends. The battery clip can fit on
the plastic rod, or on the disc that
supports both the PC board and speaker.

S5

tic rod. The latter is drilled and tapped
at each end as shown in Fig. 3.
Position the plastic rod in one of the
sphere halves and secure it in place using a suitable screw and washer. Make

S4

S2

S3

SI

The mercury switches must be positioned as shown here. The pyramid of S1,S2, and S3
makes sure that there is at least one position where the battery is switched off. Other

switches are at right angles to each other to make finished sphere position sensitive.
12
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The speaker is mounted directly on large plastic disc that acts as a sounding board, thus

increasing volume. The board and battery clip are secured with mounting hardware.

Once correct positioning of mercury switches has been made, they are cemented tc
prevent movement. Switches S4 and S5 are affixed to board, switches S1,S2, and S3
form a pyramid with their tips cemented together, while S6 is tight to chassis and vertical.
1971 Winter Edition
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The plastic disc is secured to the sphere wall by
applying several cement joints around the circle.

up a plastic disc having a diameter of
approximately 10" and drill a hole in the
center just wide enough to accommodate

the rod. Make another hole in the disc

for the speaker. This hole should be just
slightly smaller than the speaker rim so

that the speaker can be cemented in

place. On the other side of the disc make

holes for mounting the PC board and
secure it in place using suitable hardware. Make sure that both the speaker
and battery connector are still wired to
the board.

Lower the disc onto the plastic rod
until the disc rim touches the plastic
half sphere. Cement the disc in place all

around its rim. Insert the battery in its
clip and install the battery connector.
The ball (rather half ball) is now active
and will start up if moved from the stable position.

Carefully mate the other half of the
ball with the first half and secure it to
the rod using suitable hardware. The
complete ball is now ready for use-

either plain white as it comes, or you

The rim of the speaker is coated with cement and
concentrically fixed to its
14

hose

it

plastic disc.

can paint it or add psychedelic stickers,
as we did for the cover photo. Make sure
that you know where the off position is
so that you can "stop the music" when
you want to. You will probably want to
fashion some sort of base ring to hold
the ball when not in use.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

BUILD THE

THE RAPID GROWTH of color pro-

gramming on the TV channels and

stereo broadcasting on the FM band has
generated an urgent need for an inexpensive high -gain receiving antenna. Un-

fortunately, most of the really good

ready -to -install antennas are relatively
expensive. But if you are willing to invest about $25 for materials and some
four hours of your time, you can fabri-

cate a "Pyramidal" antenna that will
equal or better the performance of antennas selling for several times the cost
of the materials.
The Pyramidal antenna described here
is a frequency -independent (log -period-

ic) design. As opposed to the Yagi anLOW COST AND HIGH GAIN
ARE FEATURED

IN UNUSUAL DESIGN

tenna that is "peaked up" at certain

points within its band, the log -periodic
antenna has an essentially constant gain
over its entire band. (The Yagi, for ex-

ample, has 10-13 dB of gain at the
peaked frequencies-much less at all

BY GEORGE MONSER
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other frequencies-while the log -period 15

cover the band. For a given separation
angle, any decrease in the spread angle
results in an increase in antenna gain.

A/2=115"

This increased gain, however, is accom-

plished only by narrowing the pickup
lobe of the antenna, making aiming of the
antenna more critical.
To minimize the aiming problems, yet
preserve a high degree of gain, some com-

SEPARATION
ANGLE

promise in the design of the antenna

must be accepted. Hence, the spread angle is fixed at about 90° ( actually closer
to 86.5° ) for a 60° separation angle.
These figures, while they make aiming
of the antenna easy, provide about 9 dB

of gain-sufficient to qualify the antenna for fringe area use. The graph in Fig.
2 shows how the spread and separation

SPREAD
ANGLE

angles affect gain.

Fig. 1. Antenna gain and pickup characteristics are
chiefly determined by spread and separation angles.

ic's gain curve is virtually flat at 8-12
dB over its entire band.)

The unique design of the Pyramidal
antenna permits broad band coverage
(VHF and UHF TV, and FM broadcast
bands) , using just 17 elements. The antenna also has sufficient gain to classify

it as a "fringe" and "deep fringe" receiving antenna for color TV. Furthermore, the feed impedance almost
perfectly matches commonly available
300 -ohm lead-in, eliminating the need
for expensive coaxial cable and impedance -converting Baluns.
Antenna

Characteristics. The factors

that have the greatest effect on the gain
and performance of the Pyramidal antenna are the spread and separation an-

( see Fig. 1) and, to a lesser degree. the number of elements used to
gles

Theoretically, the longest element in

the array should be cut to one-half wave-

length at the lowest operating frequency. In practice, however, this is neither
necessary nor desirable since the dropoff of the gain curve is so gradual. For
this reason, as shown in Fig. 1, the longest element spans only 115" tip -to -tip,
about one-half wavelength at 51 MHz.

Finally, for smoothness of operation

over the entire band, a spacing ratio
of 0.87 between elements was selected.
Again, this is a compromise figure, one

selected to provide smooth operation

with the minimum number of elements.

Construction. Most of the materials
needed for fabricating the Pyramidal antenna can be obtained from a hardware

store, but you can save a few dollars
by buying the tubing from a pipe outlet.
The Plexiglass and NEMA G-10 epoxy fiberglass, of course, should be bought
from a plastics supplier.

Start construction by cutting the %"

10

NGLE

90. BPREM)
Fig. 2. Graph shows how
90 ° spreadangle and 60 °

separation angle provide
approximately 9 -dB gain.
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5 9 1/8"

32-7/16

2 3- 5/16"

I

I

T

1

6-11/16"

12-3/4" I
I9-1/4"
7"

5

6-3/4'

9-1/4"

12-3/4"

17-1/4"

2 3 -1/4..

31-1/4"

17-7/16

42-1/4"

-7/8"

1

20-7/16"
14-15/16"

7-i-/16' 10-7/8°

5-3/4" 1

a"

10-3/4"

14-3/4"

20"

26-3/4"

49"

27- 1/16"

37-1/2"

referenced from short element end of boom to hole centers. Double check measurements before drilling.

ing beyond boom on opposite side of element proper. Element hole location measurements are

Fig. 3. Lengths given for elements (horizontal bars) are overall, include portions inside boom and project-

43- 5/16"

57"

51-1/4"

60"

I

5/16

5/16

5/16"

DIA

Di A

2"

1

3

/4"-6-1

29 3/16'

HOLE FOR
LONGEST
ELEMENT

Fig. 4. Holes at left in drawing are for nose supports and at center for U -bracket
supports. Reference all your measurements from short element end of boom.
Outside diameter of the copper or aluminum tubing is not particularly important,

so long as the builder adjusts the support tube diameter and holes to match.

seamless tubing to the lengths specified
for the elements in Fig. 3; two of each

BILL OF MATERIALS
1-10' length of 1" outer-dianieter

length are required. Then cut the two

1" -diameter booms to 5' lengths. Mark
each of the booms with a small punch at
the appropriate locations for the element
holes, and drill :"s" holes through both

seamless

aluminum TI" antenna mast
2-5' lengths of 1" outer diameter x 0.035" Sean, less aluminum tubing for booms
70' of .3r outer diameter x 0.028" seamless aluminum or copper tubing for elements
2-U -bolt mast clamps with spacer, washers, and

sides of the booms at the points indi-

nuts

cated. Use a small rattail file or a reamer to deburr the exit holes.
Rotate each boom 90° along its axis,
and repeat the hole marking procedure

2-6" x 6" x
supports
2-4" x 4" x

markings are midway around the circum-

1Jisc.-#8 x

;.:4" pieces of Plexiglass for nose

NEMA G-10 epoxy -fiberglass
or equivalent) pieces for U -bracket support
1-Small plastic cable clamp
300 -ohm twin -lead lead-in cable (sec text)

outlined above. Make sure these new

:),4" sheet metal screws; V4-20 x
2/" machine screws, lock washers, and nuts;

ference of the boom between the "."

#8 solder lugs; 6-32 x V," machine screw.
lock washer, and nut; wood dowel or soft

hole pairs. Then drill =18 holes through

plastic ( see text); solder; etc.

only one wall of the booms at these
markings.

5/32"

I

1/2"--.-1

4"
3-3/16'

5/8"
3/B" THICK NEMA G -I0

ALL HOLES 5/16"

Fig. 5. Two each of the NEMA G-10 epoxy fiberglass U -Bracket supports (above) and

Plexiglass nose supports (right) are
required for proper assembly of antenna.
1/4"

PLEXIGLASS IS I/4" THICK

18
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14,

Besides parts shown, you will need two 1" antenna mast standoffs and 300 -ohm
lead-in cable. For best results, choose highest quality lead-in cable available.

Next, referring to Fig.

4,

drill

5/16"

holes, directly in line with the "" holes,

through the booms for the nose and
U -bracket supports. Then carefully mea-

in from one end of each element. Mark your measurements with a
sure 3/1"

punch, and drill through the dimples
with a #28 drill. Deburr all exit holes
on the elements and booms.

Now, pretap the holes in the elements
with a #8 x :Yt" sheet metal screw. In-

sert each element into its proper hole

in the boom, and use #8 x "i" sheet

metal screws to hold them in place; note

that a li" stub should project from the
boom on the opposite side from the element proper.

Fabricate the two Plexiglass nose supports and two NEMA G-10 U -bracket sup-

port assemblies (see Fig. 5 for dimensions). Then drill a #28 hole through
one wall of each boom, directly in line
with the screws securing the elements
in place and
from the short element
ends. Pretap these holes with #8 x
sheet metal screws. Then plug both ends

of each element and both booms with

pieces of wood doweling or soft plastic.

Finally, prepare the required length

of 300 -ohm twin -lead transmission line
in the following manner. At the antenna

end of the lead-in, split the insulation
down the center for a distance of 5".
Strip away about 1'4" of insulation from

each conductor, and solder a #8 solder
lug to each. Then solder a spade lug to
each conductor at the opposite end of
the cable. (If the lead-in is to be routed

through a wall or conduit, solder the
spade lugs in place after the cable has
been routed.)

Installation and Aiming. Take all of the

antenna parts, including the mast and
lead-in cable, out of doors where you will

have plenty of room for final assembly.
Assemble the nose pieces and element
booms together as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Screw down the solder lugs on the lead-

in cable, and pass the cable through a

small cable clamp. Bolt the clamp to one

of the Plexiglass pieces with a 6-32 X

Fig. 6. The nose assembly fastens together with 1/420x21/2" hardware, cable clamp with 6.32 hardware.
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machine screw, lockwasher, and nut.
Place a plastic or rubber cap over the
large -diameter end of the antenna mast
section. Then fasten the mast section to
the antenna as shown in Fig. 7. Be sure
19

desire, you can indicate on the rotator

control dial which positions provide best
reception for each channel.

In some areas where direct -path re-

ception is obstructed by large buildings,

hills, etc., siting is best accomplished

by employing "scatter" reception. To do

this, point the antenna toward objects

such as metal water tanks, other TV an-

tennas, or even buildings that have an
unobstructed view of the TV station.

Checking out the reception of the

UHF TV channels is a little trickier than
for the VHF channels. You will have to
set the channel selector as near as pos-

sible to the UHF channel position desired, rock the rotator control back and

forth until you have a picture, and
Fig.

7. To prevent antenna from shorting against

mast, mount standoff between mast and NEMA board.

touch up both the channel selector and
positioning control as needed for best
results. The same procedure applies to
FM reception.

In tests in the New York -New Jersey

to use the U -bracket spacer between the
epoxy -fiberglass plates and mast to pre-

area, the Pyramidal antenna was cer-

against the mast through the mounting

parison to a "standard" Yagi array of

Now, mount the antenna on your ro-

elements, the Pyramidal antenna was

vent the antenna from shorting out
hardware.

tator by slipping the small -diameter end

of the mast into the rotator ferrule.

(Note : because the Pyramidal antenna
is highly directional, an antenna rotator
is almost an absolute must, especially in
fringe reception areas.)

Route the lead-in cable to your TV

receiver, or if you are simply replacing
your present antenna, connect the present lead-in cable to the element booms
via the sheet metal screws. Then connect
the other end of the lead-in to your TV

receiver. Turn on your receiver, and
point the small element end of the antenna array at a known strong or local

TV station (use the positioning control

of your rotator.) Now rock the positioning control back and forth to determine the position that provides best re-

ception. ( The angular sector off the nose,

or apex, of the antenna for best reception is approximately 60° wide; so the
final aiming angle can be taken to en-

compass TV stations within the 60°
spread.)

Set the channel selector to a weak signal channel in your area and again
rotate the antenna for best reception.

tainly impressive. For example, in com-

seven VHF TV elements and 14 UHF TV

better on channels 5 through 13, and literally tremendous on FM. There was also
a slight to modest improvement in
UHF TV reception.

For its price, size, and ease of construction, the Pyramidal is very likely
the best antenna you can use for touchy

color TV and stereo FM reception. So, if

you are

in

the market for a good

receiving antenna-whether
for VHF TV, UHF TV, or FM broadcast-look no further, the Pyramidal is
high -gain

it!

PARTS

TALK
IT SURE GETS
DARK IN HERE
WHEN HE PUTS
THE LID DOWN

In like manner, check for best reception
on all of the VHF TV channels. If you
20
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Build
a
DWELL
EXTENDER
BY GEORGE MEYERLE

MMININIk

VIPPoloi~IMEMIMmimPletemmieie010111MIEMnPPIIM~INIMIMONIONIIIIMEM

ELECTRONIC ASSIST TO YOUR IGNITION SYSTEM

M ANY SCHEMES have been proposed

in the last ten years for improving
electronically the efficiency of the ignition system of the internal combustion
(automobile, boat, etc.) engine. Such
proposals, whose basic purpose is to improve overall performance and reduce
fuel consumption, are all based on the
principle of increasing the spark energy
at high engine speeds (see p 23). Many

of these spark improvement systems
have value-whether they are simple

switching transistors or elaborate, relatively complex capacitive -discharge circuits. Unfortunately, they also have
varying disadvantages of some type.
The "Dwell Extender" described here
increases spark energy at high engine

speeds by lengthening the dwell time
electronically and requires only two con-

nections to the existing system. The

patented circuit, shown in Fig. 1, can be
used in any car or boat with a negative

ground. It can be installed or removed
in a matter of minutes and is applicable
to any number of cylinders, provided a
coil -and -breaker -point system is used.

It cannot be used on engines having a
magneto ignition or a positive -ground.
1971 Winter Edition

What can be expected of this unusual

system? Truthfully, not very much if
you have a new car that is properly
tuned up and if you don't drive at high
speeds. However, if your car has a lot

of mileage on it and you want additional
"zoom" for passing or accelerating on a
hill, the Dwell Extender can provide an
improvement in your car's performance.

The use of this system in your car
will also save you some gasoline due
to more efficient burning; and you will
find that problems resulting from worn
points are reduced since they no longer
play such an important part in the ignition system. Spark plugs will last longer
too.
Construction.

It is important that you

use the silicon controlled rectifier (SCR1)

called for in the Parts List. It is capable

of withstanding the temperature extremes existing near the engine and it

can take the reverse voltages that occur
when the points open. Similarly, the
capacitors must be of the solid tantalum
type which can withstand the temperature extremes.
The components are actually mounted
21

PARTS LIST
C2 -2.2 -AF. solid tantalum capacitor
(Sprague 164D or similar)
D1 -2 -ampere, 600 -volt PIV rectifier diode
(Solitron Devices 2A600)
R1 -2200 -ohm, ,A -watt resistor
R2 -120 -ohm, 1A -watt resistor
SCR1-Silicon controlled rectifier (Motorola
2N4173)
Alisc.-SCR mounting hardware (Motorola

Cl,

TO ( -)OF
IGNITION
COIL

120A

2.2K
2N4173

MH475 or similar); heat sink (Wakefield 400

2A600

similar); three -lug screw -type terminal
strip; metal for U -brackets; length of #14
or

C2

CI

2.20F

2.2pF

twin -conductor cable; two crimp -on lugs; rub-

ber grommets (2); mounting hardware; etc.
Note-A pre -tested SCR with mounting hard-

ware at $4.50; a pre -tested diode at 30%; and
two tantalum capacitors at 60e each are available from Metrotec Industries, 1405 Old

Northern Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 11576. Also
available from the same source are: a gold

TO

VEH CLE

anodized heat sink with covers, shock mounts,

SCR I

GND

GO
A

I

r

and terminal strip at $3.95; a complete kit of
parts at $9.50; and a finished, wired unit encapsulated in a heavy-duty cylindrical heat
sink at $19.95, all postpaid. The unit has a 2 -

I

(CA SE)I

year guarantee. Patented, Foreign and U.S.A.
Fig.

can

1. Be sure to use the components specified so that the finished device
withstand both engine -space heat and any switching transients.

on the heat sink (or similar) prescribed
in the Parts List. Drill a hole in the cen-

ter of the heat sink for SCR1. Mount
the SCR with

(mica) wash-

er around the stud on each side of the
heat sink and a soldering lug making contact with the case of the SCR on the wir-

ing side of the heat sink. You may also
Fig.

2.

Install the SCR so that it

is

completely

insulated from the metal heat sink. Mount a large
solder lug between the case and insulator to make
the anode contact. All wiring is point to point.
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have to use some type of insulating tubing around the stud where it passes
through the heat sink to avoid any con-

tact between the two. When you have
the SCR mounted, use an ohmmeter to
check that there is no contact between

the case (anode) of the SCR and the
heat sink.

The three -screw terminal is mounted on a U-shaped
cover that snaps over the heat sink. Remove center

screw and cover the outside hole with a

piece

of tape. The lug is used as a wiring support only.

er points are closed. The opening and closing
of the points are timed by an engine -driven
cam that is designed to open the points whenever a spark is required by a cylinder. When

SPARK ENERGY
The efficiency of an internal combustion engine depends, in the final analysis, on the mixture of gasoline and air that is introduced
into the cylinder and the successful ignition of
that mixture by an electrically induced spark.

points are closed, the current flowing
through the coil builds up a magnetic field
the

which saturates the coil. When the points open,

the current flow stops and the magnetic field
collapses. As the field collapses, the magnetic
lines of force cut the turns on the other portion of the autotransformer, inducing a very

If we assume that the carburetor is doing its
job of providing the proper fuel mixture, then
obtaining the right spark energy to fire it is the
best way to improve efficiency.

high

allowed to pass through the primary of an
autotransformer (ignition coil) when the break -

e.m.f.

voltage

This

is

applied

An ignition system of this type always works
(unless something is drastically wrong) but it
does have disadvantages, which result primarily in the loss of performance at high engine

HIGH VOLTAGE

TO DISTRIBUTOR
11110

speeds. This is because, as the engine speeds
up, the amount of time that the points remain
closed is proportionally reduced. When the en-

4111.

410

IGNITION COIL

gine speed reaches two thousand r/min or
more, the points are closed for such a short

411.
,110

time that the magnetic field within the ignition
coil does not build up to maximum. This results in a much lower "thinner" spark voltage
for ignition. As a result the energy in the coil
primary drops dramatically as shown in Fig. B.
Because the higher engine speeds are used in
accelerating and passing, "sluggishness" is
noted in many engines when this situation occurs. Since the fuel doesn't burn properly, the
condition also wastes gasoline and the spark
plugs get fouled up, causing an even further

RUBBING BLOCK
CONDENSER

back

through the distributor to the appropriate cylinder to ignite the gas -air mixture. The time
that the points remain closed is called the dwell
time and is specified in degrees of dwell for
the particular engine.

To provide a spark, the majority (about 98%)
of conventional engines use the Kettering system, which was developed about 50 years ago
(see Fig. A). In this system, battery current is

*. --'rte
Cr)

elm

MOVABLE
POINT
FIXED

POINT 4

drop in performance.

A

The purpose of most ignition -improvement
systems is to overcome the "droop" in spark

ENGINE -DRIVEN
CAM

energy at high engine speeds.
50

1
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Primary current in the ignition coil without (top)

Secondary voltage of the ignition

coil without

and with (bottom) the Dwell Extender. Calibration
is 5 ms per division horizontal, and 2.5 amperes
per division vertical. Note the longer time that
ignition coil current flows using Dwell Extender.

(top) and with (bottom) the Dwell Extender. Calibration is 1 ms per division horizontal and 10
kV per division vertical. Note the reduced ringing
and the higher voltage using the Dwell Extender.

Prepare a U-shaped metal cover to
at over the top of the heat sink and
project down over the two sides. Cut

When the points are closed, the Dwell Extender
is shorted out so that the SCR is non -conducting.

out one end of the cover so that a

three -lug terminal strip can be mounted
on it as shown in Fig. 2. The two outer
lugs serve as wiring connections for the
internal components and for connection

of the external leads. The center lug is
used as a standoff insulator for internal
wiring which is point-to-point.
Once the circuit is complete, spray the
interior with a non -corrosive lacquer to
provide protection against moisture.

Make another U-shaped cover to fit
over the bottom of the heat sink and
cover the electronic components.
Drill holes in the ends of the heat sink

for mounting and insert rubber grommets in the holes to provide protection
against shock and vibration.
Clearly identify the two external connections. Mark them "CHASSIS GROUND"
and " ( -) TERMINAL OF IGNITION COIL."

Installation. Select a suitable mounting

spot for the Dwell Extender-away from
the heat of the engine and radiator. The
24

HOW IT WORKS
During this time, the current through the coil
(through the closed points) builds up the mag-

netic field. When the points open, the back e.m.f.
from the collapsing field around the coil creates
a voltage high enough to fire the spark plug.

However, the instant that the points open, the
positive voltage from the battery is applied directly to the anode of the SCR and, through an

RC network, to its gate. About 100 microseconds
after the points open, the positive pulse reaches
the gate, firing the SCR. This closes the points
electrically. Shortly afterward, they close mechanically.

The result is that the coil is being charged for
almost the entire duty cycle except for the 100
microseconds to allow for spark to occur. The
magnetic field built up in the coil is thus stronger
and a much larger spark is available at the distributor. In fact, the spark energy is almost doubled at high engine speeds. Diode al bypasses
the negative spike that occurs when the points
Open.

location can be on the sheetmetal wheel
covering, the firewall, or even inside the
car ( or boat). Make sure that rain or
snow ( or spray if used on a boat) can-

not reach the device. A maximum of
six feet of wire can be used to connect
the circuit to the ignition coil.
(Continued on page 38)
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MINI -SIX
ADD-ON
try mew diSpersiom leek/luxe

for better stereo

EY DAVID B. WEEMS

SINCE high fidelity first came on the
scene, some critical listeners have

complained that most music systems
produce sound that appears to come

through a hole in the wall. The advent of

stereo gave us two openings for music
and added the phrase "hole in the mid-

dle" to the hi-fi vocabulary.
As good as they are, loudspeakers still
sound more like loudspeakers than musi-

cal instruments. One reason for this is
that the sound reaching the listener at a
live performance is rich in both direct
and reflected sound waves. But in the
optimum listening position for most
stereo systems, the predominant effect is
produced by direct sound waves.
The directivity of loudspeakers gives
a satisfactory left -to -right perspective in
locating individual voices or musical instruments. However, there is a tendency

to aim the sound in only one direction1971 Winter Edition

particularly the high. frequencies-often
in stereo compressing the sources into
two separate "points.

Dealing With The Problem. Several approaches have been tried to eliminate the
"point source." Some of the earlier ones
were: adding a center channel to stereo
systems ; removing the back of the
speaker enclosure to gain reflections

The Author
While Dave Weems was getting his Bachelor of
Science degree at the University of California
at Los Angeles, he worked as research assis-

tant in a physics laboratory which was next
door to an acoustics lab. That was when he
started building amplifiers and speaker systems. He has taught mathematics, physics, and

chemistry and is now a free-lance consultant
and writer on the design of speaker systems.
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Four speakers (top) are mounted on angled baffles facing back. The other two speakers
face the front. Individual L -pad controls for two sets of speakers are mounted on side.

from the rear; using speaker columns to
produce a line source for wider horizondetal distributions and reflections; and developing
eloping nondirectional tweeters.
new approach, described by some
enthusiasts as "revolutionary" is offered
by the Bose Model 901 speaker system.
This system contains nine 4" loudspeakers-eight of them located on baffles that
are mounted on angles at the rear of the
small enclosure. A single speaker faces
forward. The purpose of this rather unorthodox arrangement is to produce 89%
reflected and 11% direct sound waves.
The Bose Corporation claims that this is
the optimum ratio for the reproduction

:

of recorded sound.

reflecting surface itself. If it is smooth
you can confidently expect the reflected
sound content to approach the optimum
of 89% . But a rough surface or the presence of even a small amount of drapery
or other sound absorbing material could
alter this ratio. The exact percentage of

reflected sound might not be critical,
but listening rooms present a wide variety of acoustical environments.

Taking the above into consideration,

it is desirable to provide a means for
varying the direct/reflected sound ratio
produced by the speaker system. This
would allow the listener to optimize the
ratio to his particular listening room and
personal tastes.

Each of the nine speakers in the Bose
system handles the full range of frequencies without crossover networks. A solidstate "active equalizer" is used to tailor
the response to that preferred by the lis-

The "Mini -Six," the add-on speaker
system described here, is designed to be

inherent base rolloff caused by the small

match his room acoustics.
The Mini -Six, unlike the Bose system,
is not a full -range speaker system; rath-

tener as well as to compensate for the
enclosure.

Even if you are a critical listener, you

will notice that the "character" of the

sound produced by the Bose system does
not change as much as you might expect

it to as you move about the listening
room. And the feeling of spaciousness

adds a depth of sound not evident with
conventional speaker systems.

A minor drawback of this unique

speaker system is the necessity of locating the Model 901 about 12" away from
the wall to obtain the proper reflection
pattern. There is also the question of the
26

adjusted to the environment. Utilizing
the reflected sound principle employed in

the Bose 901, it permits the listener to
vary the ratio of direct/indirect sound to

er, it

is an add-on for existing hi-fi

speaker systems, the latter being used
only to reproduce the bass range. This
strategem minimizes material cost and
satisfies limited space requirements.
The add-on consists of 3" X 5" replacement -type 8 -ohm oval speakers sell-

ing for about a dollar apiece. Each has a
magnet weight of 1.47 ounces. Four of

the speakers are mounted on angled

boards facing the rear of the enclosure,
and two face the 'front.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

The rear speakers are connected in

cise in making 60° miter cuts, construc-

ers are wired in series to provide a 16 -

30°, will do the job easily. If you elect to

parallel -series to maintain a normal
8 -ohm impedance, while the front speak-

ohm impedance. The two sets of speakers

are then wired in parallel to provide a
total impedance between 5 and 6 ohms.
The front speakers would normally
dissipate 33% of the power with this
hookup. However, a 16 -ohm L -pad con-

trols the output to any desired level up

to about 33% of the total sound.
While the low -frequency response of
the replacement -type speakers is limited

by their small size and high cone resonance ( over 200 Hz), their performance
in the high -frequency range is fairly
good. When used as designed to reproduce the midrange and high -frequencies
from 300 Hz up, the sound reproduction

tion is quite simple. A table saw or an
adjustable portable rotary saw, set for

use a sabre saw for the cutting operations, be very careful to keep the cuts
straight and go very slowly. Always
make a few practice passes at the cutting
angle through some scrap 1/2" -thick plywood.

Now, referring to Fig. 1, prepare each
of the eight major pieces that make up
the enclosure according to the dimensions provided. The center panel that
separates the two interior chambers of
the enclosure (see drawing at upper
right) should be cut from a 6%" X 8"
piece of 1/2" plywood. The excess strip
(illustrated) can then be reversed and
secured to the center panel with glue and

does not betray the low cost of the screws, forming a double angled surface
speakers.

A simple home-made crossover network permits you to utilize your present

speaker system as a woofer. Because the
crossover point is at 300 Hz, the position
of the big speaker system is not critical.

And the addition of an 8 -ohm L -pad
allows you to match the output of the
Mini -Six to that of your woofer.

Construction. Although building the

Mini -Six (Fig. 1) appears to be an exer-

to accommodate the rear panels. Then
drill about 30 %"-diameter holes on 1"

squares through the

center -to -center
panel.

Rub chalk around the gasket of one
speaker. Then firmly press the speaker
onto a piece of heavy cardboard to obtain a pattern for the speaker cutouts.
Cut the cardboard along the inner outline. Then punch a small hole through
the center of the pattern.

Place the pattern over each of the

Fig. 1. Prepare compartment separator from single
piece of 1/2" plywood (details shown at upper right.)
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Fig. 2. Except for top
plate, all parts should
be joined using wood
glue and finish nails.

speaker locations on the front and rear
panels of the enclosure to make the outlines for the speaker cutouts. Then cut

the outline holes. Set a speaker over
each cutout and mark the positions of

the speaker mounting holes. Now drill a
a" hole through the front and rear enclosure panels at each marked location.
Mount the bolts, and check the speakers
for proper fit.

nchor the sides and center panel to
the enclosure front plate with glue and
screws. Then attach the rear panels with

glue and finishing nails as shown in Fig.
2. Apply a coat or two of fiat black paint
to all exterior surfaces and the insides of

the speaker cutouts. Allow the paint to
dry.

Next, invert the enclosure shell onto

Fig.

the inverted top panel. Carefully center
the shell; then mark the outline of the
interior shell surfaces on the top panel
(see Fig. 3). Again, carefully center the
bottom panel over the enclosure shell,

and glue and nail the bottom panel to
the shell.

Prepare 3/4" X 3/4" pine cleats to fit
the inside of the shell outline on the top
panel at the front and rear, and glue and
screw together as in Fig. 4. Locate and

drill holes through the front and two

rear panels to permit screws to be driven

through the shell and into the cleats to

hold down the top panel. Stain and finish
the top and bottom panels.
The screw -type terminal strip mounts
on the bottom of the enclosure, centered
near the side on which you plan to install

3. To locate positions of

top

cleats, invert top plate,
center enclosure shell on it,
and strike pencil lines along

edges of inner walls of shell.
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Fasten cleats along only
front and rear locator lines on
Fig. 4.

top

plate.
Leave
appropriate
breaks in cleat to accommodate
the chamber vertical separator.

the L -pads. First, drill two %" holes
through the enclosure bottom panel, removing enough wood to accommodate
both the solder lugs and screw ends of

3 of the LP16 control. The remaining

solder lug on the terminal strip. Then
mount the terminal strip on the outside
surface of the bottom panel with glue

with a 1.5 -volt battery. To determine the
polarity, momentarily touch the contacts
of the battery across each pair of speaker terminals, and observe the direction of

the terminal strip. Next, solder one conductor of a 15" length of zip cord to each

and screws.

Invert the enclosure and attach to the
bottom panel three rubber bumpers.
These bumpers should be large enough
to provide adequate clearance for the
speaker wires and screw connections at
the terminal strip when the Mini -Six is
placed on a flat surface right side up.

Wiring and Testing. Set the LP8 L -pad

down with the shaft pointing away from
you and the solder lugs pointing down-

ward. The lugs in this orientation are

numbered 1, 2, and 3, left to right. ( This
same orientation and numbering procedure also applies to the LP -16 control.)
Solder a 10" wire and one of the termi-

nal strip conductors to lug 1; a 16" and

a 7" wire to lug 2; and the remaining

terminal strip conductor to lug 3.
Now place before you the LP16 control. Connect and solder a 5" wire to lug
1 and an 11" wire to lug 2.

Drill the holes for and mount the two
controls, locating the LP16 at the top.
Connect and solder the loose end of the
7" wire from lug 2 of the LP8 pad to lug

-- 1971 -Winter Edition

loose wire ends will be connected later,

after the speakers are mounted inside
the enclosure.
Carefully unpack the speakers and de-

termine the voice coil polarity of each

cone movement at the moment of contact. If the cone moves outward, mark

the terminal adjacent to the positive
pole of the battery with a permanent

identifying mark (red dot or scribed plus
sign). Inward movement of the cone indicates that the terminal adjacent to the

negative pole of the battery should be
marked.

Now install the speakers on the front
and rear mounting boards, pointing the
solder terminals on the speakers toward
the top of the enclosure. (If all speakers

are the same brand name and model

number, all identifying marks will likely
be either on the left or the right, greatly
simplifying wiring.) Note that you will
have to remove the four mounting bolts
nearest the chamber separator panel be-

fore mounting the speakers on the rear

panels of the enclosure.
When you tighten the mounting hardware, do not apply excessive force or you

will deform the speaker baskets.
Finish wiring the Mini -Six according

to Fig. 5. After wiring is completed,
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'

Fig. 6. Homemade crossover network must be connected

between

Mini -Six and woofer as shown.

010DES "OE -POLARIZE" POLARIZED CAPACITORS

System crossover network mounts on rear of woofer
enclosure; connecting wires are routed as desired.
REAR -FACING

SPEAKERS

FRONT -FACING

SPEAKERS

A low-cost method of obtaining the equivalent
of a high -capacity non -polarized capacitor was
recently suggested by Don Purland in a recent
issue of "Electronic Design" magazine. As
shown in the diagram, two polarized capacitors,
each twice the desired value and connected
back-to-back, cancel out the polarizing effect.
But to prevent an undesirable reverse voltage
appearing across either capacitor (even though

each is "protected" by the other), connect a
silicon diode

in

reverse polarity across each

capacitor.

The capacitors in this arrangement will never
"see" the reversed voltage since the diode
shorts out the capacitor that is connected into
the circuit backwards.

COM

Fig. 5. Combination of series and parallel -series is
used to obtain 4-8 ohms impedance.

BILL OF MATERIALS
6-5" x 3" replacement -type 8 -ohm speakers
1 -8 -ohm L -pad (Calrad LP8, or similar)
1 -16 -ohm L -pad (Calrad LP16, or similar)
1-100-µF nonpolarized capacitor (see text)
1 -1 -lb spool #18 magnet wire
1-Two-terminal screw -type terminal strip
1-1514" x 63/4" piece of TA" plywood for front
panel
2-93/4" x 63- pieces of iA" plywood, edges cut
at 60° angle, for sides
2-63/4" x 2 13/16" pieces of TA" plywood, one
edge cut at 60° angle, for compartment separator panel
1-63/4" x 13/4." piece of 3/4" plywood for separator panel (see text)

2-16%" x 9" pieces of 3/4" clear pine shelving
for top and bottom
1-36" length of 4" -square pine for cleats
8-13/4" x #8 flathead wood screws to anchor
cleats to top of enclosure
2 doz-1" x #8 flathead wood screws
2 doz-1" x 3/16" flathead stove bolts for speaker mounting

Misc.-Grille cloth; three -penny finishing nails;
wood glue; nuts for stove bolts; wire; solder;
etc.
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Although untested at this writing, the suggestion seemingly has great merit since it permits
the use of cheaper capacitors of more common
values.

check the polarity of the system by the

same method used for the individual

speakers, and identify the positive screw
terminal with a permanent mark. Check
that all cones move in a common direction.

Connect the Mini -Six to the

4- or

8 -ohm output of your amplifier to check

for "buzzes" and "rattles." A sweep frequency test record is ideal here, but
you can substitute a variety of music

programs in a pinch. If you detect a buzz

or rattle, locate the speaker causing it

and loosen or tighten the mounting hardware until the problem clears up.
Now check the LP8 and LP16 controls
(Continued on page 38)
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Carpenter's
Mate
TINY METAL
LOCATOR FOR

TINY METAL
BY JOHN S. SIMONTON, JR.

THOSE LITTLE magnetic gadgets that

carpenters use to locate studs work
fine if you're looking for ferrous nails.
They won't do the job, though, for a
boat owner trying to avoid sanding and
sawing the brass hardware used on his

craft.
If you have this problem, you can save
some of the time you're spending developing a sailor's vocabulary and some of
the money you use replacing chewed up
saw blades by building the "Carpenter's
Mate." It locates ferrous or non-ferrous
metals quickly and easily.
The Carpenter's Mate, not much bigger than a pack of cigarettes, works just
the same as larger types of metal loca-

tors except that it has a very restricted
range and better resolution ( pin -point
accuracy). By using a small search coil

( mounted inside the plastic case) maximum range has been reduced to about 2
inches while resolution is increased so that

even a small wire brad-detected head

on-can be spotted. The Carpenter's

Mate slips easily into your shirt pocket
and can be put into operation as fast as
you can turn it on.
1971 Winter Edition

Construction.

The circuit of the Car-

penter's Mate is shown in Fig. 1. Layout

is critical and since radio frequencies

are involved, good wiring practice should

be followed and all leads should be as

short as possible. A circuit board simplifies the construction. You can make your
own using Fig. 2 as a guide or you can
buy one.

Parts placement on the board is shown

in Fig. 3. The leads of Q1 and Q2 are

bent so that the flat sides of their bodies

can be placed adjacent to one another
and glued together. This helps to main-

tain the two transistors at the same

temperature to stabilize the relative frequencies of the two oscillators.
The sensing coil, Ll, is made by modi-

fying a standard J.W. Miller #6300 or

equivalent High -Q variable inductor.
Make the modification by removing the

tuning slug and carefully cutting the
threaded brass tuning screw off flush

with the ferrite core material. Then care-

fully unsolder the lead wires from the
terminals on the side of the coil and use
a sharp knife to cut the form so that the
coil winding is centered between the ends
31
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residents, add 3% sales tax.

$9.95; postpaid in continental U.S.A. Okla.

$2.00; complete kit of parts including cement,

Okla. 73114: etched and drilled PC board,

Electronics, P.O. Box 14359, Oklahoma City,

Misc.-Plastic case 1k" x 4" x 2,4" with metal
cover, battery connector, battery clip, wire,
solder, epoxy cement.
Note-The following are available from PAIA

R10-1-megohm

R9 -1000 -ohm

R2,R4-680,000-ohm
R5,R6-33,000-ohm
R7,R8-220,000-ohm

CIO

.0IpF

R 1,R3 ,R11 -6800 -ohm

2N27I2

B1 -9 -volt transistor battery
C1,C2,C4,C5-0.001-uF ceramic disc capacitor
C3,C6,C10-0.01-µF capacitor
C7,C8-0.005-pl capacitor
C9-0.1-p.F capacitor
HS1-H:gh-impedance earphone
L2-High-Q Ferrite Antenna Coil (LW. Miller #6300 or similar)
Ql-Q5-2N2712 transistor

PARTS LIST

ference occurs when LI is brought close to a piece of metal.

that is a function of their frequency difference. This dif-

6.6K

RI

00IpF

02
2N27I2

)

.005pF8

C

Fig. 1. The two r.f. oscillators (QI and Q2) mix
the two
emitter followers (Q3 and Q4) and produce an audible sound

pF

.001

2N27I2

C7

.005pF

2N2712

2. Actual -size foil pattern to
be used in making the PC board.
Fig.

0C 741

R5

RI

L2

Fig.

3. Other than transistors, com-

ponent

polarities

are

not

4

C4

C8

4
Ces

.-C9-.

critical.
,73

1111
R2

Mount Ll at the center of the un-

drilled end of the box, using epoxy cement. Before mounting, make sure that
the leads are long enough to reach the
terminals on the PC board. If they are
not, either unwind a little wire from the

1

I litc!o

III I

R7 R9 Re

RIO

I

1

1

4-

1

coil or solder on short extensions. Before

mounting the PC board, connect up the
circuit and put a small knob on the protruding shaft of L2. Turn on the power
and adjust L2 until a whistle is heard in
the earphone. Once you hear this whistle,

4. The entire instrument is easily mounted in a small plastic box. Place
arrowheads to indicate the center of the search coil. All parts mount with epoxy.
Fig.
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you know that the circuit is operating.
Turn off the power and cement the board

HOW IT WORKS

in place using a drop of cement at each
corner.

When attaching the battery clip to the
cover, place it slightly off center to keep
it from interfering with the circuit board
components when the cover is in place.
Operation.

Hold the unit clear of any

metal, turn it on, and insert the earphone
in your ear. Withdraw the core from L2
by turning its adjusting screw knob

counterclockwise. As the slug passes
through the coil, you will hear a rising
and falling tone. While any position of
the slug which produces a tone may be
used as an operating point, the most desirable setting can be found in the fol-

lowing manner. Start with the slug

screwed out about an inch. At approximately this point, a tone considerably

Transistors Q1 and Q2 and their associated
components form two independent Colpitts os-

cillators. The outputs of these oscillators are

combined in the mixer composed of Q3 and Q4
and the resulting signal appears across the common load resistor R9. Since the mixer is nonlinear, the output signal contains the two original
frequencies and also the sum and difference of
the two. However, only the difference signal is
within the range of human hearing. This signal is

amplified by Q5 and used to drive the high impedance crystal earphone.

When a metallic object (either ferrous or nonferrous) comes close enough to Li to intercept
and distort the magnetic field surrounding the
coil, there is a change in the effective inductance
of

the coil. This causes a change in the fre-

quency of the "sense" oscillator (Q1). This relatively small change in the frequency of the oscillator can be heard as a significant change in the
tone in the earphone.
To minimize "pulling" of the oscillators and
the tendency of the two to lock on to the same
frequency, the "local" oscillator (Q2) is adjusted
to run

at about twice the frequency of the

"sense" oscillator.

louder than the others will be heard.
Continue to withdraw the core until a
null is reached. Slightly before this null

point is the best position for locating
non-ferrous metals. In this case, the pres-

ence of a non-ferrous metal causes a

slight increase in the oscillator frequency, causing the signal to go toward the
null point. For detection of ferrous ma-

terials, withdraw the slug so that the
tone is slightly beyond the null point.
The presence of a ferrous object then

decreases the oscillator frequency, again

bringing the tone down to the null. By
positioning the slug on either side of the

null, it is possible to identify either fer-

rous or non-ferrous materials. If you
leave the slug so that a relatively low

audio frequency is heard, the frequency

will go up or down depending on the
metal detected.

To get some practice using the Carpenter's Mate, use a test surface which

you know contains a piece of brass hardware. With the case held so that the side

adjacent to the sensing coil is pressed
lightly against the test surface, move
the device over the area. The tone will
decrease noticeably when the sensing
coil is directly over the brass. With the
proper adjustment of L2, the null point
will be reached when the metal is detected.

Four clearly visible arrows can be

drawn or pasted on the sides of the box

at the L/ end so that scribe marks can
be made on the test surface to locate the

detected metal under the center of the
coil. If the coil is exactly centered in the

end of the box, the arrows should be
centered on the sides. It is possible to
orient Li so that it butts against the end

of the box. In this case, the sensitive

Coil LI should be mounted with epoxy cement on the

blank end of the box in exact orientation shown.
34

area is greatly reduced permitting more
accuracy in location. However, with this
arrangement there is always the chance
that the coil will be dislodged when the
instrument is moved about.
--CIOELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Fre96

World's Largest Electronic Kit Catalog
over 300 kits for every interest...save up to 50%
Join the millions who have discovered that they can build a better product than they
can buy ... have fun ... & enjoy substantial savings In the process. No special skills
are required to assemble Heathkit electronics...just follow our simple step-by-step
instructions. Send for your free Heathkit catalog nod...and discover the fun & satisfaction of building the best.
NEW Solid -State Color TV
Deluxe Tube -Type Color TV

Shortwave Radios
Amateur Radio Equipment

Stereo/Hi-Fi Components
Transistor Organs
Home Equipment

Musical Instrument Amplifiers
Automotive Electronics
Marine Electronics

Trail Bikes
Test & Lab Equipment
Home Study Courses

Scientific Instrumentation
Radio Control Electronics

IW31 FZIDATBr pc IT'

SEND FOR

YOUR FREE

COPY TODAY!

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 110
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog
Name

Address
City

State

Zip
CL -390

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MINI -SIX

DWELL EXTENDER

(Continued from page 30)

(Continued from page 24)

for proper operation. Rotating the LP8
clockwise should increase the total volume of sound; clockwise rotation of the
LP16 should increase the sound level

Identify the connections on the ignition coil. There are usually three wires:
one (large diameter coming from the insulated top of the coil) carries the high

coming from the two front speakers only.
Final Assembly. Disconnect the amplifier, and fill the enclosure with small cutup pieces of fiberglass batting. Then cement felt or weather stripping to the top

edges of the shell to provide a proper

sealing gasket for the enclosure. Set the
top panel in place and screw it down.
Starting and ending at the apex of the
rear panels, wrap the sides of the enclosure with grille cloth. Cover the exposed

edges with 1e -wide velvet ribbon or
other finishing material.

If you do not have a suitable cross-

over network, a simple coil -capacitor arrangement as shown in Fig. 6 will suffice.
Capacitor CV is a 100-/iF nonpolarized
type ( if you cannot obtain this value,
parallel -connect three 33-pF, 25 -volt

voltage to the distributor; one goes to
the ignition switch and may be marked
(
) or "BATT"; and the third goes to
the distributor (where the points are)
and is marked ( - ) or "DIST." This last
connection is the one you want. Loosen
the nut that secures this lead to the coil
and insert the lead from the proper terminal on the Dwell Extender. Do not re-

move any existing wires. Tighten the
nut, making sure that all of the leads
are making good contact with the coil
terminals. Locate a convenient ground
screw or nut. Loosen it and insert the
ground lead from the Dwell Extender.
Retighten the screw or nut.

nonpolarized capacitors). The coil, Ll,
is homemade, consisting of 1 pound of

#18 magnet wire (about 500 turns)

wound on a 1" -diameter by 11/2" -long

coilform made of wood doweling and
Masonite. When connecting the Mini -Six

to your present speaker system, disconnect the LC network in the system.
When using the Mini -Six, place it so
that the apex of the enclosure is about
12" from the reflecting surface. Now, set
the LP8 control so that a proper balance
is obtained between the bass speaker and
the Mini -Six. Then have someone adjust

the setting of the LP16 as you move

about the room. This control is properly
set when a minimum change in the high frequency response of the system can be
detected as you cross the listening area.
(For the stereo version, set each Mini Six system independently.)
As you listen to the composite speaker
system in different locations in your lis-

tening room, you will come to realize
that your favorite listening chair is not
so special any more. The big change you

will notice is that the Mini -Six adds a
feeling of depth and spaciousness that
was missing before.
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Mount the Dwell Extender in relatively cool place (in
this case on sheet -metal wheel housing) using suit.
able mounting hardware and shock -absorbing rubber grommets at two heat -sink mounting holes. The
two -wire connecting cable can use same mounting
hardware as the conventional engine wiring system.

Use #18 insulated wire to make these
electrical connections. A spade lug can
be soldered to each wire to make it easier
to connect to the proper points.
When new points are installed or you
want to check dwell time, disconnect the

Dwell Extender by removing the one

wire to the ignition coil. Once the dwell
has been checked or reset, reconnect the
Dwell Extender lead.
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PSYGHEBElillk 1
Color Organ Designed for the 70's
Opens New Vistas in Display of Sound
IS the day of the color organ. By

THIS
combining the visual stimuli of multicolor lighting with the aural stimuli of
hi-fi sound you can make your living
room or den into a psychedelic showcase.
Of course, you can now buy a color organ

but for a modest investment you can
build a more versatile color organ with
greater sensitivity, better channel separation, and more power handling capacity.
By employing new design techniques,
the latest semiconductors, and computer -

derived audio filtering-the ultimate in
color organs has been designed. It's
called Psychedelia 1 and can control up
to 200 watts of vari-colored light per
channel. The input signal to the Psychedelia 1 can be a hi-fi system loudspeaker output, a contact microphone,
tape recorder output, or just about any
audio source. The Psychedelia 1 will add
no distortion. The visual display of Psy-

chedelia 1 is distinctive and eye-catching.

The basic 600 -watt Psychedelia 1 de-

scribed in this issue consists of three

3Y DON LANCASTER
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Fig. 1. Capable of handling up to 200 watts per
channel, the PCU can be
used as an independent
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PARTS LIST
POWER CONTROL UNIT
C1-C3-0.22-gF, 50 -volt Mylar capacitor (see
text)
C4 -1000-µF, 5 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C5 -0.1-µF, disc ceramic capacitor
D1 -D3 -30 -volt, 500-mA silicon power diode
( 1N4001 or similar)

ICI-MRTL quad two -input expander
(Motorola MC785P)
IC2-111RTL hex inverter (Motorola MC789P)
Q1-Q3-Triac (RCA 40532, no substitute)
R1 -R3 -4700 -ohm, %-watt resistor
40

LINE!

R4-R6-22,000-ohm,14-watt resistor
R7 -680 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R8 -1000 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R9-R11-100,000-ohni trimmer potentiometer
(CTS U-201 or similar)
Misc.-Male quick -disconnect PC terminals
(Keystone #1256 or #1257 or similar,

3 required); mounting hardware; solder; etc.
Note-The following are available from Southwest Technical Products, Box 16297, San Antonio, Texas, 78216: etched and drilled PC
board, #501, $2.80; complete kit of all parts,
#501-K, $13.90; postpaid in U.S.A. Individual parts and assembled and tested units are
also available.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Fig.

2.

This

foil

pattern for the
PCU PC board

is

actual -size and
can be reproduced.

632

elements: a power control unit (PCU), a

quality filter unit (QFU), and a holographic bookshelf, display. This is all
you need for a "starter" system.
Power Control Unit. This is a three channel (200 watt per channel) full -

wave proportional (or strobe) a.c. power

controller. It uses three triacs and two
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532
LINE

LINE

The three background controls
should be screwdriver adjusted.
The three triac heat sinks may
be "hot" or ground, depending
on polarity of line.

632

RI I

IC's in a unique, recently designed circuit. It has continuous gate drive for the
triacs, eliminating channel -to -channel in-

teraction; it is very sensitive and requires only 0-2 volts d.c. for operation ;

and it is mechanically simple. The triacs have their own built-in heat sinks
and require no insulation or mounting

hardware. Three background control po-
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HOW IT WORKS
POWER CONTROL UNIT

RI

t

LOAD

TRIAC

As shown in the simplified schematic, in the
Power Control Unit, Inverter A is a single nim
gain stage which, with capacitor Cl forms a ramp

117

generator. The amplitude of the ramp is at a
maximum each time the reference or a.c. line
voltage passes through zero. The build-up and
decay of the ramp are determined, as we shall

VAC

l>.

see, by other elements in the circuit.

COMMON

Inverter B operates whenever the ramp voltage drops below 0.6 volt. Above 0.6 volt, the

I-

FOR UP TO

5 CHANNELS

inverter holds the triac in the nonconducting state
and below 0.6 volt, the triac is conducting. In

this way, the triac gate

is either clamped to
ground or to a positive voltage so that the possibility of gate interactions is eliminated. Inverter
B also isolates the loading effect of the triac from
the ramp generator.
The triac acts as a series switch between the

supply and the load, automatically turning off

TO OTHER CHANNELS

when the a.c. line passes through zero. Once it is
off,

the triac stays off until the ramp voltage

drops below 0.6 and the inverter supplies a gate

signal. The decay time of the ramp voltage is

determined by the size of the input control volt-

age Ei and the resultant input current. The

higher the input, the faster the ramp decays and
the sooner the triac turns on during each cycle.
Thus more power is supplied to the load and the
light is brighter.
The ramp generator is reset each time the

supply goes through zero by a synchronizing
signal provided by transformer Ti and gate expander C. Each time the supply passes through
42

zero, a 0.5 -millisecond positive pulse drives ex-

pander D to recharge capacitor C/and return

the ramp to its initial positive value. Only one

synchronizer circuit is required for S or less channels.

Background control is obtained by applying a

constant d.c. level in parallel with the input
through potentiometer R.I.

Strobe or on -off operation of the Psychedelia
1 can be obtained by decreasing the background
control to a minimum. This produces an abrupt
switching action.

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

tentiometers permit the user to preset

the "off" level of the display lamps.
The schematic of the PCU is shown in
Fig. 1. The unit is assembled on a fiber-

glass PC board using the foil pattern
shown actual -size in Fig. 2. Once the
board has been made or purchased,
mount the components as shown in Fig.
3. Observe the notch, dot, and lead code
on the semiconductors and polarity

Quality Filter Unit (QFU). This circuit
takes a relatively low-level audio input,
divides it into three isolated frequency
bands, and provides three proportional
control voltages for the PCU. The QFU
is considerably more complex than most
color organ filters, but it gives the finest
filtering ever offered for a lighting display. Usual filter problems involving display washout, multiple -channel tracking,
input loading, distortion, requirements

for high input levels, nonlinearity and
limited dynamic range have been eliminated.

markings on the electrolytic capacitors.

The case lead (T2) on each triac may
be cut short since the T2 connection is
made when the heat sink is soldered in
place on the board. The triacs come with

an integral heat sink and require no insulation from the board. Install quick disconnect male terminals at the triac
outputs, which are marked A, B, and C
beside each heat sink.

ters in the QFU, they also provide gain.

The result is excellent sensitivity, no
noticeable loading of the input circuit,
and no noticeable distortion since the
input impedance is resistive at all frequencies of interest.

Resistor R44 (see Fig. 4) provides
input protection and also serves as a

sensitivity adjustment. For normal audio
listening levels with a 5- to 20 -watt amplifier, use the 47 -ohm resistor specified.
For lower power levels, R.44 can be re-

duced to 12 ohms, 1 watt. For high -

Among the unique features of the

power systems, increase R.4.4 to at least
100 ohms, 10 watts. The resistor should

slopes and narrow guard bands between

gives acceptable sensitivity to minimum volume passages.

QFU are active filters with very steep

channels, and the use of an averaging

detector.
An averaging detector responds to the
average value of a signal for a few milli-

be the largest ohmic value that still

seconds instead of instantaneous peak
values. This makes the display less susceptible to radical input variations and

eliminates threshold nonlinearity.
The filters are a combination of transistors and passive components called a
"two -pole Tschebyscheff." They would
require two high -Q, load -isolated induc-

tors per channel if conventional parts
were used.

Guard bands are "holes" between the

filter responses. These no -response areas
between the channels eliminate multiple -

channel tracking on a single loud passage or a dominant instrument. Because

of the high harmonic content of most
music, the guard bands lose very little
of the music. Usually there is too much
"information" in most music for a psychedelic light display to handle. If a little
of the music information is thrown
away, the display action is much livelier
and is without washout or multiple
tracking.

Holes marked A, B, and C on QFU provide outputs

to PCU. The single spacer shown here is one of
four used to attach PCU and QFU boards together.

Since transistors are used for the fil-
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PARTS LIST

R1 -R3 -10,000 -ohm, color -coded slide potentiom-

QUALITY FILTER UNIT (QFU)

west Technical #S -10K -R, S -10K -B and
S -10K -G or similar rotary equivalent or stack
pole slide-trol)
R4 -R6 -18,000 -ohm, 5%

C1-680-pF, 5% mica or polystyrene capacitor
C2-160-pF, 5% mica or Mylar capacitor
C3-3900-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C4-1000-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C5-0.027-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C6-6800-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C7-560-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C8-130-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor
C9-3300-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C10-910-pF, 5% mica or polystyrene capacitor
C11-0.022-pY, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C12-5600-pF, 5% Mylar or polystyrene
capacitor

C13-C15-0.47-pF Mylar capacitor (do not substitute an electrolytic)
C16,C17-1-µF, 6 -volt tantalum or electrolytic
capacitor

C18 -2-µF, 6 -volt tantalum or electrolytic
capacitor

C19-220-0, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor

C20,C21-500-µF, 20 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C22-.47-p,F, 600 -volt high -quality Mylar
capacitor
Dl -D4 -1 -ampere, 50-PIV silicon power diode
(1N4001 or similar)

Fl-Fuse to suit load, clip mounted to board
Ql-Q6-Transistor (Motorola MPS6521, no
substitute)
Q7-Q12-Transistor (National 2N5139)
Q13-Transistor (National 2N5129)

eter, one each red, blue, and green (South-

R7-R9,R19-R21-10,000-ohm, 5%
R1O-R12,R22-R24-2-megohm
R13-R15,R25-R27-27,000-ohm
R16 -R18 -16,000 -ohm
R28 -R30 -10,000 -ohm
R31 -R33 -220 -ohm
R34 ,R36 -2200 -ohm
R35 -1000 -ohm
R37 -R39 -47,000 -ohm

All resistors
%-watt

R40-R42,R45-33,000-ohm

R43 -500 -ohm, white -coded slide potentiometer
(Southwest Technical S -500-W or similar
rotary equivalent or stack pole slide -trot)
R44 -47 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor

S1-S.p.s.t. switch
T1-Input transformer: 8- or 16 -ohm primary,

500 -ohm secondary, 5 watts, 500 -volt winding -

to -winding insulation. (Knight 54F1423,
Southwest Technical PSY-TI or similar)
T2-Power transformer: secondaries, 24 VCT at
100 mA and 6.3 VCT at 100 mA (Southwest
Technical PSY-T2 or two separate filament

transformers such as Knight 54F1416 (6.3
VCT) and 54F710 (24 VCT) or similar)
Misc.-Fuse mount; male quick -disconnect terminals (15); transformer rivets or hardware;
mounting hardware; spacers for PCU; clamp
for C22; solder; etc.
Note-The following are available from Southwest Technical Products, Box 16297, San An-

tonio, Texas 78216: etched and drilled PC
board, #502, $5.50; complete kit of all parts,
#502-K, $29.50; postpaid in U.S.A. Individual parts and assembled and tested units are
also available.

The three resistors called out
here cannot be seen in the top
view as they are hidden by the
three capacitors. Also shown

are two of the four spacers

that join the PCU to the QFU.

PCU
STANDOFF

(4)
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Fig. 5. You can
copy this actual size foil pattern

for the QFU PC
board or buy the
boardreadymade.
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Construction of the QFU. The schematic

of the QFU is shown in Fig. 4 and an

actual -size foil pattern for the PC board
is in Fig. 5. Components are installed on
both sides of the PC board. The units on
the foil side are shown in Fig. 6. Install

TO PWR DISPLAY
SWITCH COMMON

Fl

riveted or bolted in place on the component side of the board. Except for the

three leads to the 6.3 -volt winding of T2,

all transformer leads terminate on the
PC board.

Do not be disturbed by what appear to

the four slide potentiometers with the
blue at R1, green at R2, red at R3, and
white at R43. The components on the

be extra holes near the active filter capacitors. These holes permit the use of
capacitors of different physical sizes at

7. Transformers T1 and T2 are pop-

capacitors you have. If you alter the PC

other side of the board are shown in Fig.
1971 Winter Edition

each stage. Use the holes that fit the
47

HOW IT WORKS
QUALITY FILTER UNIT

filter stages are cascaded for each channel and the

The heart of the QFU is an active filter with
the basic configuration shown in the schematic.

such as that at C.
The values of capacitors Cl andC2 determine
both the Q of the circuit and the center frequency.

responses are slightly staggered to produce a

steep -skirted, flat-topped, octave -wide response

The transistor must have very high gain for proper operation. This circuit produces a single resonant peak such as that shown at B. Two of the

The capacitors used in the Psychedelia 1 were
selected to produce the response shown at D. To
experiment or add more channels, divide each
capacitor value by the ratio of old to new center
frequencies. For example, the low channel shown

covers 50 to 100 Hz. To change it to cover 100

to 200 Hz, each capacitor value would be divided
by 2. Do not change the ratios between capacitor

values or the Q and bandpass values will be

OUTPUT

changed.

The output of each cascaded filter is applied to

a detector transistor biased so that it is almost,

INPUT

but not quite, conducting. A negative -going audio

signal turns the detector on, and vice versa. This
type of detector produces some gain with a very
low threshold offset. The detected signal is

smoothed by an RC filter and coupled to the
PCU through an emitter follower. The medium frequency channel detector has half the gain of
the others (R35 is lower in value than either R34
or R36). This compensates for the greater amount
of medium frequencies than either high or low in
most music.

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

(B1

(C)

D.c. supply is obtained from a regulated supply
powered by transformer T2. Dynamic regulator
Q13 insures excellent low -frequency bypassing.
Transformer T2 also provides 6.3 volts, center tapped for the PCU. To prevent coupling hum in
the low channel, T1 and T2 must be located at
least 51/2" apart.

+20
LO

0
20

50

HIGH

MED

100

200

500

IK

2K

5K

8K

FREQUENCY HERTZ

board layout, be sure that T1 and T2 are

at least 51i2" apart and that T1 is at

least 10" away from any other source of
a.c. hum (motors, power transformers,

etc. ). Do not substitute for transistors

Q1 through Q6 and use only polystyrene,

Mylar, or mica capacitors for the filter
elements. Above all, do not delete T1
since it provides power -line isolation as
well as impedance matching for the audio input.

Capacitor C22 is a noise reducing filter and can be mounted wherever con-

venient off the PC board. It must be a
high -quality, 600 -volt Mylar type.
Assembly.

The PCU board can be

mounted directly above the QFU board
to form a control console. Use 1" spacers
at each of the four corners of the PCU
48

and mount the PCU on the four holes of
the larger QFU board as shown in Fig.
8. Note how the two boards are alignedcomponent side of the QFU facing the
foil side of the PCU with the triacs adjacent to T1. Short spacers can be used

to mount the combined board on the
front panel of the console you select.
Only the four level potentiometers are
exposed.

Make the board -to -board connections
as shown in Fig. 9. For testing, connect
three 25- to 40 -watt lamps to the system

as shown in Fig. 9. These are not the
lamps used in the final display. They are
for testing only.
Caution is advised from here on since

portions of the PCU are referenced to
ground and severe shock can be experienced if you touch certain leads.

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Fig.

7. The three colorlevel

and the master -level slide potentiometers are mounted on
the foil side of theQFU PC board.

With the primary a.c. power turned on

speaker leads of a hi-fi or other power

may or may not glow. Adjustment of the
three background controls on the bottom
of the PCU (R9, R10, and R1Z) should

source. Slide control R43 is the master
gain control and can be set at about
of the way up. Adjustment of each of
the channel slide potentiometers will

but no audio applied, the three lamps

cause the respective lamps to vary in
brightness from out to almost fully lit.
Set the three controls so that the lamps
barely glow.

With the audio input coupled to the
PCU

amplifier, turn up the volume to the

cause the respective lights to glow in
proportion to the amount of power in
that frequency range. Check each control
for smooth operation.

I " SPX ERS (4)

Fig.

8.

Four 1" spacers are

used to assemble the PCU and
QFU boards together. Then use

smaller spacers to mount the
two of them on the top of the

cabinet with the four sliders

accessible through a cut slot.
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WHEN USING 150 -WATT SPOTLIGHTS

25-40W
EACH

For protection of IC2, 100 -ohm 1/2 -watt re-

sistors should be inserted in the leads from
pins 1,2, and 3 of IC2 and the appropriate
gate ("G") of Ql, Q2, and Q3, respectively.
Cut the leads on the PC board and solder the

Bo Ao

CL

=LI
PCU

resistors across the open bridges.

6.3V

V.=

ing ("T -Bar" or "Grid Lume"). You can
buy it at your local hardware or building
supplier in an 18" x 24" sheet.
The HBD case is a box made of 4 par-

.=H

CBA
AUDIO
INPUT

C22

ticle board panels

1/2"

thick. You can

buy the panels already prepared as men-

tioned in the Parts List or you can buy
the material and have it cut ( or cut it
yourself) according to the details given

L2
LI

0

AUDIO
IN

QFU

T2 13).60444.6
A

PWR

PWR IN

ON -OFF

II7VAC

Fig. 9.

Interconnection of the complete system.

If noise is created in the audio system,
install capacitor C22 as shown in Fig. 9.
Some localized interference may be heard
on the AM broadcast band, particularly
if long display cables are used.

in Fig. 10. Cleats are added to the panels
to strengthen the corners and provide a

means of attaching the rear panel. The
panels are assembled around the imaging panel using nails and glue.

The interior of the cabinet may be

painted all flat black or black on the

sides and white on the rear panel. A

solid black background accentuates the
flower pattern produced by the lamps ;
while painting the rear panel gloss white

increases the light output slightly but
does not mute or blend the patterns.

Holographic Bookshelf Display (HBD).

A suggested display unit for the Psychedelia 1 is shown in the photos. It is

15" x 16" X 24" with a durable vinyl
covering and an attractive holographic

SIX- OR TWELVE -CHANNEL OPERATION.
You can operate the six lamps in the Psyche1
individually by using two PCU units
and two QFU's. However, the capacitors in the

delia

imaging system. The HBD can be built

QFU must be changed to the values given

arately for remote control. A maximum
of four HBD's can be powered by one

Cl

as an integral unit with internal QFU
and PCU units or it can be built sepQFU/PCU combination.
Keys to successful display in the HBD

are the holographic imaging panel and
the lamp placement. The imaging panel
is a rigid transparent plastic sheet with
hexagonal lenses made up of individual
wedge-shaped elements. If you look at a
single colored lamp through the panel
you see a six -petaled flower. The bulb

diameter and the spacing of the bulb
from the plastic sheet govern the size,
shape, and petal details of the flowers.
Constructing the Display. The imaging

panel is a light diffuser for fluorescent

below.

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

QFU #1

QFU #2

1200 pF
270 pF
5600 pF
1500 pF
0.047 µF
0.012 /IF
910 pF
220 pF
4700 pF
1300 pF

470 pF
110 pF
2200 pF
620 pF
0.015 µF
4200 pF
390 pF
62 pF
2000 pF
560 pF
0.012 iLF
3300 pF

0.039p.F

0.01 /IF

All capacitors are 5% mica, Mylar or polystyrene types.

You can use only one bulb per channel in
one display unit or you can use two units side -

by -side with three channels in each. For a
super-duper 12 -channel stereo display, use 4
PCU's and 4 QFU's.

lighting usually suspended from the ceil50
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Fig. 10. General construction details of a display cabinet. Any
other dimensions can be used. The

controls are accessible through a
small cutout in the top of the
cabinet. Display can be viewed
either horizontally

If a built-in PCU and QFU are used,

a suitable access hole should be added to

one side. The rear panel supports the

lamps and optional fan, and is shown in

photos. The five 2" x 3" posts on the
inside of the rear panel range in height

or vertically.

itself. The higher wattage bulbs go to
the rear. The prototype uses 71/2- and
25 -watt red bulbs for the low frequencies, two 25 -watt green bulbs for the

ets for the lamps and should be spaced

medium frequencies, and 71/2- and 40 watt blue bulbs for the highs. You can
experiment to obtain what you think are
the most dramatic effects.

pleasing pattern.
The Edison lamp sockets are mounted

Wiring. Using 16- or 18 -gauge wire,
parallel the two similarly colored lamps

from %" to 81/2". They support the sock-

in a random manner to give the most

with wood screws on the posts with a
sixth socket attached to the rear panel
CABINET BILL OF MATERIALS
Lumber

2-24" x 15" pieces of %" particle board
2-15" x 15" pieces of 5/2" particle board
1-227A" x 14h- piece of 'A" particle board
4-2" x 2" x 8" triangular pine molding

4-1" x 1" x 8" pine
1-4" x 3" x 34" pine
1-34"
1-3,A"

1-4W

1-7%2"

x 2" pine

1-8 YZ"
Electrical

6-Edison cleat sockets for 117 -volt lamps
2 -40 -watt, 117 -volt lamps, one red, one blue
2 -25 -watt, 117 -volt lamps, both green
2 -7% -watt, 117 -volt lamps, one red, one blue

1-Cooling fan, whisper type, 55 CFM ( optional)
1 -6 -pin female chassis mounting socket, polarized (Cinch -Jones S -306 -AB or similar)

1971 Winter Edition

for each channel. Connect one side of
each pair to each other and then to ter 1 -6 -pin male plug, polarized (Cinch -Jones
P -306 -AB or similar)

3-Quick disconnect female terminals

Integral Master Unit
1-Line cord and strain relief

1-Phono jack

1-Rocker switch (6 amperes, 117 -volts)
Slave Unit
1 -6 -pin female chassis mounting socket, polarized (Cinch -Jones S -306 -AB or similar)

Misc.-233i" x 1594" panel of "T -Bar"

or

"Grid Lame" ( for imaging panel); cloth -back
upholstery vinyl 21" x 84"; vinyl glue; wood
glue; nails; no -skid feet (4); paint; wood
screws.

Note-An assembled cabinet, less lamps and not
wired, is available from Southwest Technical

Products, Box 16297, San Antonio, Texas
78216 for $26.50. Item is shipped express or
truck, collect only. Specify type of shipment
desired.
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minate L2 on the QFU board. Connect

the other sides of the pairs to female

quick -disconnect terminals to mate with
the male terminals at A, B, and C on the
PCU board.
The colors that you put on the respective channels is up to you. Once the system is operating, you can change the col-

ors by switching the quick -disconnect
terminals around. Be sure that primary

power is turned off before touching these

terminals. The system doesn't require

any warm-up time, so there is no need to
rush.
Connect a suitable length of shielded

audio cable between the input bracket
audio jack and the QFU board. Connect
The imaging panel is made up
of hexagonal lenses that make
each lamp appear as a flower.

capacitor C22 (Fig. 9) between the Ll
and L2 terminals of the QFU boards to
reduce switching noise.

The lamps are arranged in any
random pattern around the rear

panel. Secure wiring to hold
it in place and avoid shorts.

Three different lamp heights
are used as shown here. The
stands are made from wood.

Final Assembly.

When the wiring is

completed and checked, mount the elec-

tronics assembly to the cutout on the

inside of the display cabinet so that the
slide potentiometers are accessible from

the outside. Use spacers at the four holes
on the corners of the QFU board to sup-

port the assembly. The power on -off

switch can be mounted anywhere that is
convenient.

Connect the audio input cable and

turn on the power. Set the amplifier to a
reasonable listening level. (Make sure
that R44 has been selected to match the
audio system as explained previously.)
The white slide potentiometer controls
the master level, while the three colored
slide potentiometers can be adjusted to

obtain the desired interplay of colors.

The display is best viewed directly from

the front. The cabinet can be mounted
either horizontally or vertically.
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Indoor/Outdoor

All

Thermometer
HELP SAVE MERCURY METAL-GO ELECTRONIC!

BY C.P. TROEMEL

UNLESS YOU happen to live "up in

Central Park" or "in the Chicago

Loop" the temperature reports that come

over the radio are not really enough to

prepare you for what you will find when
you step out your front door. So everyone wants an outdoor thermometer. Un-

that is accurate, easy to build, and easy
to install. The sensing element in this
thermometer is a resistor (Sensistor®)
with a positive temperature coefficientthat is, its resistance increases linearly
as the surrounding temperature increases. The connection between the sensor

fortunately, just hanging a standard and the temperature readout is made
thermometer outside a window is not al-

ways the best solution-either you can't

see it or it's in a protected spot that
doesn't give true indications. Similarly,

if you use the conventional outdoor-

indoor bulb -type thermometer with remote sensing, you must locate the bulb
in the best place you can and then carefully bring a long copper capillary tube
into the house through a window frame
or wall.

It is possible, however, to have an
outdoor -indoor electronic thermometer
1971 Winter Edition

with flexible twin -conductor cable (zip
cord, 300 -ohm twin -lead, etc.) so that
the sensor can be in any location, inside
or out.
Construction.

The circuit of the ther-

mometer is basically a simple resistance
bridge as shown in Fig. 1. Any number

of sensing units may be used and you

can locate them anywhere you like. Two
( one indoors and one outdoors) are
shown in Fig. 1. Use a multi -contact selector switch for S1 to choose the sensor
53

D2

1. Entire circuit of line independent thermometer is shown

Fig.

upper left. Power supply at lower left can be connected in prop
er polarity across Dl (eliminate Bl, R10, and S2) to provide
for constant a.c. line operation.

PARTS LIST
B1 -9 -volt battery

IT7,R9-100-ohm Sensistor (Texas Instruments

TM/)*

C1 -400 -AF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
D1 -1N4735, 6.2 -volt, 1 -watt zener diode

R8 -50 -ohm miniature potentiometer

crease the value of R5.)
R1 -1000 -ohm potentiometer
R2 -150 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R3 -100 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor
R4,R6-470-ohm, /2 -watt resistor ( must be
closely matched)
R5 -500 -ohm potentiometer

Misc.-5" x 4" x 3" metal enclosure, rubber

D2 -1N4001 diode
M1-0-1-mA meter, 100 ohms maximum resistance. ( If a more sensitive meter is used, in-

R10,R11-100-ohm, %-watt resistor
S1-S.p.d.t. switch (see text)
S2-S.p.s.t., normally open pushbutton switch
Tl-Filament transformer, 6.3 -volt secondary

grommet, aluminum for L -bracket, elastic band,
knob, terminal strips, lengths of twin -conductor
cable, mounting hardware, etc.

*Available from Newark Electronics Corp., 500
N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago, Illinois 60624, Cat.
No. 12F055, $4.

you want to read. If the thermometer is
to be located in a fixed position in the

als using a typewriter eraser.

power supply shown in the schematic. If

scale divisions as shown in Fig. 2, making the 32°F (freezing) mark red if desired. Replace the face cover.
The thermometer is assembled in a
5" X 4" x 3" metal cabinet. The meter

house, you can use the line -operated
you want a thermometer free of power
lines, use the internal battery. In either
case, the zener diode, D1, must be in the
circuit.

If you use a battery, you will need
pushbutton switch S2 to turn on the
thermometer to make a reading. If you
use the line -operated supply, the meter
will indicate temperature at all times.
Current drain is only about 20 mA so

there is no harm in having it on constantly.
The first step in assembling the thermometer is to modify the meter scale to
read degrees Fahrenheit. Gently remove

the plastic cover from the meter face.

The original 0-1-mA scale division markers can be used. Remove the old numer54

Then,

using Datak press -on lettering (available at most art stores), renumber the

and switches S1 and S2 (if they are
used) are mounted on the front panel.
After the meter is installed, make sure
that the needle rests on the zero mark.
If it does not, adjust the meter zero

screw at the axis of the meter movement.

The high- and low -range calibration
potentiometers (R5 and R1, respectively) are mounted on a small L -bracket on

the bottom of the chassis (see Fig. 3).
An elastic band is wrapped around the
L -bracket to hold the battery behind
the potentiometers. If used, remote-senELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Fig. 2. Use the original scale markings,
but renumber scale to indicate between
0 and 100; affix °F marking under scale.

sor

trimming

potentiometer R8

is

mounted on a two -lug terminal strip
(neither lug grounded) fastened to the
front panel under one of the meter
mounting nuts. A three- or four -lug
terminal strip can be mounted under the
other meter mounting screw to serve as
a connector for the sensor cables.

Drill a hole in the top of the chassis

for the sensor cables. Put a rubber grom-

met on the hole to protect the cables.

Then wire the circuit point-to-point following Fig. 1. Check that R4 and R6
are within a few per cent of each other
in resistance values. At the same time,
measure the resistance of both sensors,
being careful not to heat them with your
fingers. Use the higher valued sensor for
the indoor unit (R7).

Three -lug terminal strip provides most convenient
method of connecting a sensing resistor to cable.
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Since the sensors are encapsulated,

they are not affected by rain, snow, etc.
A good way to mount the sensors is to
put them on small two -lug terminal
strips which can be attached to almost

any surface. Lengths of conventional

twin-condt_ctor cable ( such as 300 -ohm

TV twin lead) can be used to connect

the sensors to the thermometer. Be care-

ful not to get more than a few ohms of
resistance in the sensor circuit. Assume
that most wire has a resistance of about
1/2 ohm per 100 feet (one wire, cuie
way). Calibration is performed with the
sensors actually connected to the necessary lead lengths.

Fig. 3. Wiring is

point-to-point. An elastic band

secures B1 against the rear surfaces of R1 and R5.
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Selector switch Si (at top) is for
two -sensor operation. If more sensors

are used, substitute a switch with
the appropriate number of positions.

R6

R4

To calibrate the thermom-

ture adjustment need only be done once.

thermometer covering the range from 0°
to 100°F. With S1 in the indoor position

eter shafts to keep them from being

Calibration.

eter, you will need an accurate bulb

Put a drop of glue on both potentiom-

and the indoor sensor connected to the

moved accidentally. If you prefer maximum accuracy at some specific temperature, seek an environment that is exact -

length of cable that will actually be

used, wrap a small piece of wire around
the sensor and the bulb thermometer to
hold them in close thermal contact, making sure you can see the bulb -thermometer scale graduations.
Place the sensor -thermometer combination in a cold environment that is as
close to 0°F as possible (refrigerator

freezer) and allow the temperature to
stabilize for 10 or 15 minutes. Turn on
the electronic thermometer and compare

its indication with the temperature as

indicated by the bulb thermometer. Adjust R1 until the meter agrees with the
bulb thermometer. Remove the sensor
and thermometer from the cold area and
allow them to come up to room temperature.
Now place the sensor -thermometer
combination in a hot environment that
is as close to 100°F as possible (kitchen
oven) and allow the temperature to stabilize again. Adjust R5 until the meter

indicates the same temperature as the
bulb thermometer. Repeat the low- and

high -temperature adjustments until the
controls do not have to be touched up.
If the low -temperature adjustment is
made at exactly 0°F, the high -tempera 56

HOW IT WORKS
The positive temperature coefficient resistor
used as a sensor for the electronic thermometer is
actually a semiconductor (silicon) device whose
resistance versus temperature curve is extremely
linear. Unlike the conventional thermistor, its resistance increases in proportion to an increase in
temperature.

As shown in the schematic, the sensor forms
one arm of a conventional Wheatstone bridge
that is made to balance at 0°F. The resistance of
the parallel combination of R3 and RI plus R2
is made to equal the resistance of R7 at that tem-

perature. In this condition, there is no voltage
drop across the bridge so that no current flows
and the meter indicates zero.

When the ambient temperature surrounding

R7 rises, the resistance of R7 increases in proportion. This unbalances the bridge so that the volt-

age at the junction of R6 and R7 is higher than
at the junction of R4 and R3. Current then flows
through the milliammeter, whose meter face has
been calibrated in degrees Fahrenheit. If the
ambient temperature surrounding R7 decreases,
its resistance decreases, less current flows through
the meter and the needle drops. The circuit is de-

signed so that zero current through the meter is

0°F-however, as pointed out in the text, any
other temperature can be used.
Potentiometer R.1 is used to adjust the low

(0°F) end of the meter scale, while potentiometer

R5 adjusts the high (100°F) end.

The power supply is regulated to prevent input voltage variations from affecting the thermometer
calibration.
ELECTRONIC EXPF0IMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Re

RIO

Fig.

4. With the installation of a

polarity -reversing switch as shown,
the thermometer can be used to indicate temperatures down below 0°F.
RI

S2

Potentiometer R8 should be mount-

ed on a two -lug, ungrounded terminal strip. Terminal strip is held
under the meter corner hardware.

ly the temperature that you want (as
indicated on the bulb thermometer) and
adjust either the high or low control to
get the correct indication on the meter.
Once the thermometer has been calibrated for the indoor sensor, connect

the outdoor sensor to its required
length of cable and repeat the low -tem-

perature calibration, using R8 to make
the necessary adjustment. Calibration
of the outdoor sensor for the high end

is not possible now but the accuracy will
not be greatly affected.
Modifications. If you want to measure
below 0°F, build the meter -reversal cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 4 and calibrate the
thermometer accordingly. To measure
above 100°F, change the meter scale
markings and calibrate using the desired

temperatures. If the meter cannot be

brought on scale, increase the value of
R5.

Power line (if used) and sensor cables should enter top of the cabinet through grommet -lined hole.
1971 Winter Edition

To add more sensors, change selector
switch Si accordingly and connect the
sensors just as R8 and R9 are in Fig. 1.
The added trimmer potentiometers are
mounted in the cabinet and adjusted as
described above for R8.
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Rudd automotive accessory
us/mg JISP componemts
The high -compression engines used in
modern cars and boats perform well
only when they are properly tuned. They
must be checked regularly to make sure
that they are tuned up. One of the most
important measurements that is made in
the process of tuning up an engine is the
checking of the dwell time of the distributor cam -point system.
Now, for less than the cost of one commercial engine tune-up, you can build an

accurate dwell meter to check your engine's performance. The dwell meter can
be used, as is, for 4-, 6-, or 8 -cylinder
engines with 6-, 12-, or 24 -volt batteries
( negative ground) and either convention-

al, transistor, or capacitor -discharge ignition systems. The meter is protected
against voltage transients or accidental
reverse voltages.
What Is Dwell? As the engine -driven

distributor cam rotates, it opens and
closes the points. When the points are
closed, battery current flows through the

primary of the ignition coil and builds

up a magnetic field. When the points are
open, the current through the coil is in58

terrupted and the magnetic field collapses..

Since the ignition coil is a large -ratio

auto -transformer, the collapsing magnetic field induces a very high voltage at the
upper end. It is this voltage that fires the
spark plugs. The dwell time is the inter-

val during which the points are closed
and the magnetic field builds up. If the
dwell is too short (for the engine under
consideration) , the magnetic field built

up is not strong enough to produce a very

high voltage and the plugs do not fire
properly. If the dwell time is too long,
too much current is drawn through the
coil (and any transistors associated with
the ignition system) , which may result
in damage to these components. Engine
manufacturers specify the correct dwell
setting for each type of engine. This information is given in the applicable engine manual.

As the engine is used, the constant
wear on the distributor cam blunts the
relatively sharp corners on the cam and
causes the points to remain closed longer
If this abrasion process is allowed to continue, the cam will finally get so bad that
the opening of the points is affected. Mis-
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The author mounted his circuit
on a PC board, then mounted
the PC board to the meter termi-

nals. Solid or flexible wire con
nections can be made between
PC board and the two banana
jacks J1 and J2 on the panel.

firing and sluggish performance result.

Thus measuring and maintaining the
proper dwell time is essential to good

METER CALIBRATION TABLE
To conver: 0-1-mA meter readings to dwell angle.
Original scale 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
72 90
54
0 18
36
4 -cylinder
36
48 60
24
0 12
6 -cylinder
27
36 45
18
0 9
8 -cylinder

engine efficiency.

Dwell time is adjusted and corrected
by installing new points in the distributor and setting them to the correct gap
as specified by the manufacturer. Dwell

DI

HEP157

Strapping the Source to the Gate
in the FET converts it to a constant -current diode. The strange looking 1N5299 symbol is that of
a constant -current diode that can
be used to replace the FET. Either
device can be used in the circuit.

PARTS LIST
D1-Silicon diode 1N-1004 or Motorola HEP157
D2 -6.2 -volt, 500-mW zener diode 1N5234 or
Motorola HEP103
D3-Field-e fleet transistor 2N5458 or Motorola
HEP801; or current -regulator diode 1N5299

11, 12-Banana plug or binding post (one red,
one black)
M1-0-1-mA meter (Allied 52A7209, 52A7214,
or similar)
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R1 -820 -ohm, 5%, 1/2 -watt resistor

R2 -1000 -ohm potentiometer (Mallory MTC-4
or similar)
Misc.-Mounting cabinet, rub -on numbers,
mounting hardware, etc.

Note-A printed circuit board is available for

$0.75 from Project Supply Co., P.O. Box 555,
Tempe, Ariz. 85281. A meter is available for
$5.95 and a complete kit including case and

modified meter for $10.25 from the same source.
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Once the circuit is assembled, secure it to
the meter screw terminals. Electrical connections to the meter are made via printed
circuit wiring. Drill a small hole through the
PC board to provide screwdriver access to R2.

is also affected by point-to-point wear
and since this wear may not be even, mea-

suring the physical gap is not always a
good indication of dwell. For this reason,
most engine mechanics use some form of
dwell meter to make sure that everything
is working properly.

Construction. Once you have decided
on the meter to be used, its scale must

be altered to indicate dwell time (actual-

ly measured in degrees) rather than

amperes. To do this, gently remove the
meter cover to expose the scale-taking
care not to damage the needle. In many
cases, it is possible to remove the old
numbers by rubbing with an eraser having a very fine grit. Using the table as a

guide, substitute the dwell angle numbers

for the original markings. If you expect

to use the meter with only one type of engine you can use just one scale although

the scales for 4-, 6-, and 8 -cylinder engines are given in the table.

The easiest way to apply the new numbers is with commercially available rub on lettering. Remove fingerprints or any

other smudges on the meter face using
alcohol applied with a fine, lint -free cloth.

After meter calibration, gently replace
the protective cover.
The author built the circuit on a small
printed circuit board that mounts direct-

ly on the meter terminals. Parts place 60

HOW IT WORKS
Silicon diode Dl prevents damage to the remainder of the circuit from either accidental
reversal of the input leads or the large negative going voltage spikes present on the distributor
points. In case either condition occurs, the diode
does not conduct.
Zener diode D2, in conjunction with resistor

R1, clips the input voltage to a fixed level to

prevent damage to the meter and diode D3. The
zener voltage is not critical. A 6.2 -volt unit was
used here because it is readily available.
Diode D3 is unique. Essentially, it is a constant -current semiconductor device. You can use
either a field-effect transistor with its gate connected to its source or a constant -current diode.
In either case, it acts as a resistance whose value
automatically increases with voltage, thus maintaining an almost constant current through the
device.

Meter M/ indicates the average current flow-

ing through the circuit and it is calibrated by
variable potentiometer R2.

ment is not critical, however, so any other
form of construction may be used.
Operation.

Connect J1 to the positive

terminal of the battery and J2 to the

chassis of the vehicle. The meter will deflect upscale. Adjust potentiometer R2 to
get an exact full-scale deflection. The device is now calibrated.
To use, connect J1 to the positive ter-

minal of the battery and J2 to the ungrounded distributor point. When the

engine is running, the meter will indicate
the dwell angle or dwell time of the points.

This should be compared with the sug-

gested dwell angle for the engine. If necessary, adjust the point gap in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions un-®til the correct dwell is obtained.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

11161925
BUILD 40- TO 100 -WATT POWER AMPLIFIERS
THAT MATCH FET STEREO PREAMP

BY DAN MEYER

THE HI-FI buff's search for the "perfect" amplifier is never ending. New
components (particularly semiconductors) and new circuit wrinkles are announced almost daily to spur him on-in

sinks. Special clamps are called for in
the Parts List to attach diode D1 to the

er amplifiers ("Tiger" and "Super Tiger") which use the latest advancement

sink is Stayer V3-5 or similar and diode

the hope that, sooner or later, something
close to perfection will be achieved.
Presented here are two new audio pow-

in power transistors and up-to-the-minute circuit design. Try one of them and
see if you don't think perfection is obtainable.

The two amplifiers are quite similar
except that the Tiger delivers 35 watts
r.m.s.

(40 watts IHF) and the Super

Tiger 80 watts r.m.s. (100 watts LEIF ).
Specifications are shown in the table.

Construction (Tiger). The 40 -watt IHF
Tiger amplifier (schematic shown in Fig.
1) is assembled on a printed circuit board
(foil pattern shown in Fig. 2). Mount the
components on the board using the layout shown in Fig. 3. Be sure to use heat -

sink grease between the two output
transistors (Q1 and Q4) and their heat
1971 Winter Edition

heat sink and D2 to the Q4 heat sink.
Be very careful in connecting the diodes
Q1

into the circuit-proper polarities must
be obtained or the transistors can be
ruined. The red dot on the diode case
indicates the cathode. Transistor heat

clamp is RCA SA -2100 or similar.

Two amplifiers must be made if you
want a stereo version of the Tiger. Installation of the circuit boards in a cabinet is left to your discretion. The photographs show the author's approach to

the packaging. The two boards are

mounted on spacers. The bulky power

transformer and associated rectifier components are mounted near the rear apron
and the filter capacitors are on the front
apron. The amplifier shown in the pho-

tos is the Tiger, but the same construction can be used for Super Tiger.
Only four external connections are required for the amplifier; two phono con-

nectors for the inputs and a pair of
jacks for the loudspeaker connections;
or, if desired, a barrier strip or any other
61
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Fig. 1. The Tiger amplifier takes advantage of the latest semiconductors to produce a clean power amplifier that will compete with many
commercially available power amplifiers costing many times as much.
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PARTS LIST
Cl,C2-0.1-µF capacitor

C3 -100-µF, 50 -volt capacitor
C4,C5-47-µF, 50 -volt capacitor
C6, C8-60-pF capacitor
C7 -2.2-µF, 50 -volt capacitor
C9 -4000-µF, 50 -volt capacitor
C10-220 pF, ceramic capacitor
D1,D2-1N3754 diode
D3-Silicon diode (General Electric DHD-800)

L1-Three turns of #20 or #24 magnet wire on
%-inch diameter-approximately 2 pH
Q1-Transistor (Texas Instruments TIP -33A)

Q2,Q7-Transistor (Motorola SS -1123, MM3005
or 40408)

Q3-Transistor 2N4400
Q4-Transistor (Texas Instruments TIP -34A)
Q5-Transistor (Motorola SS -1122, MM4005, or

2N4037)
Q6,Q8,Q9-Transistor (Motorola 2N4402)
R1,R2-0.27-ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R3,R6,R17-100-ohm
R4,R7-220-ohm
R5,R8,R11-1000-ohm
R12,R13,R24-4700-ohm
R14 -10,000 -ohm
R15 -33,000 -ohm
R16 -47 -ohm
R18 -220 -ohm
R19 -2200 -ohm

All resistors
/2 -watt

R20,R21-680-ohm
R22 -47,000 -ohm
R23 -100,000 -ohm

R9,R10-10-ohm, 1 -watt esistor
Misc.-Input jacks, output jacks, spacers, hardware, lug strips, heat sinks, clips, wire, solder,
etc.

Note-The following are available from Southwest Technical Products Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216: Etched and
drilled printed circuit board ( #160) $3.10
postpaid; kit for amplifier ( board and com-

ponents for one channel) (#160(_1$16.50
postpaid; complete stereo kit with punched
chassis, $50.00, plus shipping, 9 lb.

HOW IT WORKS
The input stage of the amplifier is a differ-

ential amplifier consisting of Q8 and Q9. A
circuit like this has an almost constant total
current flow through the two transistors due

to the large resistance of the common -emitter
resistor R14. The current divides between the
two transistors, and, if the base voltages are
equal, the collector currents are equal. If the
base voltages are unequal, the voltages across
the collector resistors are unequal but the total
current does not change. A voltage divider consisting of R14 and R22 sets the base voltage of
Q9 and a d.c. voltage from the output stage is
applied to the base of Q8. Any variation between
the two base voltages results in a collector current change in both transistors. The differential
input is connected so that shifts in output tend to
correct the output shift (negative feedback)
making the amplifier circuit automatically self balancing. The emitters of Q1 and Q2 remain at
half of the supply voltage no matter what shifts
occur in transistor gain due to temperature, etc.

The ratio of R19 to R18 controls the amount
of a.c. negative feedback and the overall gain
of the circuit. Capacitor C5 controls the low frequency roll -off point.

Transistor Q7 provides a voltage amplifier
stage in a conventional common emitter arrange-

ment. The collector load, RII and R12 is

a

bootstrap circuit which provides the amplifier

with a constant current even at full positive half cycle output. Capacitor C6 produces the required
high -frequency roll -off above 100 kHz.

Transistors Q3 and Q6 and resistors R3, R4,
R6, and R7 limit the current in the output stage.
This prevents the output transistors from conducting more than their rated current and being
damaged if the output connection is accidentally
shorted to ground.

Output current flows through RI or R2 (depending on the half cycle) and if this current
becomes too high, the voltage across R1 or R2
causes the associated transistor to start to conduct. This clamps the driving voltage so that it
cannot get any higher. The peak output -transistor current is thus limited.

The output stage consists of two transistor
pairs, QI-Q2 and Q4 -Q5 operated as class 13
amplifiers. They provide the required current
AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS

"The Tiger"

Power output: 35 watts r.m.s., 40 watts IFF
per channel

Distortion: Less than 0.5% total harmonic at
30 watts output and 1.0 kHz
Sensitivity: 1.0 volts for full output
Input impedance: 20,000 ohms
Output impedance: Less than 0.1 ohm; damp-

ing factor of approximately 20 with 8 -ohm
speaker

Hum and noise: More than 80 dB below 1 -watt
output

Frequency response: 10 Hz to 100 kHz (-3
dB points at full output)
Power supply: 60 volts at 2 amperes

"The Super Tiger"

Characteristics same as above except:

Power output: 75 watts r.m.s., 100 watts IHF
per channel

Sensitivity: 1.25 volts for full output
Power supply: 80 volts at 3 amperes
1971
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gain and match the low -impedance speaker load.
Diodes D1, D2, and D3 and resistor R16 provide

a small "on" bias to prevent crossover distor-

tion. Two of the diodes (Di and D2) are mounted
directly on the transistor heat sinks so that
the bias voltage shifts with changes in the base -

emitter voltages of the transistors as they heat

up under use.
The network consisting of Li, R10, R9 and C2
is required to insure high -frequency stability
under all possible loading conditions.

type of dual connector can be used for

the speaker connections. Mount the

fuseholder and pass the a.c. line out

through a rubber grommet. D.c. voltage

for powering an external preamplifier
may also be supplied to a barrier strip
located on rear apron of chassis.

The power supply for the Tiger is

shown in Fig. 4. It is a conventional
high -current bridge rectifier with filter
to supply 60 volts d.c. for the amplifier.
When wiring the power supply to the
63
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Fig. 2. Actual -size printed circuit board foil pattern for the Tiger. You can
duplicate this board or purchase one etched and drilled (see Parts List).

Fig. 3. Component installation. The

two holes near the power transistors (Q1,Q4) are mounting holes
for the heat sinks. The associated

diodes are then clamped to their
respective transistor heat sinks.
Fig.

4.

Power supply for the tiger.

It

can be wired point-to-point with the components installed within the chassis.

PARTS LIST
C1-2500-uF, 75 -volt electrolytic capacitor
F1 -1 -ampere fuse and fuseholder
R1 -4700 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
RECT1-2-ampere bridge rectifier

TI-Power transformer, secondary 42 V at 2 A
(SW Tech P-5600 or similar)
Misc.-S.p.s.t. power on -oft switch (optional),
power on neon indicator assembly (optional).
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PARTS LIST
Parts are sane as for Tiger with the following
exceptions:

C3-100-uF, 100 -volt capacitor
Q1-Transistor (Motorola M1802)
Q2-Transistor I RCA 40409)
Q4 --Transistor (Motorola MJ4502)
Q5-Transistor (RCA 40410)

07-Transistor (RCA 40408)
Q8,Q9-Transistor (RCA 40406)
R4,R7-100-ohm
R13 -3900 -ohm
R14 -15,000 -ohm
R18 -220 -ohm
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All resistors
1A -watt

Note-The following are available from Southwest Technical Products Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216: Etched and
drilled printed circuit board (#160SB) $2.80
postpaid; kit for amplifier (board and components for one channel) (#160SC) $22.00
postpaid; complete stereo kit with punched
chassis, $70.00, plus shipping, 14 lb.
Fig. 5. The Super Tiger has same basic circuit
the Tiger, with high -power transistors

as
in

the output and a different circuit board.
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Fig. 6. Foil pattern for the Super Tiger. Like
the Tiger PC board, this one is also available
etched and drilled (see Parts List for Fig. 5).

amplifier, note that there are two ground

contacts on the PC board: one marked

"B" and the other marked with the

ground symbol. The former is the output

grounding contact and should be connected directly to the loudspeaker jack
along with the signal lead. Use at least
a #18 wire for this connection. The other

7. Component installation for the Super Tiger.
Note the location of the
Fig.

two transistor heat sinks
line boxes) that
mount on the PC boards.

(dashed

POWER
SWITCH

OPTIONAL, POWER
ON

INDICATOR

The Super Tiger arranged
for stereo. The optional
power switch and indicator can be mounted on the
front panel. The speaker
outputs are terminated in
phone

jacks,

although

a

barrier strip can be used.
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+80V

PARTS LIST
Cl, C2-4000-uF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor

117

VAC

CI

F1 -2 -ampere fuse and fuseholder
R1 -10,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
RECT1-4-ampere bridge rectifier

RI
OK
4-

Tl-Power transformer, secondary 62 V at 3 A
(SW Tech P-3154 or similar)

C2

4000

Misc.-S.p.s.t. power on -off switch (optional),
power on neon indicator assembly (optional).

F

Power supply for the Super Tiger is a heavier version of the one for the Tiger. The Super
Tiger takes higher voltage and more cuirent.

ground should be connected to the chassis in the conventional manner. Do not

CH,04
FEATSINK

depend on the mounting spacers for a
ground connection.

DI

Construction (Super Tiger). The 100 -

DUA L
DIODE

watt IHF Super Tiger amplifier is electrically similar to the Tiger except that

CLAMP

the heavy-duty output transistors are

D2

mounted off the PC board on independent

heat sinks. The circuit is shown in Fig.

5 and the foil pattern for the printed

circuit board is shown in Fig. 6. Once the

board is made, or purchased, mount the
components as illustrated in Fig. 7. Note
that diodes D1 and D2 are on the transistor heat sinks separate from the board
and their connections to the board are
made through lettered terminals on the

Method of mounting the diodes on power transistor
heat sink. When mounting the heat sink, make sure

that there is a large h-ole in the chassis wall so
that you can readily mount the diode clamp in place.
01

DI

General view of one channel of

the Tiger amplifier. Note how
diodes are clamped to sinks.

HEAT
SINK

DIODE

CLAMP
-
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02

Q4
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Either

Tiger or Super Tiger

makes excellent companion for
the stereo preamp featured on

page 85. The power amplifier
also supplies d.c. power for
stereo preamplifier.

Tiger power amplifier wired for
stereo (2 channels). One power
supply handles both channels.

Two output capacitors are
mounted on the rear apron.

Close up of the power supply.
Rectifier module is bolted
to chassis and connections are

made to a terminal strip.
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RECTI

RI

CI

10 Reasons why
RCA Home Training is

your best
investment
for a rewarding
career
in electronics:
1

LEADER IN ELECTRONICS
TRAINING

RCA stands for dependability, integrity
and pioneering scientific advances. For

over a half century, RCA Institutes,
Inc., has been a leader in technical

'Transistor experiments
on programmed breadboardusing oscilloscope.

Career Program begins with the amaZing AUTOTEXT method.

5

SPECIALIZED ADVANCED
TRAINING

For those working in electronics or

training.

with previous training, RCA Institutes

2

higher level. No wasted time on material you already know.

RCA AUTOTEXT TEACHES
ELECTRONICS FASTER, EASIER

Beginner or refresher - AUTOTEXT,
RCA Institutes' own method of Home
Training will help you learn electronics

offers advanced courses. Start on

6

9

TWO CONVENIENT
PAYMENT PLANS

Pay for lessons as you order them. No
contract obligating you to continue the
course. Or, you can take advantage of
RCA's convenient monthly payment

a

PERSONAL SUPERVISION
THROUGHOUT

plan.

10

RCA GRADUATES GET TOP
RECOGNITION

Thousands of graduates of RCA Institutes are now working for leaders in the
electronics field; many others have their
own profitable businesses ... proof of

faster, easier, almost automatically.

All during your program of home

3

personally involved in your efforts and

training.

THOUSANDS OF WELL PAID
JOBS ARE OPEN NOW

study, your training is supervised by
RCA Institutes experts who become

the high quality of RCA Institutes

RCA Institutes can help you qualify for
a rewarding career if you have an inter-

help you over any "rough spots" that
may develop.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

of well paid electronics jobs go unfilled
just because not enough men take the
opportunity to train themselves for

7 VARIETY OF KITS, YOURS TO KEEP

320 West 31st St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001

est in electronics. Every year, thousands

these openings.

4

WIDE CHOICE OF CAREER
PROGRAMS

Select from a wide choice of courses

and career programs ranging from basic
Electronics Fundamentals to advanced

training including Computer Program.
ming and Electronics Drafting. Each

At no extra cost, a variety of valuable specially engineered kits come with

your program-yours to keep and use
on the job.

8

TRANSISTORIZED TV KIT AND
VALUABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

ACCREDITED MEMBER National Home Study Council
Construction of Oscilloscope.

Canadians: These same RCA courses

are available to you in Canada. No
postage. No customs. No delay. Your
inquiry will be referred to our school
in Canada.
All courses and programs approved

You will receive in most career programs a valuable oscilloscope. Those
enrolled in the TV Program or courses
receive the all -new Transistorized TV
Receiver-exclusive with RCA. Both are

at no extra cost.

Dept. 222109-0

for veterans under new G. I. Bill.

CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAIL..
ABLE. FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST.

If Reply Card Is Detached-Send This Coupon Today

r-

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

Construction of Multimeter.

Home Study Dept. 222.009-0
320 West 31st Street
New York, N.Y. 10001
Name

Address

City

RCAI
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State

Zip

0 Check here if interested in Classroom Training
I.
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Internal view of Super Tiger
amplifier showing placement
of optional power -on switch
and indicator lamp. The heavy
power transistors are mounted
on opposite wall of chassis.

POWER
SWITCH
(OPTIONAL)

RECT I

C9

(ONE FOR
EACH
CHANNEL)

Due to their physical size, the
power supply filter capacitors
and output coupling capaci-

tors are put directly on the
chassis. The rectifier module

is mounted on terminal strip
held by heat sink bolt.

CISC2
POWER
SUPPLY

board. Be sure to observe the correct

from the boards.

The actual physical arrangement of
the boards (two for a stereo system) in
an enclosure is at the builder's dscretion. The bulky power transformer and
filter capacitors are mounted separately

put to the amplifier is 80 volts.
(Continued on page 110)

polarities for all diodes.
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The circuit for the power supply for
the Super Tiger is shown in Fig. 8. It is
a heavy-duty bridge rectifier with associated filter and bleeder circuit. The outELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

SQUARE WAVE

GENERATOR

NC W T H
A SQUARE -WAVE GENERATOR THAT'S

HIGH ON QUALITY, LOW IN COST
BY PHILIP E. HARMS

ASQUARE -WAVE generator is an
invaluable tool for the electronics

enthusiast-whether his primary inter-

est is in radio or audio frequencies. The
generator can be used as a scope trace

calibrator, a driving source for digital
pulse circuits or, most important, as a
test instrument in checking both broad-

band and audio amplifiers.
Unlike a sine -wave generator, whose

frequency must be capable of being set
precisely and continuously across a particular band, the square -wave generator
can be used to "wring out" an amplifier
from about %oth of the fundamental of

acteristics can be determined rapidly by

applying the square wave to the input

and examining the output on an oscilloscope. The output risetime is determined
by the amplifier high -frequency limits,
while the square -wave tilt indicates the
low -frequency cutoff.

Although there are many ways to

build a square -wave generator, the avail-

ability of multi -purpose integrated circuits and UJT's makes possible the de-

sign of a simple, yet highly efficient
circuit, that far surpasses most genera-

tors using vacuum tubes or standard
transistors. Specifications for this new

the square wave to 10 times this fre- generator are given in the
quency. There are many excellent discussions in the reference books of the
procedure for using a square -wave gen-

erator to check an amplifier. In simple
terms, however, amplifier response char1971 Winter Edition

table,

Construction.. The circuit for the
square -wave generator is shown in Fig.
1. The author built the unit in a 3" X 4"
x 5" aluminum box, which was sufficient
73

S2
SI

6V
RI

250K

FRED

R2

R4

20K

XI

470

02

2N4 I 2 5

5100
fill0----

SI

11.00

R6
5111.

ty R3

50

2401
.27
NF

.0227
7
pF00
.1.1F

JI

27 T0

pF

OUTPUT

520

1. Sharp spikes, generated by the
UJT, are shaped and used to trigger the
flip-flop. Its output is a sharp square
Fig.

woe

wave at half the frequency of original.

PARTS LIST
BI --Four C or D cells

C1-0.27-uF, 10% capacitor
C2-0.027-uF, 10% capacitor
C3-0.0027-uF, 10% capacitor
C4-270-pF, 10% capacitor
IC1-Integrated circuit (Motorola 211C787P)

.11..12-Banana jack (one black, one red)
(11-Unijunction transistor (Motorola 2N4870)

02-Transistor (Motorola 2N4125)
R1 -250,000 -ohm,
with S2)

linear taper

potentiometer

R2 -20,000 -ohm, 34 -watt resistor ( see text)
R3 -240 -ohm, ,A -watt resistor
R4 -470 -ohm, A. -watt resistor
R5 -500 -ohm, linear taper potentiometer
R6 -51 -ohm, 4 -watt resistor
SI-Single-pole, four -position rotary switch
(Mallory 3234,1 or similar)
S2-S.p.s.t. switch (on R1)

Misc.-3" x 4" x 5" aluminum box, perf board
2%" x 3", PC board terminals or flea clips
(5), transistor sockets (2, optional), IC
socket ( 14 -pin in -line, optional), battery holder, battery clip, knobs (3), mounting hardware,
etc.

to hold the perf board, the controls, and
a battery holder. Wiring is not critical,

mounted on the front panel of the chassis as shown in the photos. The battery

AWG should be used to insure a good
signal path between components.
As shown in Fig. 2, the author built
the electronic portion on a perf board
using sockets to mount the IC and the

cover.

although wire no smaller than #22

transistors. Although the sockets are
not absolutely necessary, they are advantageous to protect the semiconductors from heat during soldering. If you
do not use sockets, be very careful when

soldering the IC and the transistors,
using a heat sink (such as long -nose

pliers) between the end of the lead being soldered and the body of the device.
Neat, point-to-point wiring is used on
Lthe perf board, with clips used as takeoff terminals on the board.
The remainder of the components are
74

holder is mounted on the rear of the
Design Considerations.

acteristics

Since the char-

of the UJT may vary as
SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency: 5 Hz to 50 kHz
Amplitude: 0 to 6 volts, variable
Risetime: less than 40 nanoseconds
Falltime: less than 250 nanoseconds
Overshoot: less than 10%
Undershoot: negligible
Non -symmetry: less than 200 nanoseconds, all
ranges

Output impedance: 51 ohms, short-circuit protected
Power supply: four C cells, current drain 50 mA
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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Fig. 2. The entire generator can be mounted
in a small aluminum chassis as shown at the

left. The four C or D cells are mounted in
a holder affixed to the rear of the chassis
half. The bulk of the circuit can be constructed on perf board (as shown below) or
you can make a printed circuit board. The
use of semiconductor sockets prevents heat
damage to the semiconductors when instal-

ling but is an optional feature of design.

much as 10%, it is difficult to pick com-

ponents that will result in a frequency

range of exactly 5 Hz to 50 kHz. Capaci-

tors Cl through C4 influence over-all

accuracy; but for most applications, pre-

cise frequency increments are not required. If necessary, one, or all, of the

timing capacitors can be "juggled" (par-

allel or series connections) to achieve
exact decade intervals. For realistic results, capacitors with 10% tolerances
should be used.

Resistor R2 has a composite value

which should give excellent results on
all ranges. For exact calibration, R2 can
1971 Winter Edition

be replaced by four separate resistors,
selected by using vacant terminals on
21. To calibrate these resistors, set R1
for maximum resistance. Then assum-

ing, for example, that 21 is on X10, trim
the value of C2 (increasing the capacitance decreases the frequency, and vice
versa) to achieve a frequency about 5%

above 50 Hz. This is done to allow for
slight changes in the value of R2 in the
next step.
Rotate R1 to its minimum resistance.
Select the value of R2 that will give the
correct upper frequency (500 Hz). The
value of R2 will be approximately 20,000

75

S2

The four timing (octave) capacitors are mounted directly on the
selector switch. The closer the
capacitors are matched, and the
better their tolerance, the more
accurate the octave ranges are.

A
ohms. Once the proper upper frequency
HOW IT WORKS
The frequency source for the square -wave
generator is a unijunction transistor oscillator
(Q1) whose frequency is determined by the resistors and capacitors in its emitter circuit. A
sharp pulse at the selected frequency is developed
across R3 which drives the inverter -buffer in IC1.

The IC contains one JK flip-flop, two inverter buffers, and a single (unused in this case) inverter.

The inverter -buffer squares up the pulse generated in the UJT, and the pulse then triggers the
flip-flop. The output waveform of the flip-flop is
at half the UJT frequency and is sharply square
on both transitions. The second buffer isolates the

flip-flop and inverts the output. Transistor Q2

acts as an amplifier isolator to provide an isolated
output through R5. This potentiometer provides
amplitude adjustment and R6 protects the output
circuit against short circuits.

has been obtained, increase the resistance of R1 to maximum again and check
that the 50 -Hz point is correct.
Each range can be calibrated similar-

ly; and each is independent of the others if separate resistors are used for R2.
The generator should never be operated

without a series resistor (R2) in the

UJT emitter circuit or the UJT may be
damaged.

Because of the self-contained power
supply, the generator output leads can

be reversed to produce a negative -going

signal. A battery can be used in series
with the square -wave output to "bias"
the output if desired.

-4-4-444-44-4---4-44-4 -1 4

-4-4

)4-4

4 -4 -4-

4 --

The output waveshape for both low and middle frequencies is shown at the left. Note the almost perfect square wave. For high frequencies, the output (right) is a good square wave with a little overshoot.
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New Life for your
AUTO CLOCK

ELECTRONIC
DRIVE

IMPROVES
REWIND

BY ART KUBICZ

"

W HILE THE LIFE of the average automobile can be as much as ten years,
the clocks in them rarely last more than
a year or two. This is a strange circumstance since automobile clocks are generally quite well -made timepieces. Most
of them have self-correcting mechanisms

and, when properly set, their accuracy
is very good.

Why, then, do they fail so quickly?

The answer can usually be found in the
electrical system that is used to rewind
the clock automatically. (Most automobile clocks are mechanical time -pieces

the life of almost any auto "electric"
clock can be greatly extended.

Cause of Failure. Details of the winding mechanism of the typical automobile
clock are shown in Fig. 1. The mainspring
force that operates the clock is supplied

through a small flywheel. Mounted on
the flywheel is a spring brush and rewind contact. The brush bypasses the

rewind current around the flywheel bearings and gears to prevent damage, while
the rewind contact energizes the electromagnet which rewinds the mainspring.
As the mainspring runs down, the fly-

similar in design and construction to
standard wind-up clocks used in the wheel rotates freely until the rewind
home.) By using an electronic driver contact touches the electromagnet consuch as the one described here, as an tact. At this time, the electromagnet cirauxiliary to the regular rewind circuit, cuit closes and kicks the flywheel around
1971 Winter Edition
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ELECTROMAGNET
CONTACT

ELECTROMAGNET

PARTS LIST
D1 -50 -volt, 10 -ampere silicon diode

FLYWHEEL

Q1 -2N3773 transistor (see text)
Q2 -2N2907 transistor (see text)

REWIND
CONTACT

R1 -10,000 -ohm, T/2 -watt resistor
R2 -1000 -ohm, ,A -watt resistor

R3 -100 -ohm, %-watt resistor

MAINSPRING

1-2 3/4" x VA' x 1;i" metal utility box
Misc.-Circuit board material; solid and strand-

ed hookup wire; metal spacers (4); rubber

+BAT

grommets (2); #6 machine hardware; solder;
etc.

Sudden collapse of electromagnetic field
when contacts open causes arcing across contacts
that results in early failure of rewind mechanism.
Fig.

1.

about a half turn through the contact

arms. The contacts remain closed until
the armature of the electromagnet closes

fully; after that, the momentum keeps
the flywheel turning, opening the electrical contacts and winding the main-

spring until the flywheel stops. A simple
one-way clutch disengages the flywheel
gear during the rewind pulse.
Looking at the electrical operation of

the rewind circuit, you can see that the
contacts are normally open so that no
current flows. But during rewind, the
current rises almost linearly due to the
inductance and resistance of the electromagnet winding, taking about 1 millisecond to reach full potential. For the
next 4 milliseconds (see Fig. 2), the current remains at its maximum value. Then

which arcs across the opening contacts,
and the arc is maintained until the considerable amount of stored energy in the
coil is exhausted. This arcing severely
chars the contacts.

Aside from arcing, there is another

aspect of the problem. The contacts must,
when they are closed, handle a consider-

able amount of current, more peak cur-

rent than they are designed to handle
and still provide long life. With the high
current, soft composition of the contacts,

and lack of arc suppression, an early
clock failure is guaranteed. (Consider
that the engine ignition points handle

about the same peak current, are larger,
have arc suppression, and are made of
extremely hard tungsten. They are expected to be replaced every few thousand

the contacts open the circuit, abruptly

miles.)

of the problem.
The collapsing field of the electromag-

done to eliminate or drastically reduce
the possibility of clock failure: provide
arc suppression and reduce contact current. The simple circuit shown in Fig. 3

stopping the flow of current in about 0.2
milliseconds flat! This is the focal point

net causes a very high voltage surge

Solving the Problem. Two things can be

is designed to do just that. Diode D1
across the coil provides arc suppression.

SA

The current reduction circuit consists
of transistor stages Q1 and Q2. Resistors
R1 and R2 control the collector -to -base

I -

leakage at the high temperatures en-

Or

countered in automobiles, and R3 deter-

mines the maximum contact current.
Since transistor current gain is consid0

Ims

TIME

5mt

Fig. 2. Opening contacts causes sudden col-

lapse of electromagnetic field that generates

78

high -voltage

arcing across

contacts.

erably reduced at low temperatures, two
transistors are used to maintain enough
total current gain under these conditions.

There is little else to be said about the
circuit except that if it is to be used in
cars with positive grounds, reverse the
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

BAT,

Fig. 3. Connected between battery and clock, this simple

circuit provides arc suppression and limits contact current.

J

amplifier components from left to right,

substitute pnp transistors, and reverse
the polarity of the diode.

Construction. Remove the clock from
your car's dashboard and open it. Now,
whether or not the clock has been working, carefully clean and polish the electromagnet contacts. Use a contact burnisher, or use a point file and polish with a
piece of high rag content paper. Disconnect the wire going to the electromagnet

contact from the coil. Then solder the
diode directly across the coil.

Connect a short wire from the contact
side of the coil and diode to a convenient
point on the clock frame, and a length of

stranded hookup wire to the electromagnet contact, tying it securely to
the frame. Make this latter wire long
enough to reach the current amplifier
module.

Now, drill a small hole in the back of

the clock case and line it with an ap-

dust. Then pass the stranded wire

through the grommet and assemble the
clock case. Install another stranded wire
with a lug to the terminal on the clock;

use a different color insulation. Twist together the two stranded wires.
Assemble the amplifier. Any convenient method can be used, since the circuit

is very simple. A small printed circuit
board was used in the original prototype (see Fig. 4), but you can use perforated phenolic board.

Mount the circuit board, with the aid
of four %" spacers, inside a 23/4" X
2W' X 1W' metal utility box. Interconnect the clock and amplifier with appro-

priate connectors, and mount them in
and under the dashboard, respectively.
One final word. The components used

in the amplifier circuit are not critical.
The ones designated were readily available and used, but other transistors could

have been used. If you make substitutions, just make sure that Q1 is rated

for at least 8 amperes, and Q2 for at
the clock mechanism to remove any least 0.5 ampere.
propriate size rubber grommet. Blow out

Fig.

4.

Simple

cir-

cuit can be mounted
on piece of phenolic
board or on homemade
printed circuit board.
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BUILD A

MusicVision' Light Display
SYSTEM
BY DAVID B. WEEMS

ing will prove to be as important to
audio as was the second channel that

membrane. The membrane is stretched
across the front of a loudspeaker so that
it oscillates whenever the speaker cone
is made to oscillate. Light from a pro-

the pitch, tempo, and volume of the

mirrors which, in turn, reflect the colored
light beams onto a wall or any other flat,
fairly large area surface.

QUITE A FEW PEOPLE believe that
light accompaniment to music listen-

made possible the directed -sound stereo
concept. Audio alone can be pleasurable,
but if you can also see light whose patterns, colors, and intensities change with

jection lamp source passes through a
slowly revolving color wheel onto the

music, you can more than double your
pleasure. This is the whole idea behind
the "MusicVision® Light Display Sys-

As the speaker cone oscillates from
the driving signal, the mirrors bounce
around and cause the reflected spots of
light to gyrate, tracing random patterns.
( Only when no signal is applied to the
speaker are the spots of light discrete;
when a signal is applied, the spots trace

tem."

The MusicVision system is designed
around a kit of the same name, made by
Edmund Scientific Company and the heart

of the system is a "motiondizer." The continuous, unbroken lines of light.) The
latter consists of a set of front -surface hanging mirrors, particularly if they are
mirrors that mount on a flexible latex small, trace light patterns of great mo80
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Fig. 1. With exception of lamp
housing (top) and speaker support pipe (directly above), all
parts are made from pine, plywood, or Masonite. In layout
diagram (right) cage supports

4-1/4"

3-1/4"
5-1/4

7-1/2"

at four corners are joined by
pine crossbars along top. Position parts exactly as shown.

18'

10-1/4" X 3-5/8"X 3/4"(4)

5-3/8"
3-V2"
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tion and large irregularity. So, for a lot
of action, three or more mirrors should
be of the hanging kind.
Construction.

All of the dimensioning

information for the fabrication of the
various parts that make up the Music Vision is given in Fig. 1. At the upper
left of the figure are shown the instrucBILL OF MATERIALS
1-93" length of 3/;" inner diameter pipe, one
end threaded, for speaker support
1-Floor flange for pipe
1-41X," x 19" piece of expanded aluminum
1-83/4" x 6" piece of 26 -gauge or larger sheet
metal for lamp housing (see text)

1-6" x 3T/2" piece of 26 -gauge or larger sheet
metal for lamp panel

1-65/i" x 4N" piece of 30 -gauge sheet metal
for light baffle

1-19" x 18" piece of 3/4" fir plywood for en-

Fig. 2. Sheet metal screws fasten lamp socket to
the rear plate of the paint -blackened lamp housing.

closure base

1-18" x 113/4" piece of 3/4" pegboard for enclosure back

1-11" x Thi" piece of

3/4"

pine for motor

mounting

1-103/4" x 35/8" piece of 3/4" pine for control
panel

1-53/4" x 354" piece of

pine for light box

mounting

4-1034" x 35/8" piece of 3/4" pine for frame
sides

2-18" x 33" piece of 3/4" pine for frame crosspieces

1-43/2" x 314" piece of 54" Masonite for condenser lens retainer

1-"Motiondizer" kit and accessories*
1-8-ohni L -pad
1 -65 -AF ,,on polarized capacitor

1-lb. #18 enameled magnet wire
1--Two-lug screw -type terminal strip
1 --Surface switch

10' length of lamp cord with a.c. plug
2- -Wire nuts
1-fuse holder and 5/2 -ampere fuse ( sec text)
2- -do:
#6 sheet metal screws for mounting light source box and cover

1-134" x 34" flathead bolt and hex nut for
2-

speaker mounting
-6-32 x I" machine screws

6- -6-32 x ,3./4" machine screws

6-6-32 machine nuts
6- -#6 lockwashers

Machine the parts for this housing from
sheet metal. ( The light baffle can be
made from the same sheet metal or from
a "tin shingle," available from most lumber yards.)
Bend the housing to shape; then tem-

porarily set

housing shell and drill mating mounting

holes. Remove and set aside the lamp
panel. Turn over the lamp housing, set
down the condenser lens retainer (made
from Masonite) , and drill the mating
mounting holes. Temporarily set aside
the housing and retainer.

Plug the lamp into its socket and locate the assembly on the lamp panel so
that the lamp's filament is centered over
the 1" -diameter cutout. Mark off and

drill the mounting holes for the lamp

!,V. flathead wood screws for flange

socket flange. In like manner, mark off
and drill the mounting holes for the re-

18-#8 x 1,4" flathead wood screws for mount-

center of the concave surface of the re-

4- -11-im; nuts
4.,

#12
mounting

ing pine uprights and enclosure feet
10-#8 x 1/4" flathead wood screws for mounting
enclosure back

Misc.-Flat black enamel undercoater; white

glue; hard -set and clear epoxy bonding cements; bobbin for LI (2 pieces of 2,/," -square
by 5" -3/4" -thick Illasonite and a 1/2" -long
by 1" -diameter wood dowel); wire nuts (2);

two -lug screw -type terminal strip; etc.
*".112isicVision"8 motiondizer kit, No. 71,009

($22.50); filament -type projector lamp, No.
727 ($2.50); lamp socket, No. 74 (350); and
piano -convex light condenser lens, No. 1142
$1.50) are available postpaid in U.S. from
Edmund Scientific Co., 555 EDSCORP Bldg.,
Barrington, NI 08007.
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tions for preparing the lamp housing.

flector after making certain that the
flector is centered over the cutout.
Now, before assembling the lamp hous-

ing, apply a coat or two of flat black

paint to all surfaces. (The paint aids in
the absorption and radiation of the heat

given off by the light source.) This done,
mount the lamp socket, as in Fig. 2, with

sheet metal screws. Flip over the lamp
panel, and mount the reflector exactly
14" away from the panel with machine
hardware. Then mount the lamp panel
to the housing with sheet metal screws
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

( see Fig. 3) . Temporarily set aside the
lamp housing assembly.

Referring back to Fig. 1, dimension
and cut all the wood pieces that make
up the enclosure, supports, and mounting
members. Note also that the construction
plans show the exact location and orien-

tation of each part on the base. Using
glue and wood screws, mount the lamp
housing support at the upper left of the
base. Then set the lamp housing against
the support and outline its base on the
board. Remove the lamp housing, and

within the outline drawn on the base

plate, drill ten 1/2" -diameter vent holes.
Flip over the base plate and attach with

flathead wood screws and glue two
18" x 11/2" pieces of 3/4" pine to serve as
feet for the project. Then, over these
feet, glue strips of felt to protect furni-

ture surfaces. Anchor the lamp housing
and light baffle with a single screw ( see
Fig. 4).
Drill 143" holes at each location where
wood members are to mount to the base
plate and Me" screw -starter holes into
the wood members themselves. Fasten
the members in their appropriate locations with screws and glue.

Next, fabricate the speaker support

Fig. 4. Single screw anchors light baffle and lamp
housing after vent holes are drilled through base.

the base plate with 412 X 3/4" flathead
wood screws, and screw in the pipe.
Apply as many coats of flat black paint

from a length of 1" inner diameter pipe
( one end threaded) and a floor flange.
Drill a 3/4" -diameter hole through the
pipe 6%" from the flange end with the

to all surfaces as are necessary to give
a smooth, even finish. Meanwhile, as-

flange in place. Then mount the flange to

1" -diameter wood dowel for the spool
axis. Fasten these parts together with
glue and wood screws or finishing nails.
Then wind onto the spool one pound of
418 enameled magnet wire. Scrape the

semble the bobbin for Li, using Y8"-%"thick Masonite for the spool ends and a

ends of the wire and solder to them 12" long wire leads. Wrap a layer or two of
tape over the windings, and cement the
assembly to the base plate with epoxy
after the paint dries.
Mount the terminal strip, R1, C1, and
SI on the control panel. Then fasten the
motor to the motor board as shown in
Fig. 5. Note: Hex nuts can be added to

the motor extension bolt to serve as
spacers for the color wheel.

Buff the flat area of the loudspeaker's

magnet assembly and the head of a

1%" bolt with emery cloth. Then
attach the head of the bolt to the mag-

1%" X

net housing with a hard -set epoxy, bond.
Fig. 3. Space lamp reflector exactly 1/2" away from
rear panel, using spacers and #6 machine hardware.
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Allow at least 24 hours for the epoxy
to set. At the end of this time, you can
mount the speaker to the pipe support
83

by passing the bolt through the holes in
the pipe and fastening it with an appropriate hex nut. Avoid over tightening the

bolt to prevent the epoxy bond from

(SE

TEXT)

parting.

Stretch over the speaker front the

latex membrane supplied with the motiondizer kit (see instructions provided
with kit), and affix to it the mirrors. The
kit contains three large and four small
mirrors. The large mirrors are designed

IITVAC

SI
II

MOTOR

PROJECTION°,

to hang, while the small ones are de-

signed for direct mounting. If you prefer
more action from your project, you can
convert one or more of the small mirrors

LAMP

Fig. 6. Separate circuits are used for audio (top)
and lamp/motor (immediately above) drive systems.

into the hanging types by fastening to
the edges 2" lengths of nylon cord with
clear epoxy.

The only step left in construction is

to wire the circuits together according to
the schematic diagrams provided in Fig.
6, after which the black -painted expanded aluminum sides and top and peg -board
rear plate can be attached. ( The front of
the project is the direction in which the
front of the speaker is facing. )
In Use. Carefully check all wiring, and
inspect the mechanical assembly. If all is

in order, flip Si to ON and observe the
projection lamp and color wheel. The first

should glow brightly, while the latter
should slowly turn. The color wheel turns

Now, check the alignment. The lamp

beam should pass unobstructedly through

the color wheel and onto the speaker mounted mirrors. From here, the light
should pass out through the front of the
project.

It may be necessary to add

shims and possibly longer screws under
the flange to allow the mirrors to hang
free of the membrane.

When checking the light pattern exiting from the front of the project, make
sure that the proper reflecting surfaces
of the mirrors are doing the projecting.
The instructions provided with the motiondizer kit explain how to determine

at a rather slow rate; so do not be the proper mirror surfaces to use.
alarmed if it appears to be moving sluggishly.
Fig.

5. Bolt motor to support with machine hard-

ware. Hex nuts can be used as motor shaft spacer.

The inductor/capacitor arrangement to

the speaker cuts off the higher audio
frequencies and reduces the unwanted

audio output. Only the lower audio frequencies passed to the speaker agitate
the mirrors enough to produce a series
of wild patterns. L -pad R1 is used as a
volume/amplitude control for setting the
degree of agitation desired.

The impedance of the speaker circuit
will vary slightly with the setting of the
L -pad and the frequency applied to the
circuit. With the component values spe-

in the Bill of Materials, there
should be no problems when using the
system with most amplifiers, provided
the speaker circuit is connected to the
amplifier via an 8 -ohm center -channel
output or through a separate amplifier
driven by the tape output. In the former
case always include the fuse; in the latter, the fuse can be left out if the sepcified

arate amplifier does not exceed 25 watts
output power.
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NEW DESIGN FOR LOW NOISE AND MINIMUM DISTORTION

BY DAN MEYER

CONSTRUCTION projects and kits for

making high-fidelity audio preamplifiers come in many shapes and sizes.
Most of them give very good results but
none has the quality of the "FET Pre amp" described here. Much of the excellent performance obtainable from this
preamp is due to the use of silicon fieldeffect transistors in the amplifier stages.
These transistors operate at impedance
levels similar to those in vacuum -tube
circuits but they have much lower noise
and far less distortion than either tubes
or conventional junction transistors.
The sensitivity and output impedance
of the FET Preamp are suitable for use
with almost any power amplifier and full

power output can be obtained from

any low-level magnetic -cartridge signal

source.
A high -power audio amplifier, specifi-

cally designed for use with this preamp,
1971 Winter Edition

is described elsewhere in this issue of the
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK.

Six pushbutton switches are used to
select the desired input, while there are
rocker switches for control of volumeloudness, high- and low -frequency filtering and the 117 -volt power supply. A
front -panel tape output jack and a microphone input jack are also provided.
With the exception of some exotic details, such as phase reversal, every possible useful function has been Included
in the preamplifier, whose schematic is
shown in Fig. 1.

Construction. For a stereo system, two

preamplifiers are required. Each is as-

sembled on a printed circuit board whose
actual -size foil pattern is shown in Fig.

2. Once the board has been fabricated
(or purchased), mount the components
as shown in Fig. 3, being careful to ob85

serve the polarities of the electrolytic
capacitors and the identifying flats on

the semiconductors. When the boards are

assembled, put them aside and prepare
0

0

the chassis.

0

Although the author used a metal

MO
CC-

c0

U-shaped chassis 9" X 7" X 23/4" (with
a suitable wooden cover), any other ar-

CO

UM

rangement can be used. In any case,

mount the 12 -circuit phono jack assem-

bly ( or 12 single phono jacks) on the
COIL

NN

CC N

an
cr,
,VVVVVON

rear apron of the chassis. Label one set
of six jacks "Channel 1" and the other

set of six "Channel 2." Also mount a pair

of phono jacks for the outputs on the

rear apron, along with two conventional
117 -volt power sockets and two through -

the -chassis strain reliefs (one for the

a.c. line and the other for the d.c. supply
to the preamp).

NY

The front of the chassis can be pre-

pared as shown in the photos. On the left

side, cut a slot large enough to fit the

four rocker switches. Mount the switches

on a support such as that shown in Fig.
4 so that the four switches can be operated easily from the front.

PARTS LIST
C 1,C 3 ,C9 ,C 10-0 .047 -AF capacitor
Y12

O

ON

COO

C2,C18-30-AF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C4,C12,C17,C19-2.2-AF, 50-V electrolytic capacitor
C5 -47 -AF, 50-V electrolytic capacitor
C6 -5 -AF, 15-V electrolytic capacitor
C7-4700-pF capacitor
C11 -0.1 -AF, 12-V capacitor
C13,C14-3300-pF capacitor

C15-220-pF capacitor
C8,C16-0.01-AF, low voltage capacitor
Q1,Q2,Q3,Q5-Field effect transistor (Texas Instruments TIS58)
Q4,Q6-Transistor (Motorola MPS6566)
R1,R6,R15,R24-1.5-megohm
R2,R7,R16,R25-22-megolim
R3,R8,R17,R21,R22,R23,R26100,000-ohm

N

ceD

R4,R9,R13,R27-1000-ohm
CO a.

RS,R10,R14,R19,R28,
22,000 -ohm

in

(0
CN
COM

rcn

pN
,00

N

MN
CCN

all resistors
?/-watt

R11 -27,000 -ohm
R12 -470,000 -ohm
R18 -2200 -ohm
R20 -10,000 -ohm
R30 -10,000 -ohm PC trimmer potentiometer
R32 -47,000 -ohm

Note-A printed circuit board ( #156) is available from Southwest Technical Products Corp.,
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 78216 for
$2.40. postpaid. A complete kit of parts including punched cabinet for stereo version ( #156C ) is available from the same source for $42.50
plus postage for four pounds.

0

1. Four of six semiconductors are low -noise
FET amplifiers, and two conventional junction tran-

Fig.

sistors are used as interstage emitter followers.
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Fig.

2. Actual -size foil pattern for the preamplifier.
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Cut a long slot at the bottom of the

front panel for the six pushbutton
switches. The switch assembly is held on
by a pair of mounting screws from the
bottom of the chassis. Next to the push-

buttons, install a pair of phone jacks

(one for the microphone input and one
for the tape output). The three variable
controls, BASS (R34), TREBLE (R35),
and VOLUME (R33) are mounted above
the pushbutton switches.

In the photographs, the top rocker

Al

.C2

Fig. 3. After making (or buying) the PC
board, install the components as shown
here, taking care to observe the polarity of semiconductors and electrolytics.

..t,
cA)

UME and a s.p.s.t. switch was added to
the tandem volume controls for the
stereo -mono selection. The selection is
made by pulling out the shaft of the volume control. In this discussion, the top
rocker switch is the LOUDNESS -VOLUME control, Si. The secoal rocker
switch from the top is the HI cut switch

(S2); the third is the LO cut switch
(S3); and the bottom one is the main

a.c. on -off switch (S5). The chassis corn -

switch is labeled STEREO -MONO. In the
author's final design, however, this

vs"

View of rear apron showing mounting details of the

#27 DIA
(4)

switch was used for LOUDNESS-VOL-

12 input jacks and the location of the two resistors used to load each of the phonograph inputs.

Hi/e'

2 -5/16 -

Tie xi/a"

T

BEND RELIEF

1
Details of switch
bracket. Two of
these are required, one
for each side mounting.
Fig.

ve.

4.

support
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Fig. 5. Wiring of the front and rear panel components. The lettered circles are wired to similar lettered
terminals on the boards. The small, individual circuits at the top are the isolated component connections.
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BASS
CONTROLS

Details of one corner of the

preamp. Shown here are
the tandem bass controls.
a portion of pushbutton
array S6, and one rockeswitch support bracket

PUSHBUTTON

ARRAY S6

ponents are wired to the boards as shown

input jacks and ground. The values of

in Fig. 5.

these resistors should be as recommend-

Mount capacitors C23 and C24 and resistor R36 between the proper terminals
on S1; and mount C21, C22, and R31 on
the proper terminals of S2. Connect C20

ed by the cartridge manufacturer. Al-

though many values are specified by the
various manufacturers, 47,000 ohms is

nents and connections given in this paragraph must be repeated for each channel
of a stereo system.)

mounted, connect the various lettered

between S3 and ground. (The compo-

the most common.
Once all chassis

Resistors R38 and R39 must be connected between the magnetic cartridge

terminals on the PC boards ( see Fig. 5)
to their respective controls in neat wire
bundles. Mount each PC board on four
standoffs, one at each corner.

components

are

PARTS LIST

PREAMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS

C20 -4.7-µF, low -voltage electrolytic capacitor*

Frequency response: 10 Hz to 100 kHz (-1

C21-0.001-0 capacitor*

C22,C24-60-pF capacitor*
C23-1500-pF capacitor*
C25-100-0, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor
11,12 -3 -circuit phone jack

13,14-Phono jack

15 -12 -circuit phono jack assembly

R31-1-megohm, %-watt resistor

R33 -500,000 -ohm tapped potentiometer, tapped
100K from end* (tandem)
R34,R35-500,000-ohm potentiometer* (tandem)
R36 -15,000 -ohm, ,Vz-watt resistor*

R37,R38,R39-See text
S1,S2,S3,S5-D.p.d.t. rocker switches
S4-S.p.s.t. switch (on R33)
S6-Six button pushbutton switch assembly, each
4 p.d.t.
SO1,S02-Chassis-mounting 117 -volt a.c. outlets
Misc.-Line cord, strain reliefs (2), spacers,
mounting hardware, knobs (3), rubber feet
(4), wire, solder, etc.
*Two required for stereo version.
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dB point)
Distortion: THD @IA/ output, less than 0.15%
from 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
Hum and noise: Phono and mic., -65 dB below full output; other inputs, -70 dB below
full output.
Sensitivity: Phono and mic., 2 mV for 1-V output; other inputs, 0.1V for 1-V output.
Input impedance: Phono, 47,000 ohms (see
text); other, 500,000 ohms.
Input before clipping: Phono and mic., 0.1V;
other inputs, 10 V.
Maximum output: 5V r.m.s.
Output impedance: less than 1000 ohms.

Channel separation: Greater than 40 dB at
1000 Hz.
High filter: 3 dB down at 10 kHz.
Low filter: 3 dB down at 70 Hz.
Treble control range: -±-15 dB at 10 kHz.
Bass control range: ±15 dB at 50 Hz.
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S01

R37, C25

FOR EACH
CHANNEL

To reduce the interchannel
coupling, a separate voltage -dropping network, R37

and C25, is used for each
of

the

stereo

channels.

Pass the 117 -volt line cord through its
strain relief and connect it to switch S5
and to the power outlets. Line voltage
for the power amplifier is taken from one
of these outlets ; the other can be used
for a record player or tape recorder.
D.c. power for the preamplifier should
be obtained from a well -filtered 35 -volt

source. Provisions for this supply are

made in the companion power amplifier

volts, the resistance is 50 - 35, or 15,

divided by 0.006, or 2500 ohms. You can

use the nearest standard resistance value (2200 or 2700 in the example) at M:

watt. Mount R37 with its companion
filter capacitor C25 on a multi -lug terminal strip in an open section of the chassis.
Recheck all wiring.

Testing. Connect the two rear -apron
output jacks (J3 and J4) to the inputs

described on page 61 of this issue. If of the power
the external power source is higher than

35 volts, resistor R37 must be used to

drop the voltage. To determine the value
to use for R37, divide the difference be-

tween the voltage you have and 35 by
0.006. For example, if the source is 50

connect the.
desired inputs to the two channels of the
preamp. Turn on the power to the pre -

amp. (The 117 -volt line cord on the

power amplifier can be plugged into S01
or SO2 and switched on and off with S5

on the preamp.) Check that approxi-

BASS
CONTROLS

The overall rocker switch sup.
port bracket assembly. Components are mounted on switches.
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HOW IT WORKS
Input selection is made by a series of pushbuttons, each operating a four -pole, double -throw

switch. When a button is -out,- the input that
the particular button controls is grounded to

prevent cross talk from the unused inputs. Pushing "in" any of the four high-level pushbuttons
breaks the connection between the first two
stages of the preamp and the volume control, and
feeds the selected high-level input directly to
the volume control. This approach keeps the
distortion as low as possible. (In some preamps,
the high-level inputs are reduced resistively and
all signals are amplified by the complete preamp.)
In this preamp, only the microphone and phono

input are amplified by the first two stages. In

is a low -distortion Baxendall-type circuit. This
feedback type of tone control utilizes the most
desirable variable turnover point characteristic.
The controls give bass or treble boost or cut when
offset from the normally flat center position. The

tone control network, including Q5, has unity

gain and is followed by emitter follower Q6. The
low output impedance permits the use of a reasonably long cable between the preamp and its associated power amplifier with reduced attenuation
and noise pickup. The low output impedance also
insures that the preamp will be able to drive transistor amplifiers with the lowest input impedance.
The most desirable situation in an audio system
is to have a low impedance driving a higher im-

pedance. This is not efficient as far as power
transfer is concerned, but it does result in the
lowest possible distortion.

is switched in and changes the amplifier curve

The output level is adjusted by a trimmer
potentiometer (R30) on each channel to allow

source resistor and positive gate bias results in
a consistent and stable amplifier. The first two
stages (Q1 and Q2) use the RIAA equalization
network needed for magnetic phono input. Am-

coupled, controls. It also allows exact match for
the power amplifier being used.
The high -frequency filter bypasses the highs
to ground at the drain of Q3, while the low -frequency filter changes the Q3 source network. The
stereo -mono switch is coupled to the volume

the phono position, the preamp feedback network

from essentially flat to the required RIAA curve.
The four FET amplifier stages are similar. A
common -source circuit having a large -valued

plifier Q2 feeds the volume control (R33), which
is followed by a FET amplifier (Q3) to provide a
low -impedance driving source for the tone controls.

The tone -control circuit (between Q4 and Q5)

balancing without the use of concentric, or clutch -

control which makes it possible to switch to
either stereo or mono merely by pulling out the
volume

control.

The

loudness

compensation

switch changes the circuit of the volume control
to boost the bass and treble at low volume levels.

Though two are called
for, the author mounted only one power outlet (S01) on rear apron.

The preamp controls
primary power fed to
main amplifier through

this outlet, and takes
d.c. from the amplifier.

mately 35 volts is present at the + 35
terminal on each PC board. Using a high -

impedance voltmeter, check that the
drain voltage at each FET is between 12

and 18 volts. If any wide variation is

found, check the circuit for possible errors in component values.

Depress the appropriate input push-

button and operate the VOLUME, BASS,
and TREBLE controls as desired. If you

want loudness compensation instead of
1971 Winter Edition

linear volume action, operate the LOUDNESS -VOLUME rocker switch.
Place the system in MONO ( by operat-

ing the volume control shaft) and adjust
R30 in each channel to get the same output from each. This is the only balance
adjustment that needs to be made.

If there is excessive hum in the system, the preamplifier may be too near a
power transformer or a.c. motor. Proper
orientation reduces interference. --3191

BUILD A SOLID-STATE

IIRRIaBLe TRallSFORMOR
USE A TRIAC FOR SMALL SIZE AND LOW COST
BY ROBERT C. ARP, JR.

AVOLTAGE -LEVEL control for a.c.

is one of the most useful electronic
devices you can have around the house.
It can serve as a speed control for motor -

driven appliances; a heat control for

soldering irons ; or an incandescent light
dimmer.

An ordinary variable autotransformer

is commonly used as a voltage -level control. However, such transformers are ex-

pensive, bulky, and not very portable.
A solid-state circuit, built around a triac, eliminates these objections. It costs
about $8 in parts, fits into the smallest

metal utility box, and weighs only a few
ounces.

Aptly called a "Solid -State Variable
Transformer," the voltage -level control
described in the following pages does everything a conventional variable transformer can and does it more efficiently.
There are no hysteresis losses, IR losses
92

are at a minimum, and it operates cool.

Construction. Keep foremost in your
the Solid -State Variable
Transformer is used to control poten-1
tially hazardous a.c. line voltages. Do4
not substitute parts for those specified
in the Parts List. Take extra care when
wiring the circuit and do not attempt to
power the circuit until after you perform
the ohmmeter checkout given in the last
mind that

section of this article.

Begin construction by machining the
utility box to provide mounting holes
for R1, P1, and S01 as shown in Figs.
2 and 3. Note that all mounting holes
are to be centered in the respective sides
of the box.

The quickest and neatest method of

making the cutouts for P1 and SO/ is to
punch them out with a Greenlee No. 732

keyed radio chassis punch (orient the
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

keys toward the bottom of the box).

However, if you do not have access to a
chassis punch, simply cut out a 111/64" diameter hole at each of the proper locations. Apply a liberal bead of epoxy cement around the entire perimeter of P1
and 201. Then insert the plug and receptacle into their respective cutouts, ori-

enting the rounded prong and hole to-

ward the top of the utility box, and
snap into place the retainer rings.

After allowing sufficient time for the
epoxy cement to set, drill a %"-diameter

hole through the top of the box for
2

Fig.

1. Triac QI actually consists of four -

layer diode at G and triac between 1 and 2.

PARTS LIST
C1, C2 -0.1-µF, 200 -volt tubular capacitor
C3-0.047-uF, 200 -volt tubular capacitor
Fl-Buss No. 0.111-4 fuse
P1-Three-line a.c. plug (Ampltenol No. 160-11)

Ql-Triac (RCA 40431)
R1 -100,000 -ohm, Yz-watt linear taper potentiometer
R2 -10,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

R3 -20 -ohm, %-watt resistor
S01-Three-line a.c. receptacle (Amphenol .Co.
160-10)

1-Bud No. CU -2100-A metal utility box
Misc.-Ohmite Type 5000 dial plate ( optional);
control knob for R1; 2 -each three -lug terminal
strips (11.H. Smith No. 830, or similar); 1%," long x N" -diameter heat -shrinkable tubing for
Fl; hookup wire; solder; etc.

mounting control R1. Then, before setting R1 in place, wrap one turn of 16 gauge solid bare wire around the mount-

ing threads of the control, leaving 2"

leads at each end. Insert R1 into its
mounting hole, slip on the optional dial
plate, fasten down the control, and fasten down the panel knob.

Now, locate the ends of the solid wire
previously wrapped around Rl. Connect
the ends of this wire to the green -coded
contacts on P1 and 201. Snip away any
excess wire and the right lug of R1.
Temporarily remove the silver -coded

screw from P1, and use this screw to

mount a three -lug terminal strip on the
rear of the plug. In like manner, use the
brass -coded screw on SO/ to mount an

identical terminal strip on the rear of
the receptacle.
Slip the 11/r length of shrinkable plas-

Fig.

2. Lug 3 at right of RI

is not used and should be removed to eliminate possibility
of short circuits.

Also,

two

terminal strips mount directly
on rear of receptacle and plug.
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HEATSINK
01

Fig. 3. Once Q1 is properly
soldered to heatsink according to directions, set heat -

sink tabs onto lugs of terminal strip; solder in place.

tic tubing over the fuse, centering it
over the body of the fuse, and apply
heat until the tubing shrinks snugly

around the fuse. Connect one lead of the
fuse to the silver -coded contact of 201,
the other lead to the solder lug common
to the silver -coded contact on Pl.
Solder one lead of R2 to the left lug of
R1 and the other lead to the center lug of
the terminal strip mounted on P1. Slip a
11/4"

length of plastic insulation over

each lead of C2. Leaving just VI" of bare

lead exposed, clip off the excess lead
lengths. Now, referring to Fig. 3, place
C2 against the top of the utility box,
just above R1, and solder one lead to
the center lug on the left terminal strip
and the other lead to the center lug of

the right terminal strip.
Solder a 2" length of insulated hookup wire from the center lug of R1 to the
lug common to the brass -coded screw on
the SO1 terminal strip. Then connect R3
between the two outer lugs, and C3 from

the center lug to the outer lug (near

the silver -coded contact of SO/) of this
same terminal strip.
Connect another 2" length of insulated
hookup wire from the brass -coded screw
on P1 to the center lug on the S01 terminal strip. Cut one lead of C/ to 1" in
length, the other lead to 13/4" in length.
Then slip a 1" length of plastic insulation over the 1%" lead, and connect this
lead to the left lug on Rl. Solder the remaining lead of Cl to the center lug of
94

the S01 terminal strip.
Place the solder circle that comes with
the triac in the heatsink (sometimes referred to as a heat spreader). Then force

the triac between the tab and rear wall
of the heatsink, being careful to prevent

the Gate and No. 1 lead of the triac from

touching the heatsink. Solder the case
(terminal 2) of the triac to the heatsink.
Now, liberally tin with solder the up-

per lugs of both terminal strips (see

Fig. 3), place the triac assembly on these
lugs as shown, and heat the heatsink to
solder the triac assembly firmly in place.
Finally, solder lead No. 1 from the triac

to the center lug of the S01 terminal

strip, and the Gate lead to the center lug
on the P1 terminal strip. Check to make

sure that neither lead is touching the
heatsink, case of R1, or each other.

Final Check and Use. Before powering

the Solid -State Variable Transformer,
check out the circuit with an ohmmeter

as follows. With R1 set for minimum resistance, and the ohmmeter's range
switch set to X100K, touch the probes of
the ohmmeter to the brass -coded screws
on S01 and P1. Initially, there should be

a well-defined deflection of the meter
pointer toward the low resistance end
of the scale. Thereafter, the pointer
should slowly drift back toward the infinity index of the meter scale.

Now, touch the probes to the green (Continued on page 116)
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THE
BOOKSHELF

SPEAKER.

Build the
Optional
Component
System
BY HERMAN F. JOHNSON

TROUBLE with most instructions

Plywood, far from being an easy me-

systems is plain old tradition. For example, tradition (or convention) calls
for plywood as the work medium with
cleats and wood screws to give structural strength and miter cuts to obtain
"finished" edges. In reality, however,

with disadvantages-such as opposing

THE
for constructing bookshelf speaker dium with which to work, is fraught

these so-called time -saving and econom-

ical practices can be stumbling blocks
for the once -in -a -while woodworker.

Cleats actually reduce the volume in
a small enclosure, require extra time to
install, and run up the cost of materials.
1971 Winter Edition

grains, hidden flaws, and different types
of lumber. Most important, few hobbyists have the proper cutting tools or adequate experience to turn out precise 45°

miter cuts-and just try to get a lum-

beryard to do it for you!
So what do you do to eliminate these
objections to conventional practices?

First, toss out cleat supports and substitute the tongue -and -groove method of

support (see Fig. 1). In so doing, you

95

I

eliminate the need for screws and cut
down on assembly time. Next, use easy to -work -with prefinished particle board
shelving to eliminate the need for miter

cuts and still get a neat appearance.

END

PANEL

9/32"
GROOVE

1/4"

,

1/2'

TONGUE

Finally, use front -mounting speakers or
adapt speakers so that they can be front

mounting, and you can build a permanently sealed, "unitized" enclosure.

In following this procedure, the only

Fig. 1. Tongue -and -groove joint is selfsupporting; with glue, is self -fastening.

tool you need (other than a common
screwdriver) is a power router. Power
routers are available for $35 and up.
However, if you prefer not to buy one.
most hardware stores will rent you one.

N
N

N
rn
Of

N

Fig.

2.

routing,

Before cutting or
double check all

measurements to make
sure that all parts fit together properly. Shaded
areas in drawings indicate
where the router is used.
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Fig. 3. Drawing and details show how all six
panels interlock wih each oher. The square
cutaways are NOT actual cutouts in enclosure.

Following is a description of a flexible speaker enclosure that, when built,
is the equal of any professionally made
enclosure now on the market. In keeping
with this flexibility, three different
speaker systems-one for every budget

so choose a combination that best suits
your tastes and room decor.

Building the Enclosure. To make the
job of finishing the enclosure easier, use
prefinished 12" -wide by %"-thick parti-

nally, two 22W' x 15%" X %" unfinished
particle board plates will be used for the

-are suggested.

cle board shelving for the top, bottom,
and sides of the enclosure. The shelving
is available with a variety of woodgrain
finishes, in both dark and blond shades;
1971 Winter Edition
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Two

24" -long

prefinished

shelves

(they come in standard lengths) will be
used for the top and bottom of the enclosure. Another 36" -long shelf will be
cut to size to make the sides of the enclosure with a few inches left over. Fispeaker mounting board and the rear of
the enclosure. Make certain when select-

ing your shelving that all shelves are
the same width, that the ends are square

with the sides, and that the two 24"
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shelves are within 1/16" of each other in
length.
Check each shelf to determine which

sides will be used as the exterior surfaces of the enclosure; mark your
choices with pieces of masking tape.
Now, carefully cut two 153/4" -long pieces

from the 36" shelf, referencing your
measurements from opposite ends of the

shelf. This leaves the scrap material in
the middle of the shelf and provides you

with at least one neatly finished edge
per side.

Now, carefully following the directions supplied with your router, chuck
a 1/4" straight bit (Stanley No. 1108 or
Black & Decker No. U-2501) into place.

Again referring to the instruction manual, practice a few dado (groove) and
rabbet (tongue) cuts on a piece of scrap
lumber to familiarize yourself with the
handling of the tool and how to adjust
for depth and width of cut.
When you are reasonably confident of
producing straight, constant -depth cuts
with the router, prepare the four sides
and rear of the enclosure and the speaker mounting board according to the dimensions shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
shaded areas of each plate indicate

where the router is to be used. Make
two identical plates for each drawing,
but for the rear of the enclosure do not
make the circular speaker cutouts.

The recommended procedure for using

the router is as follows: First, draw
in the groove outlines on the top and
bottom panels, marking the start and

Photo shows the router guide set up for rabbeting to
make the tongues.
(photo courtesy of Stanley Works)

scrap lumber to the end -of -the -cut edge

to prevent splitting and flaking the fin-

ished edge). Then, with a fine-tooth

hacksaw, cut off the ends of the tongues

for a distance of /2" at the rear and

13/16" at the front edges.
Finally, rout away a Ye -wide by

slightly more than 127 -deep rabbet on
all four sides of the speaker mounting
board and rear panel. Locate the centers

of the hole cutouts on the speaker

stop positions with pieces of masking mounting board and, with the circle
tape. Then, with the router adjusted for guide attachment in place, use the routthe proper width, set the tool down over
the stop position of the groove with the
bit just touching the masking tape, and
strike a pencil line along the router base
on the back side (opposite the stop position of the cut).

For uniform groove depth, it is best
to cut all grooves that are the same distance from the sides down to 1/4" in all
four panels. Then reset the router for
%2" depth and complete these cuts before changing over to the next width
setting.

Now, with the router set for a 14" -

wide rabbet cut, rout away the material
from the outside top and bottom of the

side panels to just slightly more than

12" depth. (Clamp a 3/4" -thick piece of
98

er to make the cutouts.
This completes fabrication of the six
enclosure panels. However, it is sug-

gested that you round off the outside
corner edges of all tongues with a sand-

ing block to facilitate assembly. Also,
apply a coat of resin sealer to all exposed raw edges to prevent flaking.

Temporarily assemble the enclosure
to check for proper fit of all members.
The tongues should fit snugly in their
respective grooves and should not rock
back and forth along their lengths (an
indication of non -uniform groove depth).

All interlocking joints should be perfectly square. If you are satisfied, disassemble the enclosure.

Place the bottom and two side panels
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

on a level, flat surface. Apply a bead of
epoxy cement to the bottom and along
the inside top edge of each groove. Be

INPUT

just liberal enough with the cement to
prevent "bleeding" to the outside surfaces when the panels are assembled. Al-

low the cement to set for about fifteen
minutes. Then set the speaker mounting
board and rear panel firmly into place,
followed by the side panels.

Apply cement to the grooves in the
top panel as described above. Then fit
the top panel in place, pressing down to
seat all plates firmly, and weight the top
of the enclosure or clamp the enclosure
together to insure that it is perfectly
square as the cement sets. Figure 3 illustrates how all six panels of the basic
enclosure lock together. The cutaways in
the drawing are provided only to illustrate tongue -and -groove jointing details
(not actual cutouts in the enclosure itself ). Note also in this illustration that

*RED TERMINAL

Fig. 4. All speaker systems suggested for basic enclosure are two-way, to be wired together as shown.

radiator) was selected. This system includes the JBL Models LE20 high -frequency transducer; LE10A low -frequen-

cy driver; and LX11 crossover network
with high -frequency control. The option-

al passive radiator

is

designated the

Model PR10, also by JBL.

When installing the system, start off
by mounting the crossover network and
high -frequency control on the rear pan-

both side panel exterior surfaces are
recessed fie" from the edges of the top

el of the enclosure. Mount the LX11
on the outside of the enclosure, over a

The three

in the Vie hole and the LE10A in one
of the 9" holes in the speaker mounting

and bottom plates.
Speaker System

Choices.

speaker systems described here were se-

lected to provide maximum flexibility
and the best possible sound reproduc-

4%" X 51/2" cutout. Then mount the LE20

board. Wiring instructions are furnished
with the network.
If you decide to use the passive radia-

de-

tor, mount it in the remaining hole.

front mounted to preclude any necessity
for disassembling the enclosure as you
go from one system to another.

flange for the 4" -inner -diameter by 71,2" -

tion

in the basic enclosure just

scribed. In addition, all systems are of
two-way design, and all speakers are

For the top -of -the -line, the James
B. Lansing (hereafter referred to as
JBL) "S11" system (plus an optional

However, if you choose the ported system, you will have to make an adapter

long cardboard mailing tube as shown in

Fig. 5. Use %"-thick plywood, white

pine, or particle board for the flange,

and fix the tube in place with epoxy ce-

ment. (The diameter of the tube hole
will depend on the outer diameter of the
tube selected.)
This system evenly distributes the
high -frequencies through a wide angle

so that the listeners hear a balanced

blend of direct and reflected sound. For
the low and midrange frequencies, the
bass is robust, there is a wide dynamic

range, and response on the whole is

smooth and clean well up into the midrange. And although the passive radia-

tor makes for a better system, substituting the port does not detectably de-

grade sound reproduction.

The intermediate system retains the

superior JBL Model LE20 high -frequen-

To cut grooves, the router guide is adjusted away
from the cutting bit.
(Photo courtesy of Stanley Works)
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cy transducer, and is complemented by

the JBL Models D208 8" full -range
99

The economy system also employs a
ported enclosure to complement its two-

TUNING

TUBE

way speaker system arrangement. The
speakers used in this system are a Jensen
10

ADAPTER
RING

3/8"

SPKR
BOARD

FRONT

Fig. 5. If a ported enclosure is desired, an adapter ring is required for mounting port in 9" hole.

speaker and LX2 crossover network.
This is a ported system requiring the

use of a 4" -inner -diameter by 5" -long

tube. The tube is mounted to the en-

Manufacturing

Company

Model

TP35V high -frequency radiator and a

Lafayette Radio Electronics No. 99-0155
imported 5" low -frequency driver. A 4" inner -diameter by 8" -long tube, mounted

as in Fig. 5, rounds out the system.
It is also necessary to mount the La-

fayette Radio speaker on an adapter
ring (see Fig. 6, but this time substitute

4%" for the 7" dimension of the cutout). Mount the TP35V on an adapter

closure's speaker mounting board in the

ring with the following dimensions: 5%"

quirements as the LX11.
To mount the D208 full -range speaker

Then mount the assembly over the Vie
hole in the speaker mounting board.
Refer to Fig. 4 for wiring the economy

identical manner as above. Similarly,
the crossover network has the same re-

in place, it is necessary to prepare an

outer diameter X 3V cutout diameter.

system. HoweVer, be sure you wire

adapter ring as illustrated in Fig. 6. The

a 4-µF capacitor in series with the TP35V to isolate it from low -frequency
power. Then finish the system off with

you can use the original 9" speaker cut -

a suitable L -pad.

ring serves two purposes: the speaker
can be essentially front mounted and

BILL OF MATERIALS
SPEAKERS

Top -Of -The -Line System

($123; $138 with PR10)*

1-JBL Model LE10A 10" woofer
1-JBL Model LE20 tweeter
1-JBL Model LX11 crossover network

1-JBL Model PR10 10" passive radiator (optional, see text)

Intermediate System ($100)*

1-113L Model D208 8"full-range speaker (and
adapter ring-see text)
1-JBL Model LE20 tweeter
1-JBL Model LX2 crossover network
1 -4" -inner -diameter x 5" -long cardboard mailing tube and adapter ring (see text)

Economy System (about $15)*

1-5" woofer (Lafayette Radio Electronics No.
99-0154).

Whichever system you build, at least
50% of the interior sfirfaces of the enclosure should be covered with a 1" or
more layer of acoustical fiberglass or

other sound absorbent material. The
actual thickness and location of the
damping material have definite effects
on the sound reproduction. As a result,

no hard and fast rules are presented
here. Just experiment with different
thicknesses and locations until your sys-

tem has the characteristics that most
SPEAKER
FRAME

/1.

/c
ADAPTER/7i
RING

3/8" THICK

]
10 3/8"

\\SPKR

BOARD
FRONT

1-Jensen Mfg. Co. Model TP35V 3/2" tweeter
1 -4" -inner -diameter x 8" -long cardboard mailing tube and adapter r7ng (see text)
1-8-olna L -pad

Fig. 6. Another adapter ring permits D208 speaker
to be front mounted in one of 9" -diameter cutouts.

LUMBER & MISCELLANEOUS
2-24" x 12" pieces of 4" prefinished particle
board shelving for enclosure top and bottom
1-36" x 12" piece of 3/4" prefinished particle
board shelving for enclosure sides (see text)
2-22W x 15g" pieces of g" unfinished par-

ence "boomy" bass reproduction, try
hanging a curtain of damping material

ticle board for enclosure rear panel and speaker
mounting board
Misc.-Zip cord; epoxy cement; 0" -thick lumber

for adapter rings (if required); hardware; 7' long x 34." square pine for grille frame; grille
cloth; damping material; etc.

*Prices listed include speakers and crossover networks only; lumber and miscellaneous extra.
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suit your tastes. However, if you experibehind the speakers.

When you have everything to your
tastes, build a frame (about 22%" X
15%") of %"-square pine. Cut your
choice of grille cloth to size, stretch it
over the frame, and staple or tack it
down. Then press -fit the grille assembly

in place. That's it!
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BY JAMES BONGIORNO

sine
ave

generator
5 TO 60,000 Hz WITH ULTRA LOW DISTORTION

THERE IS a certain aura of "right-

byist and electronics technician. The

we buy a piece of commercial test equip-

specifications shown in the table compare
favorably with some of the best available

' ness" about test equipment. Whether

ment or assemble a kit, we always assume that the instrument is relatively
absolute, that it does what it is supposed

to do, and that the readings it provides
are correct. We take it for granted that
any detectable errors are in the device
being tested. It is also customary to assume that a test instrument is more accurate than the device being tested.
Everyone (who has thought about it)
knows, of course, that a perfect test in-

audio generators. (See box on Residual
Distortion)
The circuit for the generator is shown
in Fig. 1. Like any test instrument, the
quality of performance depends on the
accuracy of the bridge components (in
the lower half of Fig. 1). To provide for

ease of dial reading a dual log -taper

potentiometer is specified. The bridge
capacitors are relatively expensive. The
two capacitors with the smaller values
strument doesn't exist and that even (C/O and C11) are polystyrene having
very accurate instruments are expensive. tolerances of ±1%, while the two larger
However, there is no reason why the units are metalized Mylar also with tolelectronics experimenter should not use erances of ±1%.
the very best equipment that he can find
or build.
In the past, the EXPERIMENTER'S HAND-

BOOK has presented some remarkably ac-

curate digital test instruments, which, in

spite of their relatively low cost, had

The Author
After many years as a professional musician,
Jim Bongiorno's interest in basic electronics

accuracies that rival those of commercial

led him into the field of servicing electronic organs and hi-fi equipment. After working
his way up the technical ladder, he is now

cost, top-quality ultra -low -distortion au-

Chief Engineer, engaged in research and development at Lambert Laboratories, Westfield, N.Y.

gear. Described in this article is a lowdio generator for the serious audio hob1971 Winter Edition
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The dual log -taper potentiometer (R26) must track within 1 dB to produce
the frequency response and amplitude

stability given in the specifications table.
Conventional, over-the-counter dual pots
do not track this closely. However, one
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Fig. 1. To avoid confusion, frequency -determining network (above right) is shown separate from main circuit
(above left). These two drawings depict single circuit;
points B and C in frequency determining network connect to points B and C, respectively, in the main circuit.
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CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD-÷-

is available through the source given in

the Parts List. Special close -tolerance
capacitors are also available from the
same source.

Obviously, if you do not want your

generator to have the accuracy shown in
the table you can use conventional components with broader tolerances.

Construction. The audio generator, in-

cluding the power supply, is built on a
printed circuit board whose actual -size
foil pattern is shown in Fig. 2. You can

make your own board or buy one as
listed in the Parts List. Assemble the
components on the board as shown in
Fig. 3. Be sure to observe the correct

polarities of the electrolytic capacitors
and the semiconductors. The arrangePARTS LIST
BP1, BP2-Five-way binding post, one red, one
black

C1, C2-1000-0', 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C3, C4-500-0, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C5-0.15-pF, 60 -volt, 1% polystyrene capacitor
C6-500-p.F, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C7-10-pF, 200 -volt, 1% Mylar capacitor*
C8 -1-µF, 200 -volt, 1% Mylar capacitor*
C9-,0-1-pF, 60 -volt, 1% polystyrene capacitor*
C10 -0.01-µF, 60 -volt, 1% polystyrene
capacitor*

C11-820-pF, 60 -volt, 5% polystyrene capacitor
C12-25-280-pF trimmer capacitor
Dl-D6-100-mA silicon diode (any type)
F1 -1/16 -ampere fuse and holder
11 -115 -volt, 6 -watt lamp (GE6S6 or similar)
12 -NE -2 neon lamp
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q6 -Transistor (Fairchild 2N4250*
or 2N5087)
Q4, Q7 -Transistor (Fairchild SE6020A or RCA
40459)
Q5 -Transistor (Fairchild 2N3638A or 2N4354
or RCA 2N4037)
R1 -100,000 -ohm
R2, R3 -20 -ohm
R4, R14 -1800 -ohm
R6 -47 -ohm
R8 -8200 -ohm
R9 -30 -ohm
R10 -390 -ohm
All resistors
R12-2.2-megohm
Y2 -watt, 5%
R13 -10,000 -ohm
unless noted
R15 -620 -ohm
R16 -150,000 -ohm
R18, R19 -130,000 -ohm, 1%
R20, R21 -10,000 -ohm, 1%
R22, R23 -see text
R24, R25 -910 -ohm, 1%
R5 -10,000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer
R7 -250 -ohm trimmer potentiometer
R11 -20,000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer
R17 -3000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer
(optional)
R26 -Dual log potentiometer, 10% (nominally
slightly greater than 10,000 ohms)*
S1 -4 -pole, 5 -position rotary switch (Centralab
PA1012 or similar)
S2-5.p.s.t. switch

T1 -Power transformer; secondary, 24 volts,
0.085 amperes (Stancor P-8394 or similar)

Misc.-Heat sink for Q4 and Q5 (Wakefield

NF207 or similar); 4" x 5" x 6" steel cabinet;
line cord; knobs; frequency dial*; press -on
lettering; mounting hardware; etc.
*Etched PC board @ $4.00, dual potentiometer
(R26) @ $6.25, set of four bridge capacitors
@$12.00, matched differential pair of 2N4250
@ $1.25, calibrated dial @ $6.00, and selected
5E61)21 @ $0.75 are available from Lambert
Laboratories, 48 Washington St., Westfield,
N.Y. 14787. A complete kit of parts is available for $48.50 from the same source, postage
paid.
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ment shown in Fig. 3 must be followed to

reduce hum to a low level. Place heat
sinks on transistors Q4 and Q5.
The prototype generator was constructed in a 6" X 5" X 4" metal enclosure. The front panel was laid out as

shown in the photographs. Mount the
frequency control potentiometer (dual
R26), range switch (81), level control
(R7), output binding posts, power on -off
switch (82), and power -on indicator
(12) on the detachable front panel.

Mount the capacitors on the range
switch (81), then wire in the various
frequency determining resistors. Make

sure that these are wired correctly or
Q5 will burn out.

Set R5 (on the PC board) to its approximate center of rotation and temporarily wire the circuit as shown in
Fig. 1. Connect a scope to test point "A"

and turn the generator on. You should

observe a sine wave on the scope. There

is a possibility that R7 (on the PC

board) may be set for too low a resis-

tance. In this case, adjust R7 through its
complete range observing on the scope

that the output goes from zero to a
clipped sine wave. Set R7 so that a clean

sine wave of exactly 5 volts r.m.s. is
obtained.

Bridge Component Calibration. As previously stated, the frequency and ampli-

tude accuracies of the generator are

only as good as the components. This is

particularly true of the decade capacitors associated with 81. You can select
these from random capacitors using an
accurate RLC bridge to measure the absolute values and, if necessary, paralleling small value capacitors to arrive at a
desired value.
The frequency control dual potentiom-

eter (R26) must be calibrated (see be-

low ), but first using a very accurate
ohmmeter determine its total end -to -end
resistance. It should be a little over
105

Fig. 2. Printed circuit board speeds assembly. To

TO

TO

PO NT Rh!
"8" ROTOR

POINT

make your own board, copy actual -size foil pattern.
Fig.

serve

3.

GND

TO SI

1.

Be particularly careful to obthe

correct

transistor,

diode,

C6

R5-4.

04

and capacitor polarities when mounting

the parts on the printed circuit board.

05

10,000 ohms. Connect a larger -value re-

R7-40

sistor across the potentiometer to bring
the total resistance down to exactly

R4

08

R8

R9

I

I

RE

t

10,000 ohms.

After the potentiometer value has
been adjusted, wire it into the circuit
and set the range switch (S1) to the

T+

OUTPUT

X 1000 position. Center the rotor of the
frequency potentiometer. Adjust output
level control R11 to give a 5 -volt r.m.s.

C3

output.

If you have access to a distortion

analyzer, set the audio generator to the
X 1000 position and the frequency potentiometer about one third of the way

C

up (approximately 20 kHz ). Connect the
generator to the distortion analyzer and

allow both to warm up and stabilize.

Null the analyzer for a minimum meter
indication. Slowly adjust R5 for a meter

minimum. It should be about 0.01%,

which is about the residual distortion in
most commercial analyzers.
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close -tolerance components are used in frequency -determining network.
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LISSAJOUS PATTERNS
One of the easiest and most accurate methods

of determining the frequency of an unknown
audio generator is to use an oscilloscope to
compare its frequency with that of a known
source. The circuit arrangement is shown in
the diagram.
The vertical input is taken from the low -voltage
secondary of a filament transformer connected

to the power line, while the horizontal input is
from the audio generator output. This discussion assumes a 60 -Hz power line; however, the

theory can be used with any other line frequency.

The scope horizontal input should be switched
to external input. With the scope and both
frequency sources on, adjust the scope controls for an equal vertical and horizontal display. Adjust the controls so that the top of the
display just touches one horizontal graticule of
the scope screen while the vertical portion of
the display just touches a vertical graticule.

Adjust the audio generator frequency control
until a circle is formed on the screen. At this
point, the audio generator frequency is equal
1971 Winter Edition

to the reference frequency. Note that the circle
makes one contact with each vertical and hori-

zontal graticule-resulting in a 1:1 ratio.
As the audio generator frequency is reduced,
the displayed pattern makes many changes,
and at certain points, the pattern becomes stationary. These stationary patterns occur at
various reference -to -unknown frequency relationships. By counting the number of horizon.
tal and vertical points of contact during stable
pattern intervals the unknown frequency can
be determined. Thus, if F11 is the reference
frequency, F, the unknown frequency, N, the
number of contacts on the vertical axis, and
Nn the number of contacts on the horizontal
axis, then

Fn/Fy = NaNn
Thus the dial of the generator can be calibrated.

For example, assume one contact on the horizontal axis and three contacts on the vertical.

Then, 60/x = 3/1. So 3x = 60 and x = 20 Hz.
Again, assume two contacts on the horizontal
axis and three on the vertical. Then 60/x =

3/2; 3x = 120; and x = 40 Hz.
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R26

S2

SI

RIO

12

Take your time when wiring range select-

or switch S1 (shown at center) to avoid
making costly error. If the frequency determining components are not wired in
just right, transistor Q5 might burn up.

RESIDUAL DISTORTION
The expression "less than 0.1% distortion"
is quite popular with hi-fi manufacturers in describing their products. Sometimes it is desir-

able to know how much less than 0.1% and
what type of distortion is referred to. The residual distortion of this audio generator is less
than 0.02% across the audio range; and if
you take the time and trouble to trim up certain components, the distortion factor can be
reduced to about 0.005% and it will be mostly
second and third harmonics.

HOW IT WORKS
The system can be considered to be an operational d.c. amplifier with very high open -loop

gain. Transistors Q1 and Q2 form a differential
input pair using Q3 as a constant -current source.
Transistor Q4 is the output driver, while QS acts
as a constant current load for Q4. This approach
was used instead of a resistor to reduce the distortion and produce a higher output swing. Bias
for the two constant -current stages (Q3 and Q5)
is provided by diodes D.5 and D6. The use of a

feedback loop. Since there is a loss of % in a
Wein bridge, the negative feedback loop would
have to have a gain of three to make up for the

loss. Because the negative feedback loop (in this
case)

is not frequency sensitive, the amplifier

gain at all frequencies can never be less than

The bridged -T network (dashed line box in

three. In the bridged -T approach, however, the
negative feedback loop contains the frequency selective network which has a loss of his at one
frequency and no loss at other frequencies. This
means that an amplifier with unity gain can be

This makes the range switching arrangement a
little unusual, but it saves the cost of three ex-

A conventional low -power incandescent lamp
(11) is used to control the positive feedback.
When such a lamp is operated at low power levels, it has a very nonlinear response-a necessity

differential amplifier eliminates the need for a
highly regulated power supply since the amplifier
requires only a simple positive and negative supply to ground.
schematic) is connected in the negative feedback
loop while a conventional low -watt incandescent
lamp (11) is used in the positive feedback loop.
pensive 1% capacitors. However, each range ca-

pacitor must be an exact decade multiple for
greatest dial accuracy and amplitude linearity.

The bridged -T configuration was selected because it gives better overall performance when
compared to the commonly used Wein bridge.
Both noise and distortion are reduced. Because
this bridge has zero phase shift at only one frequency, the oscillator has an output only at this
frequency. Since the bridged -T is a minimum 1C8

transmission network, it must be inserted in the
negative feedback loop of the amplifier. The Wein
bridge, on the other hand, is a maximum -transmission network and must be used in the positive

used with more feedback.

in this circuit.
Since the oscillator portion is d.c. coupled,
there are no low -frequency time constants or roll -

offs other than the lamp characteristic. This assures a positive start when power is applied.

The output of the oscillator is coupled to a

super emitter follower (Q6 and Q7) that is used
to isolate the oscillator from loading. The output
can drive loads down to 100 ohms with very little
increase in distortion.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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Calibration markings on sweep -fre-

quency control dial (left in above
photo) are obtained by interpreting
Lissajous patterns produced by 60 II
(QI

Hz line and oscillator output fre-

quencies fed into an oscilloscope.

BEHINII)D

Interconnections between components mounted

on front panel and rear panel mounted circuit
board should be long enough to permit either
panel to be lifted clear of case mounting lip

by at least 2" when other panel is in place.
Perf board is in prototype rather than PC type.

Frequency Dial Calibration. Once the
dial has been mounted on the frequency
potentiometer, mark the two extremes of
rotation. With the audio generator cou-

pled to the vertical input of an oscilloAUDIO GENERATOR
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range: 5 Hz to 60 kHz in four decade ranges.

Frequency response: ±0.5 dB, 7.5 Hz to 60
kHz; -0.4 dB at 5 Hz.
Distortion: Less than 0.02% maximum between 15 Hz and 50 kHz rising to 0.035%
at 60 kHz and 0.06% at 5 Hz.
Amplitude stability: Practically unmeasurable
over short term.
Frequency stability: Better than 0.05% (short
term).

Output level: 5 volts r.m.s. open circuit; 2.5
volts r.m.s. into 600 ohms.
Total hum and noise: Better than -100 dB
below 5 volts r.m.s.; better than -100 dB at
any setting when using optional 3000 -ohm
output control.
1971 Winter Edition

scope,

connect

a

low -voltage,

60 -Hz

source to the horizontal input. (This

voltage can be obtained from any low voltage filament transformer). Place the
generator range switch on the X 1 position and use Lissajous patterns to calibrate the dial at 60, 30, 20, 15, 12, 10, 7.5,

6, and 5. (see Box on Lissajous Patterns)

If you have a power supply that has
120 -Hz ripple, use this ripple as the horizontal input and you can get the 40 indicator. Of course, if you have a first class

audio generator at hand, calibration is
much easier-simply tune for circles on
the CRT. Any type of press -on lettering
can be used for both the frequency dial
and the other front -panel identification.
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Every record
you buy is
one more reason
to own a Dual.
If you think of your total investment in

records -which may be hundreds or
even thousands of dollars - we think
you'll agree that those records should be
handled with the utmost care.
Which brings us to the turntable,
the component that handles those
precious records. Spinning them on a
platter and tracking their fragile grooves
with a diamond stylus, the hardest
substance known to man.
For many years, serious music lovers
have entrusted their records to one make
of automatic turntable - Dual. In fact,
most professionals (who have access to
any equipment) use a Dual in their own
stereo component systems. And not
always the highest priced mode.
So the question for you to consider
isn't which Dual is good enough, but

how much more than"good" your
turntable has to be.
This question can be answered in our
literature, which includes complete
reprints of independent test reports. Or
at any of our franchised dealers.
United Audio Products, Inc.,
20 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon,
ew York 10553. Dual

TIGERS THAT ROAR
(Continued from page 72)

Follow construction instructions for
the Tiger with regard to inputs, outputs,
etc.

Testing. Before turning on the power,
examine each board, the power supply,
and the interconnections for proper component installation (including polarities
on capacitors and diodes ), solder bridges

between foil sections, and wiring errors.

Disconnect the d.c. supply to the amplifier -60 volts for the Tiger, 80 volts
for the Super Tiger. Connect a d.c. voltmeter to the power supply output and
turn on the power. The measured voltages
should be about 5 volts above nominal -

65 and 85, respectively. Turn off the

power and allow the power supply to discharge through the bleeder resistor.
Temporarily connect a 1000 -ohm, 1 -

watt resistor between the positive output of the power supply and the voltage
input terminal on the amplifier board
(either one in a stereo system). Connect
a d.c. voltmeter across the resistor, observing the proper polarities. When the
power is turned on, the voltmeter should
indicate about 20 volts. If it is more than

25 volts, you have a problem in that

channel. Once one channel is found to be

OK, perform the same test on the other
channel. If you find trouble, one quick
check you can make is to measure the
voltage at the output transistor emitters.
It should be about half the supply voltage.

Once you are satisfied that all is correct, shut down the power, wait a moment for the power supply to discharge,
and then connect a 4- or 8 -ohm speaker
to each output terminal.

Since the input impedance to either

amplifier is about 20,000 ohms, the power amplifier can be driven from either a

transistor or vacuum -tube preamp. It
will work particularly well with the FET

Preamp described on page 85 of this
issue.

Dual 1209, $129.50.
Other models from $99.50 to $175.00.

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Editor's Note: A more powerful version of
"Tiger" series of audio amplifiers appears in
the October 1970 edition of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, on sale after Sept. 17.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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SHORTWAVE CONVERTER MAKES IDEAL
BEGINNER'S CONSTRUCTION EFFORT
BY JIM WHITE, W5LET

THE HOBBYIST beginner in electron-

ics generally favors a first project

that is practical, foolproof in design, and

easy to operate. He also wants his first
project investment to be small; after all,
he is venturing into an area about which
he knows very little and does not want
to be stuck the first time out.
Few beginner projects qualify on all
these points as well as this short-wave
converter for AM broadcast receivers.
The converter is practical since it more
than doubles the versatility of virtually
any AM receiver (it allows you to listen
in on radio amateurs, Citizens Banders,
and anything else on AM between 14 and
31 MHz). It is foolproof; only a handful
of components are needed to provide a
maximum efficiency. Only two controls1971 Winter Edition

main tuning and power on/off-make it
easy to operate. And it is inexpensive
( about $7 for all new parts, circuit
board, and chassis).

About The Circuit. The short-wave con-

verter is designed to use to good advantage

two

field-effect

transistors

(FET's) that sell for less than a dollar
apiece. Referring to Fig. 1, FET Q1 is

the mixer and FET Q2 is the local oscillator for the converter.
The local oscillator in this case is designed to be tunable, departing from the

usual crystal oscillators found in most

commercially made converters. By mak-

ing the oscillator tunable, you can set
your receiver to a quiet spot on the dial
so that the output of the converter does
111
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RO±F

JI

ANT

01

HEP802

BROADCAST

RECEIVER

HEP802

L4
2.5mH
131

9V
3

1*

2

2

RI
4.7K

CI

IOpF

C4
.OIpF

.005pF

L3
2.5
mH

-

R2

47K

PARTS LIST

02

HEP802

B1 -9 -volt transistor battery
C1-10-pF disc capacitor ( see text)
C2-50-pF tuning capacitor (Hammarlund HF50)
C3,C7-100-pF disc capacitor

C3

IOOpF

1 0-2

.005yF

7.Z.2

5pF
0

g2

I1

I*SEE PARTS LIST

Fig. 1. Local oscillator (Q2) signal is induced into mixer circuit Q1 through mutual
inductance existing between coils Ll and L2.

C4-0.01-0 disc capacitor
C5,C6-0.005-0 disc capacitor
11-Phono jack
L1-17 turns #28 enameled wire, tapped 3,/,

turns from bottom and wound on Miller Typc
20A000 coil form

L2-15 turns #28 enameled wire, tapped 5 turns
from bottom and wound on Miller Type 20A000
coilform

Q1, Q2-Motorola HEP 802 field effect transistor
R1 -4700 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R2 -47,000 -ohm, %-watt resistor
SI-S.p.s.t. side switch

Misc.-Battery connector; 4Wx35"x2" aluminum utility box; printed circuit board; vernier
dial; shielded wire; hardware; hookup wire;
solder; etc.

not have to compete with strong broadcast signals. Also, this uncommon design
helps to keep component cost down.
Closing switch S/ applies power from
battery B1 to the converter circuit. With
an antenna connected to the circuit
through jack ,11, short-wave signals will

components, it is recommended that you
use printed -circuit wiring when assembling the converter. The drawing at the

left in Fig. 2 provides all the details

needed for etching and drilling your own
circuit board.
Mount and solder in place on the cir-

be picked up by the converter. Simultaneously, the incoming frequency and
the output frequency of the local oscillator will be mixed due to the mutual

cuit board all resistors, capacitors, and

ducing, at the output, a difference frequency within the tuning limits of the

tion. Mount and solder into place L.1 and

coupling between Li and L2. The incoming short-wave signal and the oscillator
signal frequencies are mixed in Ql, pro-

the two radio -frequency chokes (L3 and

L4) as shown in the drawing at the

right in Fig. 2. Then wind coils L.1 and
L2 on their slug -tuned forms (see Parts
List for instructions) ; carefully identify
each coil according to its part designa-

L2, securing them with the nuts pro-

AM broadcast band. This new signal frequency is coupled through capacitor C7

vided with the coil forms.
Next, bend the two outer leads (emit-

though it were any other broadcast band signal.

ly toward the flat surface of the case
but away from each other. Then bend

For convenience, and to
avoid unwanted interaction between

the rounded part of the case. N

to your receiver where it is handled as

Construction.
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ter and drain) of each transistor slight-

the center or source lead slightly toward
-,

all

you have to do is pass the leads through
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

the holes in the circuit board (see drawing for location of case flat), and very

carefully solder into place. (Don't use

too much heat.)

Prepare the top section of the aluminum utility box as follows. Measure in
1/2" from each side edge, %" in from the
front edge, and 1/2" in from the rear edge

to find the limits of the cutout for the

circuit board. Strike four pencil lines to
guide you during machining. Then, with
a nibbling tool, or a fine-tooth hacksaw,
make the cutout. Use a file to deburr the

exposed cut edges. Drill the mounting
holes for the board and bolt the board
down with #6 machine hardware.

Now mount C2 and S1 on the front
and B1 and J1 on the rear of the utility
box: for the battery, form a clamp from
the material previously removed to make

the circuit board cutout. Finally, interconnect the parts and board. Do not forget to connect Cl between lugs 1 and 3
of L1.

One more thing; direct tuning of C2

is touchy. It is suggested that you invest

After preparing printed circuit board according to

Fig. 2.

etching guide (above), mount the components as shown below.
TO AM
RCVR

JI

0---C3--C2

3

02)

L.5

0-C6 -

SI

1-05

BI -
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VERNIER
DIAL

C2

Battery damp should be fashioned from
material removed from cutout. Bolt battery and clamp in place as shown below.

Before

mounting

vernier

dial,

rotate

shaft of C2 until capacitor plates are

fully meshed and knob on vernier dial

is on zero position so that C2 and vernier
dial

rotate

stop -to -stop

in

All components in converter circuit (except Bl, C2, Si, and J1)
mount directly on circuit board.
Note orientation of case flats

and leads on both transistors.
114

unison.

Capacitor Cl should be soldered directly to appropriate
lugs of Li. Make capacitor leads as short as possible.
Also note that lead from lug 1 of L2 goes to upper terminal post of C2 when C2 is oriented as shown opposite.

an additional 89 cents for a vernier dial
that will eliminate this problem. ( The

vernier dial shown in the photos is a
Lafayette Radio Electronics No. 99 T
6031.)

Tuning and Using the Converter. The

short-wave converter can be used with
any AM receiver tuned to about 1600
kHz. However, the more sensitive and
selective the receiver, the more you can
expect from the converter. If you use a

small portable receiver, a short length
of wire from C7 brought into proximity
with the receiver's antenna will provide

fair results. Reception, however, will be
much better if you make a slight modifi-

cation to the receiver; a modification
that will in no way affect the performance of the receiver.

First, wind several turns of insulated
solid hookup wire around the receiver's
internal ferrite -core antenna. Then solder one end of this wire to the receiver
chassis and make the other end available
externally-perhaps through a pin jack.
Now, run a small shielded wire from C7
in the converter to the hookup wire coil
just installed in the receiver, grounding
1971 Winter Edition

the braid at both ends to the chassis.
Connect an antenna to the converter

via J1. Switch on power to the converter
and receiver, and set the receiver dial to
about 1600 kHz. With tuning capacitor

C2 in the converter set fully counterclockwise, adjust the slug of L2 until
you hear ham stations at the high end

of the 10 -meter band. Now peak L1 for
maximum signal strength while listening to the receiver.
You should now be able to tune in the
27 -MHz CB'ers, as well as the 13-, 16-,
and 19 -meter overseas broadcasters.
Some increase in signal strength can be

had by adjusting L1 to the part of the
tuning range in which you are most interested. C/ can be increased to about
25 pF in value if 15 meters is your main
interest.
The Beginner's Short -Wave Converter
may not be the ultimate in sensitivity or
selectivity but, connected to a good receiver, it does a surprisingly good job.

The first tryout after construction had
the converter pulling in stations from
Havana, Mexico City, Paris, London,
Moscow, Johannesburg, etc.-all in about
a half hour!
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SPACE AGE BREAKTFIRU

FIBRE OP -KITS

MAGIC FIBERS EMITTING
"COLD" LITE! BRAND NEW

VARIABLE TRANSFORMER

(Continued from page 94)

/
A SPACE AGE MIRACLE! Optical science called F BER
OPTICS. Imagine! Light transmits or receives in glass and
plastic fibers by internal reflection, triggering 1000 s of
lite sensitive projects using photo cells and infra red. The
magical fibers, pipes light up walls, around corners. Bends,
cuts, acts like wire, but NO ELECTRICITY! Sale, fun,
educational, hypnotic. A kit for all ages, all seasons, for
science fairs, science classes. Makes dazzling displays,
light pipes, games, for H -O railroad. Illuminates panels in
home, hi-fi, electronics, and hot rodders. Literally OBSO-

coded screws of SO1 and P1; the meter
should indicate zero resistance-even on
the lowest range setting. The resistance
registered between the two silver -coded
screws should be zero ohms.

LETES PANEL LIGHTS! FIBRE OP -KITS feature: RE -DO
process (make 1000's of projects using same fibers),

'SLINKY" the variable color control winks-blinks-twinksstrobes in instant color. With accessories, many booklets.
o FIBRE OP -KIT #1 - "EXPERIMENTERS" makes light
Pipes, displays, scanners. Kit: 1400 glass fibers 2 -ft. long.
vinyl jackets, accessories, adhesive, self -powered light
$3.49
source, 'Slinky" booklets
Liairii; an 18"
D FIBRE OP -KIT #2 3 -level optical display. Kit: same as 41, except fibers 12"
$4.95
long
FIBRE OP -KIT #3 - "MAGIC WAND OR PSYCHE-

Kit: same as nl, fibers 8" long $3.30
FIBRE OP -KIT 1/4 - "CROFON® PLASTIC". 100 -feet
of solid 10 -mil "micro" lite wire on handy reel. 11 times
$2.50
more light than glass. Accessories, booklet
DELIC STROBE".

FIBRE OP -KIT #5 - "HOBBY". 1000 glass fibers.
hobby type, with assortment of plastic micro lites, accesS1.95
sories, booklet
D FIBRE OP -KIT #6 - "IMAGE STIR". 4" coherent
S1.49
light pipe, transmits images with magnifier
o FIBRE OP -KIT #7 - "LIGHT PIPES", 200 glass
3 feet for 51.00
fibers, 24" long, with jacket, booklet

SCIENTIFIC DEVICES mai

ALBION

ST.

WAKEFIELD, MASS. 01880 - (617) 245.3829

CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hey!

Hams, Engineers, Hobbyists

HOW IT WORKS
1, with RI set for maximum
resistance, the charge across C2 is not sufficient
to cause the integral trigger diode (at terminal G
of Q1) to conduct. Therefore, no pulse is available to trigger the triac (between terminals 1 and
2 of Q1) into conduction. Consequently, no voltage can be dropped across a load connected to
SO/ because Q1 is essentially an open switch.
Now, as the resistance of R1 is decreased, a
point will be reached at which the amplitude of
the voltage across C2 will be sufficient to cause
the trigger diode to conduct and fire the triac for
a portion of each a.c. cycle. The amplitude of the
voltage dropped across the load is thus controlled
by the point in each half cycle at which Q1 triggers on. Decrease the resistance setting of RI even
further, and you increase the average load voltage amplitude.
To improve circuit performance, R2 allows Cl
to charge to a higher voltage than does
allows the charge on C2 to be partially restored
once during each half cycle of the a.c. power by
the charge on Cl. The RC network consisting of
R3 and C2 provides stability to the circuit when
an inductive load is connected to SO./.
Referring to Fig.

MARK LIKE
To use the Solid -State Variable Trans-

former, assemble the utility box. (It's
Any surface *
can be marked with
DATAK'S
DRY TRANSFER

titles and symbols.
The results are
professional,
it looks like the
finest printing!
Write for your FREE
SAMPLE and Catalog,
listing hundreds of
letter sheets and
symbol sets.
Order from your Merl.
butor or directly from:

* si From =K-69 '4" letters
and numerals ... DSO
Also available =9581

professional title
set for electronic
equipment . $1.55

COPPOFIATIO

85 Highland Ave. / Passaic, New Jersey 07055
Cf1ICI.-C NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
16

also a good idea to anchor the two sec-

tions of the box together with sheet metal screws to prevent the box from
coming apart while you're removing it

from a wall outlet.) Plug P1 into a convenient a.c. outlet. Almost any electrical
device that consumes less than 360 watts
of power (3 amperes) can be operated
via the Solid -State Variable Transformer. The only exceptions to the general
rule are fluorescent lamps and devices
that require a large starting current.
The markings on the control dial plate
can be used only as a rough guide because R1 is not linear at its low -resistance end. The best approach to using
the control is to remember the settings
most often used by different appliances.
Or you can mark your favorite settings
AO right on the dial plate.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

1111-C-11 Battery Charger
BUILD A CONSTANT -CURRENT CHARGER FOR
NICKEL -CADMIUM CELLS

EVERY DAY another new piece of battery powered equipment is introduced
on the market. There are radios, tape re-

corders, instruments, flashlights, toys-

you name it-and you probably have
several of them in your home. You have
also been struck by the amount of money spent on replacing worn-out batteries.
Did you ever consider buying recharge-

able batteries and doing the "revitalizing" yourself ?

Although the purchase price of re-

chargeable batteries is higher than that
of

conventional zinc -carbon flashlight

batteries, the fact that they can be re-

charged and used so many times makes
their end cost substantially lower.
1971 Winter Edition

BY A. A. MANGIER!

To recharge a rechargeable battery,

you can build the constant -current battery charger described here for a very
modest price. It has fixed charge rates.
covering nearly all types and ranges of
cells-with capacities from 45 to slightly
over 500 mA.

This charger has built-in clips for

holding AA, C, and D cells or a simple
connector and cable arrangement can be
used to recharge groups of cells ( up to

six) without removing them from the
equipment in which they are installed.
Besides the larger cells, the "button"
type found in subminiature equipment
can be recharged. Metering and a variable charge -rate control can be included.
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R2 -150 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor

I1-#49 panel lamp with holder (preferably red)
M1-0-500-mA d.c. meter, 250 -mV meter drop
or less (optional)
Q1 -10 -ampere, 70 -volt npn power transistor
(Motorola HEP247 or similar)
R1 -1000 -ohm, /2 -watt resistor

C1-5500-p,F, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
(Sprague 552G025AB or similar)
D1 -9.1 -volt, 1 -watt zener diode (Motorola
HEP104 or similar)
D2 -D4 -1 -ampere, 50 -Ply silicon diode (Motorola HEP154 or similar)
D5-Thyrector diode (GE 6RS2OSP1B1 or similar, optional, may be omitted)
F1 -1 -ampere fuse with holder

PARTS LIST

chassis as, desired; terminal strips; etc.

Misc.-Perf board; push -in terminals; aluminum sheet for Q1 heat sink; copper sheet for
D1 heat sink; AA, C, and D cell holders (2
each); knob for S3; mounting hardware;

2 amperes

200-PIV bridge rectifier
(Motorola HEP176 or similar)
S1-S.p.s.t. switch
S2-S.p.d.t. switch
S3 -1 -pole, 12 -position rotary switch (Mallory
321121 or similar)
T1-Filament transformer, secondary 12 volts at
RECT 1 -1 -ampere,

R17 -10,000 -ohm potentiometer (optional, see
text)

R3 -5 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R4 -470 -ohm, ;/z -watt resistor
R5 -R16 -1,/ -watt resistor (see text)

I

R5

R16

1. Basic charger does not contain metering or variable charging facilities. If desired, 500-mA
meter can be inserted at X; broken line potentiometer shows where rate control is to be connected.
Fig.

O

C>
C>I2V
C>

D5

R2

R!

+1 AA 144.4 AA

D2

S3

-49

HEAT SINK

R2
S2

DI

RI

RECT I

R3

A clamp must be used when
mounting Cl to the chassis.
When tightening clamp hard-

ware, be careful to avoid
puncturing plastic jacket
that encloses this capacitor.

Construction. Almost any type of me-

chanical assembly can be used for the
charger. The photos show the commercial looking design built by the author.

Use was made of a wood base and metal
wrap -around and chassis. Transistor Q1
is mounted on the chassis to provide adequate heat -sinking and reduce lire drift.
If you use a closed container, make sure

that enough ventilating holes are provided to prevent heat damage during

CHARGING TIMES AND CURRENTS
Manufac-

Capacity Charge Charge
time
(mA-Hr) current
(mA)
(Hr)

Burgess

CD6-AA
CD7-D
CD11-D
CD1O-D

450
2500
3000
4000

45
250
300
400

14-16
14-16
14-16
14-16

Eveready

CH450-AA
CH400-AA
CH1.5-C
CH4-D

450
500
1500
4000

45
50
150
400

14
14
14
14

General
Electric

GC -1 -AA

500
1000
1000

50
100
100

15
15
15

Mallory

SA -15 -AA
SA -14-C

prolonged operation.
The schematic of the charger is shown

in Fig. 1. Most of the components are
mounted on a small piece of perf board
using clips to hold them in place. Note
that zener diode D1 is placed between a
pair of thin copper plates 1/2" X 1" to
provide a heat sink. Capacitor Cl has an
insulated jacket and should be mounted

Type

turer

GC -2-C
GC -3-D

SA -13-D

300
1000
2000

13.5 30-36
40
30-36

80

30.36

with a clamp to avoid puncturing the
jacket.

Mount the battery holders on a nonmetallic surface (preferably wood) so
that they do not touch and are sufficiently separated so that batteries can be installed and removed with a minimum of
effort. Note that the author used a sym-

metrical arrangement in mounting the
battery holders-with a D, C, and AA
holder on each side. When wiring cell
selector switch S2, be sure that, with the
switch to the left, the left row of holders
is selected and vice versa.
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MAGIC FIGURES
Nickel -cadmium

batteries

are

usually sold

with a rating clearly printed on the side of the
battery. This rating is either in terms of a 10 hour discharge at "X" mA or in a "total" battery charge of "Y" mA-Hr. To recharge, you
use the same discharge rate (if the 10 -hour
figure is given) or divide the mA-Hr by 10 to
obtain the idealized recharging rate. To this
you add the magic figure of 40%. Thus a 200
mA-Hr nickel -cadmium battery would be recharged at 20 mA for 14 hours (or 15 if specified by the manufacturer as shown in table).
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Fl

SI

R5 -R16

All components not on
the

chassis

can

be

mounted on a piece of

perforated phenolic
board. Flea clips facilitate the connections.

R2

CI

RI

05

RECTI

The author used a 12 -position switch
for S3. This provides enough of a variety

of charging currents for most applica-

tions. Resistors R5 through R16 provide
base bias for the transistor and thus determine the charging rates. Their resis-

tances must be chosen to account for
variations in the characteristics of the
transistor. If desired, you can use only a
few rates to suit your immediate needs

(or if you are using only one type of
battery) and add others as your needs
change. The Table gives a number of
charging rates for the common AA, C,

and D cells. The charging rate and time
for a cell are usually marked on its jack RECHARGING ZINC -CARBON
BATTERIES

re-

charging should be about 120% the average
rate of discharge and the charge period should

be 12 to 16 hours. Put recharged batteries
back into service immediately and don't expect
to recharge zinc -carbon batteries more than

4 times-if that.
120

01

et. Note that physical size is not an indication of the required charging rate.
To select resistors R5 through R16 (if

you are going to use this many intervals) allow the equipment to warm up
for about 20 minutes at normal room
temperature (75 to 78 degrees F). Insert
a fresh carbon -zinc D cell in one of the
D -cell holders and clip a milliammeter
across the other D -cell holder. When S2
is in the 2 CELL position, the meter and
the battery will be in series with the rest
of the circuit. First use a 5000- or 10,000 -

ohm potentiometer for the base bias re-

sistors and set it to its highest resis-

tance. Slowly rotate the potentiometer
until the milliammeter indicates the desired charging rate. Turn off the power
and remove the potentiometer. Measure

A fully discharged zinc -carbon battery will be
unable to accept a recharge. To put anything
back into a zinc -carbon battery you must interrupt its service life before it has dropped
below the level of 1.0 volt. This is tricky since
the battery may not have displayed any indication that its useful life was ending.
Recharge zinc -carbon batteries immediately

after removal from service. The rate of

R3

the resistance of the potentiometer to
determine the fixed resistor to be used
for that charging rate. Since you may
wind up with non-standard resistance
values, it is best to use a resistor with a
slightly larger value and put a second

resistor of higher value in parallel to get
the required value. You should be able to
set the desired charging current to within five percent of the target value.
If you use the optional meter circuit,
then potentiometer R17 is the base bias
resistor and the charging current is read
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

appropriate battery holder. To charge
HOW IT WORKS
The battery charger is basically a d.c. power
supply (Ti, RECT1, and C1) which is placed

in series with the battery to be charged. A power
transistor (Q/) maintains the series current flow
at a predetermined level. The transistor chosen
for this application has little change in collector
current for moderately large changes in both col-

lector voltage and load current, once its base
bias has been set. This bias (and hence the col-

lector current) is set by the relatively stable d.c.
voltage determined by zener diode D1 and the
series base resistors.
Switch S2 selects either one bank of cell holders or both banks in series. Charge indicator 11
and diodes D3 and D4 provide visual indication
of charge over the range of 45 to 500 mA. Diode
D2 prevents slow discharge of cells left in the

charger for storage. Thyrector diode DS suppresses any voltage transients that might enter
the circuit from the power line.
Two optional components may be added to the

charger. A 0-500-mA meter can be inserted at
point X in Fig. 1 to measure current flow, and a
10,000 -ohm potentiometer can be inserted as
shown by the dotted lines for variable control of
recharging current.

two identical cells, set S2 to the 2 CELL

position and insert both cells in their

holders, one on each side. Do not attempt
to charge cells in parallel since the current will not divide equally.
The charger can handle up to six iden-

tical cells connected in series. For this,
make up a charging jack and cable to go

between the charger and the batteries.
Recharge cells as soon as they appear

to be weak in service. This avoids exces-

sive discharging which tends to reduce
the cycle life of the cell. Normally, a cell

should be recharged when its voltage

drops to about 1.1 volts at a load current
equal to one -tenth the cell's rated mAhour capacity at the normal 10 -hour discharge rate.
Rechargeable alkaline cells may be recharged ( at the recommended rate) with

Three time -saving ideas are shown in the
photo at right: Battery holders are arranged symmetrically; large black arrows
indicate directions of positive poles; and
chart gives directions for use of charger.

directly off the meter for each application. In this case, increase the value of
R4 to limit the highest charging current
to 650 mA.
Applications. Make up a chart showing
the correct setting of S3 for each type of
rechargeable cell you have, including the
recommended charging time. This information is usually indicated on the package or the battery itself. Paste this chart
on the charger so that you can refer to it
when necessary. To charge one cell, set

S2 in the 1 CELL position and use the
1971 Winter Edition

a few precautions: Be sure to turn off

the charger at the end of the charge
period to avoid cell damage. Recharge
cells when cell voltage drops to 1.1 volts.
Never discharge a cell below 0.9 volt or
cell damage will result.
Alkaline cells are supplied fully

charged. If it is necessary to recharge a
partially discharged cell, clip a voltmeter

across the cell and recharge it until the
voltage reaches 1.65 to 1.75 volts. Or,
discharge the cell to 1.1 volts and recharge for the full recommended time.
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POUR -Testers
SURPLUS CONTAINERS MAKE HANDY PROBES
BY E. B. BEACH

ONE OF the more vexing problems
facing the electronics experimenter
is finding a way to house small, odd -

sized projects. The author, for example,
designed a series of very useful, low-cost
test instruments that occupy very little
space and must be held in the hand during use. The novel packaging scheme he
devised can be seen in the photographs.
All three of the devices shown are packaged in discarded Polaroid® print coat

dry, you can use any small plastic container of the type used for pills.
If you are using the coater containers,

remove and discard the used spreader

and leave the cap off the container for a

few days to allow the chemical to dry

thoroughly. If this is not done, the chemicals in the coating compound will corrode soldered connections and leads,
which may eventually lead to trouble.
After the container and cap have dried

containers. The containers are of gen-

out, scrape the dried material from in-

when used as probes. If you don't happen to have a Polaroid camera, you certainly know someone who would save

out.

erous proportions and fit well in the hand

you a couple of the containers since they
are normally discarded. If that source is
122

side the container and the lip of the cap.
Make sure that both are clean, inside and

The three test instruments which employ this unique packaging scheme are

used with the many RTL digital IC
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

projects recently published in this maga-

zine. Several other, non -digital instruments are presently being designed and
will appear in future issues. To use these

instruments, connect the +3.6 -volt lead
to the power supply of the circuit being
tested and the ground lead to the board
ground.

Logic Probe

Connect the power leads to the
respective terminals on the digital board being tested, then
follow digital signal around
the board, observing the lamp.
Each time trace signal goes
positive, the small lamp glows.

01

MPS3393

02

2N4125

+3.6V

PROBE

TIP

GND

Logic Probe. The purpose of a logic
probe is to detect the presence of the
discrete
(1 and 0) in a
digital circuit without having to disassemble the device. Place the tip of the
logic probe on the proper point in the
circuit and, when the voltage switches
up and down according to the logic, a
small lamp within the probe will blink

on and off. A positive voltage lights the
lamp.

this simple electronic switch, resistor
RI isolates the probe from the circuit under test.

Fig.

1.

In

Fig. 2. Lamp is strapped down with a small piece
of wire while other components are lead mounted.
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The circuit for this simple probe is

shown in Fig. 1. Any low-cost npn silicon

transistor can be used for Ql, while any
low-cost pnp transistor can be used for

Q2. Using the specified value for R1
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Fig. 3. The underside of the probe board showing the two power connections, and

the solder lug that connects to the probe through cover mounted hardware.

gives an input sensitivity of about 0.8

through which the lamp can be easily seen.

volt. Resistor R2 limits the current flow

The probe tip is made from a piece of
a paper clip soldered to a lug which is

circuit.

secured to the cap with a 4-40 screw and
nut. A second solder lug on the inside of

and gives degenerative stability to the
The circuit is assembled on a 2%" X
9/1.6" piece of perforated phenolic board
having a 0.1" grid of 0.042" holes. The

lamp is strapped down at one end using a
small piece of bare wire. The other components are installed as shown in Fig. 2.
Connections are made using component
leads protruding through the board. The
underside of the board is shown in Fig. 3.
Two holes are made with a soldering iron

tip in the closed end of the plastic case
-one for the two power leads and one

the cap is connected to Rl. The board

assembly is rotated and slipped into the
plastic case so that the lamp is opposite
its viewing hole. The cap then fits snugly
on the container.
As a finishing touch, make up a typewritten label describing the device,

identifying the color code on the power
leads, and telling what the lamp does.

Attach the label to the container with
transparent tape.

Logic Pulser
Logic Pulser. This is an astable multi -

ceives its primary power from the cir-

which is adjustable from about one pulse
per second to about 10 pulses per second.

It is capable of driving as many as 80

The circuit for the pulser is shown in
Fig. 4. It is also built on a 2%" X %a"
piece of perforated phenolic board hav-

milliwatt RTL gates or 26 medium -pow-

ing a 0.1" grid of 0.042" holes. The inte-

er IC gates for testing purposes. It re -

grated circuit (Mt) fits directly into

vibrator made from a dual -buffer IC

cuit being tested.

+3.6V
R3
100K
RATE

Fig. 4. IC1 is coupled up as a variable -frequency oscillator having a
buffer output. Even this relatively

complex circuit fits the small case.
OND
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CONTAINER

R3

CI

RI

ICI
Fig. 5. The parts fit the small board easily if you follow the layout shown here. Make sure you have a small hole in the container
to make screwdriver adjustments of R3 as required during operation.

the board holes and is positioned as

made from a length of paper clip. Make

over to keep the IC in place while assembling the other components. Mount
Cl beside the IC and mount C2 on the
other side of the board as shown in Fig.
6. Be sure that these two capacitors are
not larger than 5A.6" in diameter or the
completed circuit will not fit into the
container. Potentiometer R3 is held on
the board by the wiring to its three ter-

piece of bare wire soldered to the hook
of the paper clip will hold the probe in
place while it is connected to pin 12 of
/C/. Make a small hole in the center of
the plastic cap for the probe tip to pass
through. Make one small hole in the end
of the container for the power leads and

shown in Fig. 5. Bend a couple of leads

minals.

The probe tip for this instrument is

a hook in one end of the probe to fit
through a hole in the board. A small

another small hole in such a position that

R3 can be adjusted with a screwdriver
when the circuit is mounted.

Fig. 6. Underside view showing placement of C2. When selecting both

Cl and C2, make sure that they are no larger than MO diameter so
that they will fit the container. Note how the probe is supported.
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Logic Switch
ORMALLY

"0"
NORMALLY

.1"

OND

Fig. 7. The circuit is a basic "bounceless switch"
made op of one small IC. It produces a clean pulse.

Fig.

8. All that's in the circuit is the IC and a

The pushbutton switch fits in a hole
drilled in container cover. Like other

switch. Four -lead flexible cable couples to board.

testers, a typewritten label identifies leads and explains operation.

Fig. 9. Underside of the board showing method of
mounting the switch using its circuit connections.

Logic Switch. One difficulty encountered in triggering an RTL circuit with
low noise immunity is the erratic count
that occurs when a conventional noisy

mechanical switch generates the trigger.
This noise can be eliminated by using a
mechanical

single -pole

double -throw

pushbutton switch to operate a set -reset
flip-flop. This insures that a clean, noise free, single pulse is generated each time
the pushbutton is operated.

The circuit for the logic switch

is

shown in Fig. 7. It is built on a 11/4" X
%;" piece of perforated phenolic board.
Mount the s.p.d.t. pushbutton switch in
a hole centered in the plastic cover. Drill
a hole in the closed end of the container
for a four -wire cable. The circuit is wired

(Fig. 8) so that it holds the switch at
the end of the board. Another view is
shown in Fig. 9.
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Build a CAPACITANCE METER
CHECK YOUR JUNK -BOX CAPACITORS

THE electronics experimenter is notorious for collecting parts from al-

most every source imaginable, including

BY STANLEY SULA

The heart of the capacitance meter is a
stepped -frequency multivibrator circuit.
The output of the circuit is coupled

war surplus bargains and items cannibalized from defunct electronic gear.
Among the odds and ends collected is

sensitive metering circuit. The deflection

"goodness." Many reasonably accurate
capacitance measuring instruments are
available for checking these items, but
most are too expensive for once -in -a-

range switch. Zener diode regulation insures stability throughout the entire life
of the built-in battery supply.

usually a considerable number of capacitors of intermediate values and doubtful

while use. However, for an investment of

about $15 for parts, you can build a capacitance meter that measures capacitance values between a few picofarads
and 0.1 microfarad. This range covers
most small tubular and virtually all disc,
mica, and variable capacitor values-the
major types that are used in circuits.
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through the capacitor under test to a

of the meter pointer provides a direct
readout of the capacitor value, interpreted according to the position of the

Construction.

Parts layout is not criti-

cal. However, for compactness and ease
of assembly, it is suggested that you follow the layout illustrated in this article.
The circuit was assembled on a 5" X 21!1"
perforated board which was then mounted

inside a standard 5%" X 3" X 2" aluminum chassis box. The cover of the box
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accommodates all of the components

that are not directly mounted on the cir-

Buy or fashion two L -brackets from
X 1/4" X 18-22 gauge aluminum or
brass stock as follows : Bend the two
strips at the center to form %"-long legs
at right angles to each other. Drill a hole
through the center of each leg of each
L -bracket. Now mount the brackets on
3/4"

cuit board.

Begin construction by machining the
top half of the box as shown in Fig. 2 to

provide mounting holes for the meter,
jacks, and power and range switches.
Temporarily set the box aside.

Next, mount the individual components on the board, using "flea" clips
where necessary, as shown in Fig. 3.
You can begin by mounting the battery

alternate corners of the circuit board

with #6 hardware.
Referring to Fig. 4, orient the top of

the chassis box as shown. Mount the

parts in their respective cutouts, and wire

D1 into place. Set the circuit board beside the box top, and connect and solder
insulated hookup wire from the junctions indicated by two component numbers (C4/R6, etc.) to "flea" clips along

clip. Then mount the miniature potentiometers, bending the tabs to fit the holes
in the board. Finish up by mounting the
transistors and diodes, capacitors, and

resistors in that order. When all components are mounted in place, double

check your wiring, paying particular attention to diode and transistor polarity

the bottom edge of the board. Then, complete the wiring, checking your work frequently with Fig. 1.

all connections.

off the mounting holes for the L -brackets

Fold the circuit board into the top of
the box (as shown in Fig. 3), and mark

and to the absence of accidental short
circuits where wires cross; then solder

CI

.0010

I

JI

RII

RI

3.3K

IK

01

2N1302

100

RI2

390

$2

OPF

\ 1000PF

.12

0
31e

BI

1.04JF

.IpF

R6

25K
D2

6.8V

L...

Fig. 1. Circuit consists of a basic multivibrator; for each of the four ranges,
a different frequency -determining network can be switched in as required.
R1 -1000 -ohm

PARTS LIST
B1 -9 -volt transistor battery
C1 -0.001-µF, 25 -volt Mylar capacitor
C2 -0.02-µF, 25 -volt Mylar capacitor
C3 -0.1-µF, 25 -volt Mylar capacitor
C4 -1-µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
D1-1N34A diode
D2 -6.8 -volt, ,4 -watt zener diode
/1,12-Banana jack (or substitute five -way binding post)
M1-0-50 µA microammeter
Q1 -2N1302 transistor
Q2 -2N2646 unijunction transistor
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R2,R9-18,000-ohm
R7 -27,000 -ohm
R86-10,000-ohnt
R10 -8200 -ohm
R11 -3300 -ohm
R12 -390 -ohm

All resistors

%-watt, 10%

R3,R4,R5,R6-25,000-ohm miniature potentiometer (Mallory No. MTC253L4 or similar)
S1-Four-position, two -pole rotary switch
S2-S.p.s.t. slide (or toggle) switch
1-5 x 3" x 2" aluminum utility box
Misc.-Perforated phenolic board; "flea" clips;
battery holder; banana plugs (2); 1 brackets;
control knob; calibration capacitors (see text);
hookup wire; solder; hardware; etc.
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on the sides of the box. Make sure that
there is adequate clearance between the
circuit board and box -mounted components and the circuit board and rear section of the box. When satisfied, drill the
holes for and mount the circuit board

ABOUT THE CIRCUIT
The operation of the Capacitance Meter (shown
schematically in Fig. 1) is based on the prin-

ciple that the maximum amount of a.c. current
passed by a given capacitor is directly proportional to the capacitance value. In the case of
the Capacitance Meter described in this article,
the a.c. applied to the capacitor under test is in
the form of a square wave provided by the Q1 -

L -brackets to the box with #6 hardware.
Calibration

and

Use.

Q2 multivibrator circuit.
The output of the multivibrator is taken from
the collector of Q1. From here it is passed

The simplest

method of calibrating the capacitance
meter is to use four high -tolerance,

through the capacitor under test (connected between J1 and 12) and meter M/ to the negative
circuit buss. The meter, in turn, measures and
indicates the maximum amount of a.c. current

good -quality capacitors as "standards."
The tighter the tolerance of these standard capacitors, the more accurate will
be the calibration of the instrument. Select one capacitance value for each of the

passed by the test capacitor, converting the current reading directly to a reading on its reworked
scale.

Since the different ranges are all multiples of
ten, range switching via S1 is accomplished by
changing the operating frequency of the multi vibrator. Switch S1 simply switches in and out
of the circuit various combinations of resistors

four ranges available with the meter.

These capacitors should be 100-pF, 1000pF, 0.01-µF, and 0.1-ptF values to provide
full-scale deflection of the meter pointer
when each range is accurately calibrated.

Set the range switch to 100PF, and
connect the 100-pF standard capacitor
to J1 and J2. Do not use test leads on
this range; even the relatively small ca-

pacitance of the two leads can be enough
to add as much as 20 pF to the true value
of the capacitor. (This drawback can be
put to good advantage in measuring the
capacitance of coaxial cables, test leads,

I-1/2"

and capacitors.

etc.). Switch on the power and adjust
the setting of R3 (see Fig. 3) for a fullscale deflection of the meter pointer.

Repeat the above calibration procedure for the remaining ranges and their
appropriate standard capacitors. Adjust
R4 for the "1000 PF" range, R5 for the
".01 MF" range, and R6 for the ".1 MF"
range.

I-1/4"

I-1/2"
DIA

/8"DIA

-0-1/21

--11/41-1

-T
vEl

I/4"DIA

/8" 4)

4

5/16"

i

3/4'
I/2"

RANGE

Fig. 2. To a"commodate jacks, swi*.zhes, and
meter movement, machine top of box as shown.
Before mounting the meter movement, rework

its scale to indicate a range of 0 to 100.
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RI

01

D2

R12

02

Fig. 3. To speed assembly time and keep project neat, use flea clips for component
mounting. Note also common buss wire soldered to the cases of potentiometers.

In all cases, the calibration controls

must be set to provide full-scale pointer
deflection when the appropriate capacitor and range are used. Failure to obtain
full-scale deflections means that you will

have to experiment with the value of
R7, R8, R9, or R10-depending on the
range affected.

Avoid touching the exposed leads of
the calibration capacitors and capacitors

under test as your body capacitance is

sure to produce a measuring error-

especially noticeable on the lower ranges

of the capacitance meter. Also, never
attempt to check a capacitor while it is
(Continued on page 152 )

C4/R10

C4/R6
C3/R9
C3/R5
C2/R8
C2/R4
Cl/R7
Cl/R3
MI

S2

Fig. 4. To simplify wiring on bottom of board, connections labelled with two numbers
designate component junctions to be located by observing the component side of board.
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MARKER GEWERATOR

IC FREQUENCY SPOTTER/STANDARD
SELECT YOUR MARKER PIPS AT 1000. 500,

200, 100, 50, 20 OR 10 kHz
BY ADOLPH A. MANGIER!

UNLESS you have an expensive, high-

ly sophisticated receiver, trying to

locate a specific short-wave frequency is
usually pretty much a gamble. The best

you can do is tune your receiver to the
approximate "ball park" and then painfully and slowly start searching.

Nowadays, most serious hams and
SWL's use either built-in or added -on
crystal -controlled frequency calibrators.

However, in most cases, these permit
you to tune only to 100 -kHz pips on the
dial and you still have to search between

them. In fact, just trying to locate an

ordinary marker in a maze of signals is

often a problem. Usually you have to
turn the calibrator on and off several

times before you are sure you are tuned
to it and not to some unmodulated carrier on the air.
Now, if you build the "IC Frequency
Spotter," you can get switch -selectable,
1971 Winter Edition

crystal -controlled marker pips at every
1000, 500, 200, 100, 50, 20, and 10 kHz
clear out to 30 MHz (the limit of most
commercial short-wave receivers). By
flipping a switch, you can tone -modulate

the marker so that it can be spotted

easily in a crowd of carriers.
Using integrated circuit (IC) flip-flops

as frequency dividers, one crystal can
do the work of four. Thus, if you need

25 -kHz markers for ham -band spotting,
you can use a 125- or 250 -kHz crystal.

As an added feature, the audio tone,

which is approximately 600 Hz, is available for audio testing. The various square

waves of different frequencies that are

present in the circuit can be used for
checking scope sweeps, testing audio am-

plifiers for ringing, etc. The Frequency
Spotter is self -powered ( thus completely portable) and is easy to construct at
modest cost.
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The circuit consists of a switch -selectable crystal oscillator followed by a switch -selectable countdown made
up of JK flip-flops. This enables a broad range of r.f. outputs. A built-in audio modulator helps identify r.f. signal.

AU1029HG); knobs (3); battery holders; IC
sockets (3, optional, Eko 8358, Allied 47F5701); hardware; solder; etc.
Note-Integrated circuit are available from Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60680. For MC724P, order 50F26
MC724P MOT; for MC790P, order 50F26

G
per -clad board; 4" x 5" x 6" case (Budd :"I

Misc.-Crystal sockets (2); flea -clip board
terminals (17, Vector T28); 3%" x 4%" cop-

or similar)

XTAL2-1000-kHz crystal (James Knight H93

IC2 ,IC3-Duall-K flip-flop ( Motorola MC790P)
Q1-Silicon npn transistor (Motorola HEP-55 )
R1 -15,000 -ohm
R2 -10,000 -ohm
R3 -270 -ohm
All resistors
R4,R5-4700-ohm
%-watt
R6 -2700 -ohm
R7 -470,000 -ohm (see text)
R8 -68,000 -ohm (see text)
S1,S3-Two-pole, three -position, non -shorting
switch (Mallory 32231)
S2-Three-pole, four-position,non-shorting switch
(Mallory 32341)
S4,S5-S.p.s.t. slide switch
XTAL1-100.000-kHz crystal (James Knight
H93 or similar)

ICI-Quad two -input gate (Motorola MC724P
or HEP 570)

462, Allied 43F3512, or similar)
D1-Silicon rectifier 1N2071

C8-22-pF capacitor
C9,C10-5-80-pF trimmer capacitor (Elmenco

C7 -.40.033-µF capacitor

C3-100-pF capacitor
C4,C5,C6-0.02-µF disc capacitor

B1 -3.75 -4.5 -volt battery (see text)
BP1, BP2, BP3-5-way binding post
(E.F. Johnson 111 or similar)
C1 -0.01-µF disc capacitor
C2-200-pF capacitor

PARTS LIST

GND

BPI

B8R F2

7r

8P3

Fig. 2. Actual -size printed circuit foil pattern can be etched to build the Frequency Spotter.
Two crystal sockets are shown, but only one may be used. Input/output connections are at top.

Construction. The circuit of the Spotter
is shown in Fig. 1. Because of the complexity of the circuit, it is recommended
that a printed circuit board be used. An
actual -size foil pattern for such a board
is shown in Fig. 2. Once the board has
been fabricated and drilled, install flea

clips for the connections to the board
and for the mounting of resistors R7
and R8. Install the components as shown

in Fig. 3, being sure that the IC's are
properly oriented as indicated by the

screwdriver to tune the two trimmers.
Wire the rotary switches as shown in Fig.

6. Resistor R3 is mounted directly between the r.f. output jack BP2 and the
ground jack BP1. Connect C3 and C7 from

pin L on the board to their respective

binding posts. Make sure that BP1 is thor-

oughly grounded to the metal panel-

scrape away the paint or finish under it,
if necessary. Also be sure that the panel

and the chassis are in good electrical

contact when assembled. Mount the bat-

notch and dot code at one end. The use

ABCDEFGH

of the optional 14 -pin, in -line IC sockets

will eliminate any chance of damaging
the IC's during soldering. Include both
crystal sockets, even if you plan to use
only one crystal at first.

For complete shielding, use a metal
enclosure for the Spotter. The author
mounted all controls and output jacks
on the metal front panel. The PC board
is supported on two L -brackets so that

MOUNT NG (4)

/

J
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*

LIC3

1,01.
SOCKETS

*

L0

100 Hz

R8

-C 2-4 ,

1000H z

R6

C5

--- R1-*

-

(2)

K

it is about %" from the panel and 1"

from the bottom (see Fig. 4).
Frequency trimmer capacitors C9 and
C/O are mounted on a piece of plastic attached to the front panel with a 1/2 -inch
spacer as shown in Fig. 5. Drill suitable
holes in the front panel for insertion of a

I

,
'

E 01

C6
4

R 5 TT.,

R4-..4

4

*JUMPER
A THRU L- BOARD TAKE -OFFS

Fig. 3. Component installation. Observe notch and
dot code on IC's to ensure proper installation. The
values of R7 and R8 may have to be adjusted, so
mount them on flea clips to facilitate changes.
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XTAL
SOCKETS

4. The PC board

Fig.

is

secured to a pair of brackets which are mounted on
the front panel. Other

than the batteries, everything else is mounted on

the removable front panel.
Batteries are in mounting
clip

on

the

rear

panel.

MOUNTING

BRACKET
(2)

tery holders on the rear panel, making

sure that enough clearance is left for the
PC board. Connect the minus side of the

battery to BP1 and the plus side to the
rotor of S3.

The battery you choose depends on

how much you expect to use the Spotter.

With a 4 -volt battery, current drain is
about 90 mA ; with 4.5 volts, it is 115
mA. At this rate, conventional zinc D
cells would provide about 30 hours of
operation; alkaline cells, 70 to 90 hours.

Rechargeable nickel -cadmium cells can
also be used if the Spotter is to be in operation frequently.

The IC's are rated for a maximum

voltage of 4.0 volts. Since fresh zinc and
alkaline cells supply about 4.5 volts, diode D1 has been used to cut the voltage

down. When the voltage (under load)

across the cells drops to about 3.5 volts,
D1 can be removed from the circuit by
closing S5. Mount S5 and D1 on the rear
panel.
Circuit Adjustment. Set trimmer capaci-

tors C9 and C/0 to their maximum capacitance and set Si to the 100 kHz position, S2 (FREQUENCY) to F, S3 to
XTAL, and S4 (MOD) to OFF. Connect an insulated wire to the RF output
jack BP2 and wrap the loose end several

1

PLASTIC

SUPPORT

times around the antenna lead of your
receiver. Tune the receiver to WWV at
any frequency except 2.5 MHz. Adjust
C9 to obtain a zero beat between the
generator and WWV. Place S1 in the
1000 kHz position and adjust C/O for a
zero beat. Try to zero beat during the
WWV silent period (unmodulated) and
adjust the coupling between the Spotter
and the receiver so that the marker signal is about the same level as WWV.
Close S4 (MOD) and verify the presence

Fig. 5. Two frequency trimmer capacitors mount on

a small piece of plastic attached to front panel.
Appropriate holes provide for screwdriver trimming.
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of 600 Hz modulation on the carrier. If
you have a scope handy, check for the
presence of a 600 -Hz audio signal at BP3.
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S2

S3

SI

13+

Fig. 6. If you use the specified switches, wire them as in these rear views.

I

I

I

I
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These waveforms were taken from a Squires -Sanders "Bandscanner." Upper left shows
spread of 10 -kHz pips centered at 7250 kHz (hump due to receiver tuning). Upper right

shows 20 -kHz pips centered at 25,850 kHz. Lower left are 10 -kHz pips centered at
25,850 kHz, and lower right are 50 -kHz pips centered at 25,850 kHz. In all cases, the
pips are clean and distinct, permitting accurate frequency calibration down to 10 kilohertz.

Gates

HOW IT WORKS
1 and 2 of /C/ are cascaded to form

a linear, high -gain amplifier biased by RI and
R2 and stabilized by C2. One of the quartz crystals is inserted in the amplifier positive feedback
network through switch S1 to sustain crystal controlled oscillation. The crystal resonates in the

series mode and acts as a very sharp feedback
filter. Trimmer capacitors C9 and C/O provide
for zeroing of the r.f. output for exact frequency
calibration.

The oscillator output is applied to a buffer driver stage (gate 3 of /C/) which drives dual
JK flip-flops IC2 and IC3. With S2 in the F
position, the flip-flops are bypassed and the marker interval at J2 is equal to the crystal frequency.

For the F/2 position of S2, flip-flop 4 of IC3 di1971

Winter Edition

vides the crystal frequency by two; for F/5,
1 and 2 of IC2 and flip-flop 3 of IC3
(with their feedback networks) divide the frequency by five; and for F/I0, the F/S circuit
flip-flops

drives the F/2 flip-flop to divide by ten.
The flip-flop outputs are square waves which

feed into one input of the output stage (gate 4
of /C/). The output of gate 4 goes through a
high-pass filter (C3 -R3) which produces a sharply spiked r.f. output at J2.
High -gain transistor Q1 is connected as an RC

phase -shift audio oscillator with R7 providing
bias for a sine -wave output of about 600 Hz.
Resistor R8 couples the audio to the second input
of gate 4 to tone modulate the r.f. marker signals.
Diode D1 and switch S5 provide a way to reduce the battery voltage when using new zinc or
alkaline cells.
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BP3

S3

S2

Overall view of the frequency spotter. The use of IC and transistor sockets is
optional. Note that resistor R3, and capacitors C3 and C7 are mounted off the board.

At this time, you can adjust R7 and R8
to produce 100% modulation while ob-

serving the RF output on the scope.
For final tests, assemble the generator

within its metal case, making sure that
the front panel is electrically bonded to

the rest of the case. Couple the generator

to the receiver antenna, and check all
marker intervals generated.

Although all IC's tested for /C/ produced almost identical outputs, if you
find that the 100 -kHz markers are not
clean and steady, it may be necessary
to increase the value of C2 by about 50
pF to correct for gain variations. On the
other hand, it may be necessary to decrease C2 by a small amount if XTAL2
does not oscillate.

Application. Connect the ground (BP1)

of the Spotter to the ground of the receiver and connect a short length of in-

sulated wire to the RF output jack. Wrap
a couple of turns of the other end of the
wire around the antenna lead of your receiver. After performing the WWV zero-

ing on both crystals, the generator is
ready to use.
Normally, marker signal strength will
1971 Winter Edition

decrease as S2 (FREQUENCY) is rotated from F to F/10. In the case of the
shorter intervals, it may be necessary to
make a direct contact to the receiver
antenna terminals to pick up the markers. In all cases, avoid using excessive
marker signal strength to avoid picking
up images. Images are weak responses
appearing at odd frequencies on the dial,
depending on the receiver i.f. If you want
to calibrate the receiver dial, remove its
antenna completely to avoid picking up

other signals. In calibrating, start with
the larger intervals and work down to
the smaller ones. You can use either the
internal audio modulation or, if the receiver is equipped with a BFO, the zero

beat method can be used.
Check the crystal zero beat with WWV

everytime you use the calibrator, and

touch up the frequency by adjusting the
appropriate trimmer, if necessary.
Battery aging has little effect on the
100 -kHz crystal and only a slight effect
on the 1000 -kHz crystal. In either case,
any drift can be corrected by adjusting
the appropriate trimmer. Battery minimum voltage is about 3.3 volts, checked
under load, with S3 on DIVIDE.
-Z41-137

AS AN ELECTRONICS hobbyist, one

Why Pia

Edison
Roulette
GROUND TESTER

MINIMIZES
ACCIDENTAL ELECTROCUTION

of the most embarrassing (to say
the least) ways you can die is through
electrocution in your own home. It can
ruin your whole day!

Quite seriously, it does happen. Unfortunately, many ordinary hand tools
and appliances are wired so that, if a

primary power lead should break due to

vibration, improper handling, etc., the
entire electrical resources of your local

power plant can be literally at your
fingertips. This happens if the hot lead

of the power line comes into contact
with the metal portions of the device
while you are touching it and your body

is making a reasonably good ground
return path for the current.
To avoid accidental shock and even

electrocution, most appliance manufacturers use a three -lead power cable. In
this system, besides the two conventional power leads, there is a third, safety,

lead. This lead, which is connected to

a metal portion of the appliance, is
BY LYMAN E. GREENLEE
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brought out to a third terminal (usually

a rod -like metal pin) on the plug. In
the socket, the third terminal is con ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

CBI

PARTS LIST
BPI-Insulated binding post
CBI-Circuit breaker to suit load
I1-13-Neon lamp

R1 -R3 -47,000 -ohm, %-watt resistor
S01-Three-wire power socket (Amphenol 16010 or similar)

S1-D.p.s.t. switch, current rating to suit load
Misc.-Plastic utility box 7%" x 39,4" x 1h"

with metal cover; three -conductor power cord
with plug (length as required); two -to -three conductor adapter (optional); 4 -lug terminal
strip (2), plastic mounting for neon lamps
(one red, two white); " grommet for power
cord; mounting hardware, etc.

Fig. 1. The circuit is simple and foolproof if wired correctly. Under normal conditions, only
lamps 1 and 3 should be lit. If lamp 2 comes on, the "cold" lead is 117 -volts above ground.

nected to earth ground. If, for any rea-

-without a sudden electrical termina-

part, a short circuit is made and a fuse
is blown. This three -wire system is a
must for any location where there is the
slightest possibility that a person using
a power tool or other appliance might
make a ground while touching the de-

Construction. For safety, the circuit
(Fig. 1) should be built in a plastic

son, the electrical system within the
appliance fails and contacts the metal

vice.

Even with this precaution, however,
there is a way to keep tabs on the possibilities of inadvertent shocks-build

the handy Ground Tester shown here.
If you follow the instructions carefully
and keep an eye on the three visual indicators, you may reach a ripe old age

tion.

utility box having a metal cover. Drill
holes in the cover to fit the three -lead
power socket (SOP , circuit breaker

CB1, power on -off switch $1, three neon

indicators, and a pair of four -lug (none
grounded) terminal strips. You can use
the layout shown in the photograph or
make up your own as long as the three
neon lamps are clearly visible.

In mounting the components make

sure that lamp 12 has a red lens to make

it clearly distinctive. Wire the circuit

The entire circuit can be
assembled

on

the metal

panel. Make sure that this

panel
green

is grounded to the
lead of the cable.
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WHAT A SHOCK!
Unlike a rattlesnake, electricity gives no warn
ing before it strikes. When it does, the damage
can range from a tingle, to a shock, to death
by electrocution. However, like the woodsman
who knows where the snake lies in wait, the
electronics hobbyist also should be aware of
where the electric shock can be encountered.

Look around you. In the kitchen, close to
grounded sinks and other metal fixtures, there
is probably an a.c.-d.c. radio. Although the
manufacturer went to some trouble to make
the radio electrically safe, did you repair it

recently and substitute a knob with a set
screw for the friction -fit one that was there
originally? That set screw can be "hot" with
117 volts to the grounded metalwork; and if
you have the radio plugged in the wrong way
(how do you know you haven't?) and reach to
tune the radio while leaning on the sink, this
may be the last sentence you ever read. And

if you're using a radio out of its protective

as shown in Fig. 1, taking care to observe the color code.

In the three -conductor power cable,
the black wire is for the hot lead, white
is for the neutral, or grounded, side of

the power line, and green is for the

actual ground. Socket SO/ is also color
coded: the copper -colored terminal is

for the hot side and should be connected to the black lead; silver terminal
to the white lead ;

and the narrow

ground connector to the green lead.
Make sure that the green lead is only
connected to the insulated post on the
metal panel.

Wire the three neon lamps (11, 12,
and 13) and their respective current limiting resistors (R1, R2, and R3) so
that the neon lamps are slipped into the
plastic mounts through the metal cover

leads and resistors on the

case-forget it! What about the toaster? Would
you want to take the chance of touching both
the plugged -in toaster and the kitchen faucet,
radiator, or other grounded metalwork? Try it.
If you survive, keep reading.

with the

Now let's go to the laundry room-site of many
deaths by electrocution. Isn't your washer/
dryer pretty close to the grounded sink? What
about the moist floor? It makes a very good
conductor of electricity, especially when either

to suit the largest load you will be using. A 7A breaker is adequate for most
hand tools, but a larger capacity may

the washer or dryer has a loose wire that
makes contact with the metal shell.

terminal strips. Identify the lamps with
the numbers 1, 2, and 3 on the front of

the cover.
Choose the value of the circuit breaker

be used for heavier applications. Do not,

however, use a breaker rated over 15A

since that is maximum for the #18

Now out to the yard or down to the boat dock.
Do you get a comfortable feeling when using

wire in the power cord.

a power tool to do a hard job? You may not

Use. If you do not have a three -wire
system in your home or on your bench,

feel so good when you stop to think that only a
few thousandths of an inch may stand between
you and your Maker. If vibration loosens up a
screw or if a piece of fishpaper changes position, bye-bye, dear reader.

Why this preoccupation with death? Because
most of us live in an electrical environment
and many of us are not aware of just how close

to termination we are-even if it's just sitting
at the breakfast table with the electric toaster
or coffee pot near one elbow and the other elbow leaning on the radiator.

So what can you do about all of this? It's
simple. Open both eyes and cheick everything

sight that has a 117 -volt power cord attached. If you have the slightest doubt of the
safety of any device, be sure that its metal
sections are grounded to earth. In the case of
large appliances such as washers and dryers,
use a heavy -gauge wire between the metal
frame and a cold -water pipe. For small, portable devices, read this article-and go three in

wire!

The front panel displays a neat, uncluttered
look. The circuit breaker is the push -to -reset type. Keep an eye on red lamp number 2.
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CHECKING INSTRUCTIONS
Indicators Lit
Condition
1 and 3

Wiring correct. Only safe
condition.

1 and 2

"Hot" and "neutral" wiring
reversed. DANGER, must
be corrected.

2 and 3
All

None

Ground is "hot." DANGER,
must be corrected.
Should never happen. If it
does, DANGER, must be
corrected.
No power.

WARNING: Any time that light #2 (red) is lit,
DANGER TO LIFE AND LIMB exists. Wiring
should be checked immediately.

CITIZEN BAND
2 -Way Radio's AM & SSB
And Accessories
Send for free
BIG BONUS CATALOG

C. B. Electronic

Distributors, Inc.
you can still use the ground tester by
putting an adapter into the regular wall
plug. The adapter has the conventional
two prongs on the male side and three
sockets on the female side with a short,
usually green, ground lead coming from
one side.

6624 Westminster Ave.,
Westminster, Calif. 92683
714/846-3101-213/598-5722

Be sure that the adapter

ground wire is adequately grounded. In
many cases, particularly in large urban
areas where the electrical code is strict
and metal -armored cable is used, the
outlet box itself is grounded. The adapter ground connection can then be made
to one of the box mounting screws. If
there is any doubt, or if your electrical
system uses plastic -covered cable, run
a separate wire from the adapter ground
to an actual ground.
If you have followed the wiring diagram carefully and identified the three
neon lamps ( being sure that lamp 2 is

red), operation of the ground tester is
actually very simple. Plug the tester
into a three -conductor wall outlet (or
grounded adapter) and observe the con-

dition of the three neon lamps. Under
normal conditions, only lamps 1 and 3
should be lit. If all three lamps light,

either there is no ground or it is not
proper and the outlet should NOT be
used until the trouble has been remedied. If lamp 1 is out and the other two

are lit, the polarity is reversed. Again

DO NOT use the outlet until it has been
fixed. This is also true if lamps 1 and 2

are lit and 3 is out. In any case, if the
red lamp (number 2) is lit at any time,

YOU COULD GET KILLED. Have an
electrician investigate the wiring.
1971 Winter Edition
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BUILD THE

HOMESTEADER

PROFESSIONAL BURGLAR ALARM PROTECTION AT LOW COST
BY DAN MEYER

THERE ARE many types of burglar
(or intrusion) alarms that you can

build-involving proximity switches, infrared beams, breakable wires, etc. They

all have their points, but why not use
the system that the professionals use?

On the windows of most stores and commercial establishments, you will see

strips of silvered tape around the edges
and, on doors and windows, pressure- or

magnetically operated switches.
In such a system, the conductive tape
and switches are connected in series and
a weak current is flowing through them.

When any portion of the loop is either
broken or grounded, an alarm sounds.

This has been found to be a reliable,

system. The
"Homesteader" described here is equivaeasy -to -set,

easy -to -use

lent to most commercial alarms costing
142

several hundred dollars if installed by a
professional. Depending on how many
places are to be protected, you can build
this system for under $40.
Construction. The circuit for the Home-

steader alarm is shown in Fig. 1. It can

assembled on the printed circuit
board whose foil pattern is shown in
Fig. 2. Once the board has been fabricated or purchased, install the compobe

nents as shown in Fig. 3, taking care to
observe the polarities of the electrolytic
capacitors and semiconductors. Choose a

suitable metal enclosure to house the
alarm (about 4v2" x 51/2" x 2"). You
should be able to mount it on a wall.
Mount Ii, the a.c. power -on indicator
and Si, the alarm switch, on the upper

surface of the enclosure. Attach the

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

transformer, T1, and the rechargeable

Parts List, you can substitute an auto-

board is mounted on the enclosure using

an Edmund Scientific Co. (600 Edscorp

battery to the bottom panel. The PC mobile or motorcycle storage battery or
screws and small spacers as shown in
the photographs. Note that the author
used small metal plates and screws to

make connections to the six contacts on
the PC board. These are optional.

Bldg., Barrington, NJ 08007) 6 -volt,
4 -ampere -hour rechargeable battery

(#70942, $15.00). For short-term use,
you can also connect in series an Edmund #60634 ($4.80) and #40986 ($1.50)

If you cannot locate the small re-

rechargeable batteries (or similar units
of other manufacturers). Batteries other

chargeable battery called for in the

PROTECTION LOOP
SERIES CONNECTED

TRIP SWITCHES

S2

S

ALARM

EXIT

-

DOOR

SWITCH

ALARM

BELL

+6V

0

O

0

RI

2.2K
2.2

R2
100.11
A

A

SCR2

R4

2N3528

147011

X

R6

4.7M

SCRI

C4

C106Y2

.1yr

K

Of

2N5129
R3
10011

C
R

R8
C2

R7
10011

BI

....-.- 6V

4.7K

13.0pF

30J.IF

DI

IN5060

C3

100JJF

0
II

0

11

tH7VIAC

1. Alarm system is equipped with fail-safe protection. You can elimallow a.c.-only operation. However, if line power
fails, the alarm will not sound when an intruder trips an alarm switch.
Fig.

inate battery B1 to

PARTS LIST
B1 -6 -volt, 1 -ampere rechargeable battery
(Centralab RP -6101 or similar)
CI -30 -AF, 16 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2 -30-µF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor

C3-100-0, 16 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C4 -0.1 -AF Mylar capacitor
D1 -1 -ampere silicon rectifier ( 1N5060 or
similar)
11 -6 -volt pilot lamp and holder
Q1 -2N5129 transistor
R1 -2200 -ohm

R2,R3,R7-100-ohm
R4 -470 -ohm
R5 -1000 -ohm

R6-4.7-megohm
R8 -4700 -ohm

S1-S.p.s.t. switch
1971 Winter Edition

All resistors
%-watt

S2, etc. Magnetic or other long -life switch
SCRI-Silicon controlled rectifier (GE C106Y2)
SCR2-2N3528 silicon controlled rectifier

TI-Power transformer; secondary 6.3 volts at
600 mA ( Knight 54F1416 or similar)

Misc.-Frangible conductive tape, tape cement,

interconnection wire, magnets for switches, a.c.

line cord, 6 -volt alarm bell (or similar warning device), suitable chassis, mounting hardware.

Note-An etched and drilled fiberglass PC board
with connection clips (#163) is available for
$2.85 from Southwest Technical Products
Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas
78216. A complete kit of parts including bat-

tery, punched cabinet, and three magnetic

switches ( #163CP) is also available from the
same source for $25.45.
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Fig. 2.

If

you decide to

make your own printed circuit board, follow actual size etching guide shown.

Fig. 3. Mount components
on circuit board as shown;
then double check polarities of SCR's, transistor,
and electrolytic capacitors.

HOW IT WORKS
When switch Si is turned on and all external
window and door switches in the protection loop
are closed, transistor Q1 is held in a saturated
condition by the low current (approximately 2
mA) supplied to its base through the protection
loop. The collector voltage of Q1 is near zero in

4

3
41.-R1 --to

s-R2-1. ftt
144 R6C4

SCRI

+11 14I

this condition. If the protection loop is opened, or

+R8
tOCI
0

than the one called for in the Parts List
will require a different type of mount-

ing. Of course, if you do not want to
use a battery, which gives you protection in case your a.c. line is cut, the
battery can be eliminated.
(Continued on page 147)

grounded, base bias is removed from Q/ and it
cuts off. The voltage at the collector of Q1 and
the gate of SCR2 then rises and the SCR turns
on. The current flow through the SCR causes the
alarm to sound off. The SCR does not turn off
until Si is opened to remove the d.c. supply.
The exit door switch makes the system more
convenient to use. With all of the protection loop
closed except the exit door, SCR1 fires when Si
is turned on. This SCR, which is in parallel with
the exit door switch keeps Q1 saturated and the
alarm off while the exit door is being closed. Thus

you can turn on the alarm system before you
leave the house and it remains quiet while you
are leaving. When the exit door switch is finally
closed, SCR1 turns off, but Q1 remains saturated.
Note that although only three trip switches are
shown in the schematic, many more can be used
in the protection loop (which also includes any

conductive tape on window panes) as long as
they are all connected in series.
The 6 -volt rechargeable battery is included to
keep the system operative even if the a.c. power
line is cut. The battery is kept trickle charged as
long as the a.c. line is plugged in. No primary power on -off switch is included so that only one
switch has to be turned on to activate the system.

TI

Place switch and magnet into separate plastic housings and seal in place with Silastic.
Metal contacts (Tinnerman nuts) and screws
are optional. Connections can be soldered.

I

Tt
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HOMESTEADER

(Continued from page 144)

Protection Loop. The protection loop is

a simple series circuit using switches
and/or conductive window tape on the
inside surface of the glass. Almost any
type of switch can be used-including
magnetic types in which the switch is
mounted on either the window or window
jamb and the operating magnet is mount-

ed so that it operates (closes) the switch
when the window is closed. (Magnetic
switches are suggested because of their
long life.)

The conductive window tape is cemented across or around the perimeter
of the glass and terminated in contacts
on the window frame. When the window

is closed, the contacts are made. If the
window is broken by an intruder, the
tape shears very easily, opening the circuit and operating the alarm.
Wiring the protection loop may present a problem, depending on the type
of construction of the building being protected. If the wires connecting switches,

tape, or breakwire contacts cannot be
run through the walls or ceiling, they
can be routed up a seam in paneling or

covered with tape and painted over. The
interconnecting wiring can be fine -gauge
wire since current flow through the loop
is only about 2 mA.

The exit door can be protected with
either a magnetic switch (as described
above for the windows) or a mechanical,
normally open switch that is closed when
the door is closed. Besides switches,

there are many other ways in which a
contact can be made while a door is

closed and broken when the door is

open. Use your imagination. All you have

to remember is that the circuit between
terminals 4 and 5 on the PC board must
be complete for the alarm to work and
the exit door switch must make a complete circuit between terminals 5 and 6.

It is also possible to make a "silent

alarm" by replacing the local alarm bell
with a remote bell or light. In this way,
the intruder will not know that you are
aware of his presence, and you can take
any action you deem neccessary.
-1971 Winter Edition

another great
new idea

reversible
ratchet handles
"99" tools
0 0 0for Xcelite
000

These two unique plastic (UL) handles extend
the usefulness of all Xcelite Series "99" tools,
make welcome additions to any "99" set.
Both regular (99-1R) and Tee (99-4R) types
accept more than 60 individually available nut driver, screwdriver, and special purpose snap -in
blades to speed and simplify assembly and service work.

Fully enclosed ratchet mechanism is built to
highest socket wrench quality standards. Recessed

reversing shift operates at the flick of a thumb.
Patented spring chuck holds blades firmly.
nationwide availability through local distributors
REQUEST BULLETIN N670

Made in U.S.A.

XCELITE, INC. 54 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. 14127
Send Bulletin N670 on Series "99" Reversible Ratchet
Handles.
name
address

city

state & zone
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Except for epoxy resin compound and hardener (in
can and small bottle at top), all materials used
in circuit potting are common household items.

Using wood stirrer and paper cup, mix just enough

ENCAPSULATE
YOUR
CIRCUITS

I F YOU'RE tired of making printed circuit

BY ALBERT H. COYA

After checking self-supporting circuit for shorts.
being sure all components are in a single plane,
stir the pottirg compound once more before pouring.

148

resin compound and hardener to pot circuit adequately. (See mixing instructions on resin can.)

boards for your simpler projects, why not

borrow the casting technique some electronics
manufacturers use for their experimenter

modules? In addition to being inexpensive,
the casting technique produces a finished cir-

cuit that is immune to moisture and foreign
matter and is much more durable than either printed or chassis wired circuits.

Set circuit into the form and pour in enough pot ting compound to cover half way. Orient leads as
desired. Then pour in the rest of the compound.

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Next, prepare your potting form from lightweight
cardboard (allow 1/4" clearance on all sides of the
circuit) and secure the edges with masking tape.

To prevent potting compound from adhering to form,
liberally coat all interior surfaces of the form

Commercially available modules are com-

in is simple. After assembling the circuit,

monly cast in a black opaque epoxy resin.

But for your purposes, Clear Cast resin
(American

Handicrafters Co.)

available

from plastic rod and panel supply stores is

preferable. The clear resin allows you to read
color codes and identifying numbers of com-

ponents and to trace out the circuit.

Circuit construction inside the block of res-

Allow enough time for the compound to set. Remove the circuit from the form. Do not heat cure.
Clean away Vaseline, and circuit is ready to use.

1971 Winter Edition

with Vaseline using a brush or a scrap stirrer.

making it self supporting and as compact as
possible, check that the components are oriented so that their value coding and markings
are unobstructed. Make sure that no unwanted short circuits exist and that all joints are
properly soldered. Now you're ready to encapsulate the circuit following the instructions in the photos and captions.

Crystal-clear block permits you to trace circuit,

interpret color codes, and-if components are propread identification numbers.

erly oriented-even
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SAMS BOOKS
ESPECIALLY FOR THE BUILDER
Hi-Fi Projects for the Hobbyist
Easy -to -build projects include: rumble filter, noise
filter, high -gain antenna, transistorized microphone
preamp, etc. Also explains how to improve existing
high fidelity systems and how to check them out for
optimum performance. Order 20222, only. .$2.95
101 Easy Ham Radio Projects

METHODS

1TIPS

IDEAS
GADGETS

=TECHNIQUES

DEVICES

A selection of easy -to -build, inexpensive circuits
for a variety of worthwhile ham devices. Provides

brief descriptions, construction hints, diagrams,
and parts lists; includes substitution guide appen$3.95

dix. Order 20674, only

ABC's of Electrical Soldering

An invaluable book on the art of soldering-what
it is and does, how to make a good connection,
how to make solder repairs. Explains solder alloys,
fluxes, soldering irons, and instant -heat guns.
Order 20627, only

52.95

DON'T BE CHEATED
BY LEAKPROOF DRY CELLS

The leakproof "C" or "D" cell is a wonderful
invention, but it has introduced a new problem. Some cells go dead unexpectedly when
there should still be plenty of life left in the
battery's electrolyte. This condition is gener-

ally due to an im-

perfect contact be-

tween the inner and
outer shells of the

leakproof container.

If you suspect that

there's life in your
batteries, dent the
bottom of the cell
gently with a blunt-

grams, and parts -lists for building a -m and fm
radios, light relay controls, audio amplifiers, code
practice oscillators, and test equipment, using in-

ed nail (see photo).
This will reestablish
contact between the
two shells. Be careful not to tap too
hard. To be on the
safe side, drill a W'
hole in a block of wood, and insert the positive terminal into the hole so that the wood
supports the battery case.-William S. Gohl

How to Build Electronics Projects
Provides complete description of methods and tools

MONO ADAPTER FOR STEREO HEADPHONES

49 Easy Transistor Projects

Provides simple, easy instructions, schematic dia-

$1.75

expensive parts. Order 20617, only

used in construction. Discusses proper circuit layout, metal chassis and panel layout, and drilling
and punching. Also includes information on semiconductor and etched -circuit boards construction.
$2.95

Order 20670, only.

101 Easy Audio Projects

Furnishes complete instructions for building simple, inexpensive audio projects with the imaginative use of many spare parts found in old radio and
TV chassis. Includes intercom systems, wireless
microphones, phono and power amplifiers, and
$3.50
a -m tuners. Order 20608, only

--HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. --I
Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor,
or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Dept. EE100
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268
Send the following books: Nos
enclosed
Name

Address
LCity

State

Zip
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Chances are that you have comfortable headphones which you would like to use with your

communications receiver without changing
the plug on the headphones or the jack in the
receiver. This can

be accomplished
by mounting a
two -circuit jack
and a one -circuit
plug at opposite
ends of a 35 -mm
color film cannis-

ter. The plug
should be offset to

one side of the

cannister as

shown in the photo so that, when the cannis-

ter is closed, the jack won't interfere with
the plug. (Also, the offset phono plug allows
the adapter to be used with receivers, such
as the Drake SW -4A, that have a panel extension.) Wire the two "signal" contacts on

the jack and the "signal" contact on the plug
together. Do the same for the "common" contacts. Finally, screw on the cannister top, and
the adapter is ready to use. -A. A. Wicks
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS BARGAINS

TWIN -LEAD ANTENNA CABLE
DOUBLES AS DURABLE SHOULDER STRAP

Ever need to replace broken shoulder straps

on your portable tape recorder, CB trans-

ceiver, or camera case? If you have this problem, a length of flat 300 -ohm twin -lead anten-

na cable can

come to the

rescue. Simply

cut away the
leather or plas-

40 8 pin TO5

tic strap from

the securing

75% DISCOUNT, UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT CARDS ....

hardware, pass
the ends of the
twin -lead through the hardware, and staple
each end securely. Good -quality twin -lead
won't stiffen up and crack in cold weather,
and chances are it will be a lot more durable

than the original strap that came with the
equipment.

This mating connector is supplied
with EACH card.

-James E. Arconati

Large size cards, the easy inexpensive way to build, prototype, breadboard,
items. Epoxy -fiberglass material, 4 1/2 X 5 1/2-. Complete with 46 contact
gold plated mating connector, with built in card guides. Original cost $19.60
ea. Full instructions included.
0 Circuit card and connector for 15 Dual -in -Line I.C.'s
0 Same as above, for 12 Flat-Pks
0 Same as above, for 24 10 pin TO -5 I.C.'s
0 Same as above for 40 8 pin TO -5
0 Same as above for Discrete Components

$400
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00

$400

0 M51/U Noise Cancelling Microphone used in AF pressure suits. 40
ohms imp., Uniform resp. 200-5000 Hz
5/$2.00

0 Strip of 12 Sylvania 6ESB

INEXPENSIVE ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

Many hobbyists and experimenters have hesitated to buy a line -isolation transformer because of the high price. Yet, for less than $9,
you can assemble a 120 -volt-ampere isolation

transformer setup and have taps spotted at
24 -volt intervals as a bonus. What you need
are five 117 -volt primary/24-volt, 1 -ampere
secondary transformers-available for as low

from I.C. outputs. List Price $8.99
$2 75
0 Kodak high quality Projector Lens 32 mm. F.L., f/1.6
$4.00
0 Kodak high quality Projector Lens 16 mm F.L., f/1 6
$2.50
0 Delco DTS 423 400V Power Transistor $11.00 list
$$21.5050
0 Full Wave Bridge Rectifier Kit 50V, 2A
0 Zener Diode 12V 3 Watt
3/51.00
0 Zener Diode IN429 6 volt reference
3/$1.25
0 I.C. 5470 J -K Flip -Flop
0 GIANT 80 PAGE ILLUSTRATED
RATED CATALOG Jammed with BARGAINS in I.C.'s, Electronics, Optics, G.I. Watches etc. Free with any
order, or send $.25
$25

ALL ITEMS POSTAGE PAID IN THE U.S.A.

B. & F. ENTERPRISES
PHONE: 617 532-2323

P.O. BOX 44 HATHORNE, MASSAOIUSETTS 01937
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THE TRUTH
SPST

about toe

117 VAC

INPUT

complete one of

sm&culiiiez

.5SMP
FUSE

MICROPHONES
Capsule listings of over 85
microphones for recording,
communications, sound
reinforcement and radio-

e.10"

TV broadcasting. Send,.
today for this helpful
product folder.
ELECTRONOICE, INC., Dept. EEH.W.71
615 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Send my free product folder on the complete tine 01

as $1.79 each from Lafayette Radio Electronics (catalog number 99 E 62663). Wire all pri-

mary windings in parallel with each other;
wire the secondaries in series in the proper
phase as shown in the schematic drawing.
1971 Winter Edition
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Electra -Voice microphones.
Name

Address
City

State

Zip
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Then, protect the setup by inserting a 1.5 -

DELUXE RECORD

ampere fuse in one of the lines of the primary
circuit. Attach a line cord across the primary
and an a.c. receptacle across the entire string
formed by the secondaries.

ss

AND TAPE CASES
Plus *e cataloging forms 1.--71"

-Frank H. Tooker

Padded back

Dust proof
Gold embossed

,

Decorative and sturdy cases constructed of reinforced fiberboardcovered In rich leatherette to keep your records and tapes from
getting damaged. Available in choice of five decorator colors.
Record and Tape Cases lend themselves handsomely to the decor
of any room. Padded back (in your color choice) is gold tooled in
an exclusive design. Sides in standard black leatherette to keep
them looking new after constant use. Extra with each case ordered
you will receive, free of charge, a specially designed cataloging
form with pressure sensitive backing for affixing to side of case.
Enables you to list the records to help you locate your albums.

Cases are available in three sizes for 7", 10" and 12" records.
Center divider separates records for easy accessibility, holds an
average of 20 records in their original jackets. Tape case holds
6 tapes in original boxes.

Ziff -Davis Pub. Co. Dept. SD 1 Park Ave. N.Y., N.Y. 10016
My remittance in the amount of $
Quantity Is enclosed for the Cases indicated below.
Tape Case at $4 ea., 3 for $11, 6 for $21.
7" Record Case at $4 ea., 3 for $11, 6 for $21.
10" Record Case at $4.25 ea., 3 for $12, 6 for $22.
12" Record Case at $4.25 ea., 3 for $12, 6 for $22.
ADD $1.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING.

I

Check color choice for back of case (sides in black only):
0 Red
Spice Brown
0 Midnight Blue
0 Black
0 Pine Green

0

EEH-W-71

Name

I
111

I

NEED A HEATSINK?
CHECK YOUR WIFE'S CURLER BOX

You may not have given much thought to it,
but your wife probably has a wide variety of
custom-made heatsinks tucked away in her
curler box. Those

clips make dandy
heatsinks - if you

can wrest them

away from your

wife. They come in
various shapes and

sizes - probably
more shapes and
sizes than you'll
ever find uses for.
Some have wide

gripping jaws to handle high heat radiation
requirements, while others have very narrow
-and sometimes bent-jaws to fit into even
the tightest of spots inside a chassis. Three
or four different sizes and shapes will cover
most heatsinking jobs.-Henry R. Rosenblatt

Address

City

III =I

State

Zip

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER

CAPACITANCE METER
IM 1111

(Continued from page 130)

McGEE RADIO Co.
WORLD'S BEST SELECTIONS
AND LOWEST PRICES

still in a circuit; any resistance, voltage,
or other capacitance in the circuit will
result in a false reading, and any exter-

nal voltage might damage the meter

SPEAKERS
ALMOST EVERY SIZE FROM 11/2 TO 18 INCH
WOOFERS-TWEETERS-CROSSOVERS

MANY HIGH FIDELITY KITS
McGEE'S 176 PAGE 1971 CATALOG
SENT FREE ON REQUEST

NORELCO HI-FI SPEAKERS
McGEE HAS ADDED A FULL LINE OF NORELCO
HI-FI SPEAKERS FOR THE SYSTEM BUILDER.
McGee ships orders all over the U.S. When requesting
our catalog please give name, address and zip code.

Our 41st year in Kansas City. Catalog offers everything for Hi -Fidelity audio P.A. systems. All kinds of
microphones. Names such as Shure, Bogen, Electra Voice, University, Altec, Ampex, G.E. Tubes and Transistors. All kinds of parts. Everything for Educational
and Industrial electronics. Write for your catalog today.

McGEE RADIO CO.-1901-PEH
McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108

movement.

You use the capacitance meter

in

much the same manner as you would use
an ohmmeter to measure resistance.
Simply set the range switch to the position desired, connect the capacitor to be

tested, and interpret the value from the

position of the meter pointer and the
range multiplier.

Don't be surprised if many of your

capacitors seem way off from their rated

have much
greater tolerances than other electronic
values. Many capacitors

components, and some of the less expen-

sive ones may even be rated at +80%,
-20% tolerance. This would mean that

a 0.01-4uF capacitor could have a value
anywhere between 0.008 juF and 0.018 ti,F

and still be considered good. Of course,
if a different tolerance is stamped on the
capacitor case, the final reading should
be within those limits.
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ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

1000rs OF UNUSUAL SCENTIFIC BARGAINS,

SPECIAL UNIQJEValifearlpNG,

ELECTRONIC

VISUAL EFFECTS PROJECTOR SET
Dazzling, avante-garde visual ef-

EXPERIMENTER'S

fect.. Fantastic variety. Incredibly beautiful. Special package
offer contains all necessary apiaratus. Create floating, explodng, fiery bursts of color like
Symphony of Spheres".
''Chromatic Starbursts", ''Crystal Starburst". Features 35mm
500 W. fan cooled projector.-

HANDBOOK

produces big image at short dintance. Accepts two 9" diem.
wheels (Dry Kaleidescope &
cylindrical accessories (6" Colored Cloud & 5"
t esidoscope w/e-ix Internal myrored walls). Perfect for entertainproties, ptavography. Complete Instructions.
Moe< No. 71.211201)
$79.50 Ppd.

WINTER 1971

Bexlclo3cOpe),

NEW $99.50 FELIUM-NEON LASER!

READER

SERVICE NO.

.2

ADVERTISER

Completely assembled, instant.
starting w/three times power
output of comparable models.
Steady, ripple -free light of moderate (safe) power. Excellent
collimation. Particularly useful
for studies, experiments in holography. interferometry, diffraction. optical alignment. Sim-

PAGE NO.

Allied Radio Shack

5

ple and safe to use-just plug

B & F Enterprises

151

5

CB Electronic Distributors

141

3

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

I

in, switch on. The 41/4 lb. unit
reaches 7599 power in 2 secs.;
full power, typically 0.5 millivolt (C.3 raW minimum) in 3 mins. Beam divergence only 2 millibeam only 2 ems at 40 feet.
rad rns (far ahead of Competit on
Stock
79,0G400
7903083D

;

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK

100 information packed pages! Fully
explains latest in psychedelic lighting equipment, techniques, developments. Coven all facets Of psychedelic light -show production including strobes, black lights, projectors. crystals, organic slides,.
mirrors. color organs. polarized
color, light boxes. Musictrision.

155, 156, THIRD COVER
6

Datak Corp.

599.$128 SO

Single Mode

etc. Shows how to "psychedelize"
parties, musical groups, shows or

116

how to set up "electric trips" for

private gatherings. 81/4" x 110
looseleaf punched for 3 ring binder.

Stock No. 910000. . 53.00 Ppd.
2

Delta Products

7

Edmund Scientific Co.

4

SECOND COVER

MIRRORED BA .LS BOUNCE LIGHT

Yesteryear's ballrooms echo to
mirrored lights that richochet to
the beat of today's discotheque.

153

to 1.000 lustrous, clear,
handmade glass mirrors on each
Up

ball create fantastic lighting effects. Motorized-they cast reflections that blow the mind!
ideal for light shows, displays,
restaurants, hotels, and modern
stores.
9-oc1 ho. 71.04600 (12" Maxi.)
$30.00 Ppd.
Stock h o. 85, 1t 00 D (16^ Main.)
$75.00 FOB.
S-ocF ho. 71,01560 (8" Diann.)
$17.50 Ppd.
A S-RONOMIC/J L TELESCOPE KITS
Grind your own mirror for

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
FOURTH COVER

I

8

Electro-Voice, Inc.

9

Heath Company

I

151

International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc.

12

Lafayette Radio Electronics

13

McGee Radio Co.

National Radio Institute

powerful telescopes. Kits contain
fine annealed pyrex minor blank.
tool, abrasives, diagonal mirror.
and eyepiece lenses. Instruments
you build range in value from
$75 to hundreds of dollars.
91/4" DIAMETER -3/." flick
Stock No. 70.00300 $10.75 Ppd.
6" DIAMETER -1" Thick
Stock No. 70.00400 $13.95 Ppd.
8" DIAMETER -1f" Thick
Stock NO. 70.00500 $21.50 Ppd.
10" DIAMETER -13A ' Thick
Stock No. 70,00600 952.50 FOB

35, 36, 37
6

103,

104

ELACK-LIGH1 MIGHTY MITES
152

I

Relatively small (12-1 fixtures give
,urprisingly bright black -light. Stir or -finished reflector makes instant
starting 8 -watt, high -intensity bulb
look like 40-watter. Up to 5.000
hours of safe, long wave (3680A)
black -light to really turn -on parties,

2, 3

light & theatrical shows,
14

Progressive "Edu-Kits", Inc.

,afe, easy replacement of bulh and
-tarter. Stands upright or hartzontal. Aluminum case.

,

RCA Institutes, Inc.

Stock Na. 71,25-150
69, 70, 71

psyche-

delic decors, holiday decorations.
shockproof end -caps remove for

154

$14.95 Ppd.
$19.95 Ppd.
0 -der by Stock No.-Check or M.O.-Money-Back Guarantee

DELUXE 01.01130P/iND0OR MODEL

Stock Na. 71,200

EPMUND SCIENTI =IC CO., 300 EDIKORP BLDG., BARRINGTON, N.J. 08007
15

Sams, Howard W. & Co., Inc.

150

16

Scientific Devices

116

17

United Audio Products (DUAL)

110

18

Xcelite, Inc.

147

WRITE FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG "GD"
Completely

1971 Winter Edition

new

1970

edition.

New items, categories, illustrations, 148 easy -to -read pages
packed with 4000 unusual items.
Dozens of electrical and electromagnetic parts, accessories. Enormous selection of Astronomical

Telescopes. Microscopes, Binoculars, Magnifiers, Magnets, Lenses,
Lasers, Prisms. Many war surplus
items; for hobbyists, experimenters, workshops, factory. Write

EDMUND
SCIENITIFI= CO.

for catalog "GD." Include Zip.

300 EOSCORP BLDG.
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007

OEM ST SEC" NEMER SEND CHICK CH NONES ODDIE - MONEY -SACK GUDEANNI

153
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BUILD
20
RADIO
and Electronics Circuits
PROGRESSIVE "gdu-Kd"®

HOME RADIO COURSE
Now Includes
* 12 RECEIVERS
* 3 TRANSMITTERS
* SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
* SIGNAL TRACER
* AMPLIFIER
* SIGNAL INJECTOR
* CODE OSCILLATOR

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED

** Sold in 79 Countries

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946

FREE EXTRAS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND

SET OF TOOLS

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanaing PRACI iCAL HUME RADIO COURSE at a
oCk-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making
use of the most modern methods of home training. YoU will learn radio theory. construe
Ion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLE fE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solde
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work the standard type o
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis.
YOU will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code, Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble -shooting, Using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver. Transmitter. Square Wave Generator. Code
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You
will receive an excellent background for television, HiFi and Electronics.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu-Kit" is
the product of many years of teaching and engineering esner.ence. The 'Edu-Kit" will
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low
e
price you pa Y. The Signal Trace alone is woe more than the ri e

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
YOU 0 not need the slightest background
in radio or science. Whether you are interested In Radio 8, Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby, a well paying
. you will find
business or a job with a
the "Edu-KIV a worth -while Investment.
Many thousands f individuals of all

ages and backgrounds have successfully
used the "Edu-Klt in more than 79 countries of the world. The "Edu-Kit" has been
carefully designed, step by step. so that
yOU cannot make a mistake. The "Edu-Kit
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor is necessary.

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER
PLIERS -CUTTERS

VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK RADIO
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK

MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:
CONSULTATION SERVICE FCC
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS
You will learn trouble -shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
will practice repairs on the sets tha
you construct. You will learn sy Into
and causes of trouble In home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you
are learning in this practical way, you
will be able to do many a repair job for
Your friends and neighbors, and charge
fees which will far exceed the price of
the "Edu-Kit. Our Crinsni.ation Servce

will help you with any technical prob-

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

lems you may have.

r
e Radio Edu-Kit is the foremost educational radio kit in the world,
The
and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The 'EduKit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct,
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble shooting-all in a closely integrated program designed t examiningi n easily -learned. thorough and interesting background in radio.
the various radio parts of the "Edu-Kit." You then learn the
You begin by
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first
Set YOU will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations. learn theory, practice testing
and trouble -shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. Gradually. In a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the "Edu-Klt" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator. Signal
Tracer square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional
"breaaboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits. constructed by means of orofessional
wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known
as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG
J. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar Pl., Water-

bury. Conn., writes: "I have repaired

se.eral sets for my tr.ends, and made
money. The "Edu-Kit" paid for itself.
was ready to spend $240 for a Course,
but I found your ad and sent for your
I

Kit."

Ben Valerio, P. 0. Box 21, Magna.

Utah: "The Edu-Kits are wonderful. rime
am sending you the questions and also
the answers for them. I have been in
Radio for the last seven years, but like
to
work with Radio Kits. and like to
build Rad o Testing Equinment. I enjoyed every minute I worked with the
different kits: the Signal Tracer wo
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio -TV Club."
Robert L. Shoff. 1534 Monroe Ave..

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE

ffece Sary to build twenty different radio and
rece v all parts and
You
electronics
cirCuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, micra, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers. resistors, tie stripS,
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals. hook-up wire. solder.
selenium rectifiers. coils, volume controls and switches. etc.
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis.
special tube sockets, hardware and Instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools a
professional electric soldering Iron, and a selfpowered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The "Edu-Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator.
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for
servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector. a High
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio -TV Club. Free Consultation Service. Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools,
Instructions. etc. Everything Is yours to keep.
Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc., 1189 Broadway, Dept. 513RR, Hewlett, N. Y. 11557.

Huntington. W. Va.: "Thought I would
drop you a few lines to say that I rece.ved my Edu Kit. and was really amazed

that such a bargain can be had at such
a low price.
have already started repairing radios and Phonograens. Icy
friends were really surnrised to see me
get into the swing Of it so Quickly. The
Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with
the Kit is really swell. and finds the
trouble, If there Is any to be found.
1

-----UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE- ----1
Please rush my Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" to me, as indicated below:
Check one box to indicate choice of model

Deluxe Model $31.95.
[7] New Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model plus Television Servicing
Course).

Check one box to indicate manner of payment

D I enclose full payment. Ship "Edu-Kit" post paid.
enclose $5 deposit. Ship "Edu-Kit" C.O.D. for balance plus postage.
Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu-Kit."
Name
Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
1189 Broadway, Dept. 513RR, Hewlett, N. Y. 11 5 5 7

PRINTED CIRCUITRY
At no increase in price, the "Edu-Kit'
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique
servicing instrument that can detect many
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary
new technique of radio construction is now
becoming popular in commercial radio and
TV sets.

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated
chassis on which has been deposited a conducting material which takes the place of
wiring. The various parts are merely plugged
in and soldered to terminals.
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of thin
subject is a necessity today for anyone Interested In Electronics.
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ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

You're a pretty

important guy
...when you know Electronics. And now you can learn enough to break into
this exciting field right at home in your spare time.
How would you like to be the kind

qualified people, you can earn the

of guy other men come to for advice
and "know-how"?
The kind of guy businessmen and
scientists lean on-and listen to?
With a salary that can bring a guy
respect? And an impressive title like

kind of salary you've always dreamed

success shows in his bearing. He

about. Once you have some experience, you can make up to $5, $6, $7
an hour. $200, $225, $250 a week.
$8,000, $10,000, $12,000 a year-doing work you'll really enjoy!
You might think you need college
to break into this great field. But you
don't. You don't even have to leave
home to go to technical school.

important !

tronics can teach you all you need to
know in your spare time at home.

Communications Officer, or Cus-

tomer Engineer?
People admire a man like that. His

The Cleveland Institute of Elec-

doesn't have to be timid in business
or social situations any more...he's

CIE is the largest school in the

And you can be that man!
How? By cashing in on one of the

country specializing exclusively in
Electronics home training. The Institute's methods make learning Electronics easy, even for men who once
had trouble studying.
It's all spelled out in two informa-

hottest growth fields of all time:

Electronics.

Today, whole industries are built
upon Electronics. It's Electronics

that makes computers and auto-

tive books that CIE will send you
FREE. To get them, just mail the

mated production lines and modern
aerospace developments possible.
And to keep all these electronic
miracles running-to see that problems don't occur, and to solve them
when they do -the world depends on

bound -in card. If card is missing, use
the coupon below or write Cleveland
Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th
St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

Electronics specialist.
But there just aren't enough trained
Electronics specialists to go around!
By 1975, the booming Electronics industry will need an estimated 4 million of these men.

All CIE courses are available under the

It could be your first step toward
becoming a mighty important guy in
this world.
ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

a new breed of professional: the

With this kind of demand for

new G.I. Bill. If you served on active
duty since January 31, 1955, or are in

service now, check box on card for G.I.
Bill information.

1
C I= Cleveland Institute of Electronics

1776 EBEft 17th Street, Cleveland Ohio 44114

Please send me 2 FREE books describing opportunities in
Electronics and how to prepare for them.
Name

(Please print)

Age

Address
City

State
Zip
Check here for G.I. Bill information.
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 44
A Leader in Electronics Training...Since 1934
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(Be creative -and thrifty too!
Save up to 50% with EICO Kits and Wired Equipment.

NOW YOU CAN SEE
THE MUSIC YOU HEAR.

NEW "TREASURE
HUNTER" KIT

Sond rt Color

Finds metals, pipes several
inches underground. EICO

COLOIt
IMACIES
Electronic Art in Motion.
"CELESTIAL

TH-30 Solid State Treasure
Hunter locates iron, steel,

tin, gold, silver, copper

etc. Beep pitch increases as you near
object.

Battery operated. $29.95.

"CHROMACUBE"

Color Organs, Translators,
Strobes

LIMES"
Constantly flowing
color images move
in rhythm to music.
24" x 24' x 6".

Classic white 18"
Cube features a
fantastic audio.
responsive light
display.

COLOR ORGANS

NEW "BULLHORN" KIT
Carries your voice up to 400 feet.
EICO BH-16 Solid State Bullhorn.
21/2 lbs. light, Is perfect for

all outdoors, camping, sports.
Battery -operated. $15.95.

"LIGHT FANTASTIC"
Translucent dome provides 3-

d i mensional world of ever changing
light patterns in response to music. 38" hgh.

COvitina2
STEREO KITS
The lowest -priced

component quality
high fidelity!

The now dimension
to music pleasure.
EICO all electronic solid-state
Audio -Color Organs transform
sound waves into moving synchronized color images.
MODEL 3450 Giant (30" x 12" x
10") 4 -Channels. Kit $79.95,
Wired $109.95.
MODEL 3445 (24" x 12" x ltY)
4 -Channels. Kit $64.95,
Wired $99.95.
MODEL 3440 (10"x 15"x 16")
3 -Channels. Kit $49.95.
Wired $79.95. Other models toh
choose, from $19.95 and up.

TRANSLATORS
The electronics you need to create
audio -stimulated light displays.

-

EICO 3780 50 -Watt
Silicon Solid State FET AM -FM Stereo
Receiver. Kit $109.95, Wired $169.95

NEW EICOCRAFT
The electronic science project kits
for beginners, sophisticates,
educators. 42 kits to date.

MODEL 3460
1 Channel.

O

Kit $24.95,
Wired $39.95.

O

MODEL 3465

3 Channel.
Kit $39.95, Wired $69.95.

STROKE IJTIES
FM Wireless
Mike $9.95.

Burst of white light flash in
cadence of each beat of audio.
EICO 3080 50 -Watt Silicon

Solid State Stereo Amplifier.
Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95

EICO 3300 Silicon Solid State
FET AM -FM Stereo Tuner.
Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95

NEW SOLID STATE TEST INSTRUMENTS

S NEW MMICRAFT KITS

The first and any eolid-stete lest equipessrit guaranteed for 5 years!

Model 3470
Adjustable Rate.
Kit $29.95,
Wired $39.95.
Model 3475
Audio Actuated.
Kit $39.95, Wired $59.95

Automotive "LIGHTGUARD"
"VARIVOLT" DC Power Supply

.411

"MOODLITE" light Dimmer
Control "VARASPEED" Motor
Speed Control "LIGHTSHOW"

4*Mala

Sound/Lite Translator

"ELECTRIC FIESTA" Audio Color

Organ "SUPER MOODLITE"
Remote Control Light Dimmer
"ELECTROPLATER" From
$2.50 to $14.95.

-w
"FLEXI-CAS"

Build your own custom
designed cabinet in
minutes!
Give your EICOCRAFT

and other projects
that finished professional look with
decor -styled FLEXI-

CAB vinyl clad steel
cabinets. Fast, easy,
push -together
assembly. 3 -sizes

from $3.49.

EICO 240 Solid State FET-TVM. Kit $59.95, Wired $79.95.
EICO 379 Solid State Sine/Square Wave Generator.
Kit $69.95, Wired $94.50.
EICO 242 Solid State FET-TVOM. Kit $69.95, Wired $94.50.
EICO 150 Solid State Signal Tracer. Kit $49.95, Wired $69.95.
EICO 330 Solid State RF Signal Generator.
Kit $59.95, Wired $84.50.

aa

vOMPOit

FREE 1970 EICO CATALOG ""'
E Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
One of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.
Name

State

City

Malta Street. Brooklyn,

Capacitive Ignition
System.
Boost gas mileage up to 25%,
life of poin s, plugs to 100,000 miles;

Kit $29.95 Wired, $39.95.

40

"

NIA

ces
EICO 888 Solid State

Address

Electronic Instrument

AUTOMOTIVE
EICO 889 Solid State

Co.,EICO

N.Y.283 1

Inc.
7

Zip

EICO
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Universal Engine Analyzer.
Tunes and troubleshoots
your car/boat engine, the
totally professional way.
Kit $49.95, Wired $69.95.

